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In the postgenomic era, hundreds of thousands of bio-
logical datasets including genetic information of various
species, gene expression profiles, metabolomes, proteomes,
and evenmolecular imaging are published in public domains.
One, maybe the most, important reason to conduct various
genome projects is to translate useful relevant information
to biomedical research and finally to clinical applications.
From bench to bed, bioinformatics researches have presented
strong and powerful potential to accelerate the analyses
of comprehensive and complicated datasets. To establish a
forum for gathering scientists from multidisciplinary fields
such as biology, medicine, computer science, statistics, and
informatics, Dr. Hui-HuangHsu, Dr. Tun-WenPai, Dr. Oliver
Ray, and Dr. Hao-Teng Chang are continuously involved
in organizing International Workshop on Intelligent Infor-
matics in Biology and Medicine (IIBM) starting from 2008,
which is used to be held in conjugation with International
Conference on Complex, Intelligent, and Software Intensive
Systems (CISIS).

In these years, IIBM successfully brings together com-
puter scientists, biologists, statisticians, and medical doc-
tors to present and discuss current topics on intelli-
gent informatics in biology and medicine. Although the
complexity and volume of experimental data from next
generation sequencing and mass spectrometry technologies

increase dramatically, many various sophisticated computa-
tional techniques have been designed and developed. These
methodologies are able to support new detection techniques
that are developed to improve the quality of healthcare and
medicine. Advances in information technologies, indeed,
facilitate and accelerate research from basic to clinical inves-
tigations in terms of translational medicine.

To record the ideas of talents and gather more contri-
butions to these fields, this special issue was launched and
supported by this journal. This special issue focuses on the
challenges and solutions for information process with an
emphasis on forthcoming high throughput technologies and
biomedicine systems, which will provide opportunities for
academics and industrial professionals to discuss the latest
issues and progresses in the area of biomedicine. This special
issue contains 9 papers which were selected from 24 submis-
sions. These papers address the development and application
of data-analytical methods, algorithm development, mathe-
matical modeling, and computational simulation techniques
to the biomedicine applications.

In “Time series expression analyses using RNA-seq: a
statistical approach,” S. Oh et al. apply three real datasets
and simulation studies to demonstrate the utility of statistical
evolutionary trajectory index, autoregressive time-lagged
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regression, and hidden Markov model approaches for RNA-
seq datasets in temporal version.

In “Gene entropy-fractal dimension informatics with appli-
cation to mouse-human translational medicine,” T. Holden
et al. compare the Shannon entropy and fractal dimension of
some DNA sequences computed from different mammalian
species. The obtained values were plotted in a 2D map, and
the distance between points on these maps for corresponding
mRNA sequences in different species is used to study evolu-
tionary topics.

In “State-of-the-art fusion-finder algorithms sensitivity
and specificity,” M. Carrara et al. utilize seven existing state-
of-arts gene fusion detection tools. Their strategy is to sim-
ulate some gold-standard data and then compare sensitivity
and specificity of the detection tools. The experimental
results obtained using synthetic and real datasets suggest
that synthetic datasets encompassing fusion events may not
fully catch the complexity of RNA-seq experiments, and
most fusion detection tools are still limited in sensitivity or
specificity.

In “On the structural context and identification of enzyme
catalytic residues,” Y.-T. Chien and S.-W. Huang analyze
structural context of catalytic residues based on theoretical
and experimental structure flexibility.The results have shown
that catalytic residues possess distinct structural features
and contexts, and their neighboring residues within specific
range are usually structurally rigid than those of noncatalytic
residues.

In “Simpute: an efficient solution for dense genotypic
data,” Y.-J. Lin et al. compare the imputation performance
among six various bioinformatics tools with data generated
by randomly masking the genotype data from the Interna-
tional HapMap Phase III Project. They also propose a novel
algorithm, Simpute, which is suitable and efficient for regular
screening of the large-scale SNP genotyping in general.

In “In silico prediction and in vitro characterization ofmul-
tifunctional human RNase3,” P.-C. Lien et al. apply computa-
tional approaches for unique peptide extraction and perform
in vitro activity assays for discovering important peptides
in human ribonuclease 3 (hRNase3), HBPrnase3. They also
identify multiple biological features of this unique peptide
in glycan binding, cellular binding, and lipid binding, which
are also characteristic features of hRNase 3. Their results
demonstrate molecular evolution of sequence, structure, and
function in human ribonuclease A (hRNaseA) superfamily
members.

In “Using nanoinformaticsmethods for automatically iden-
tifying relevant nanotoxicology entities from the literature,”
M. Garćıa-Remesal et al. present a nanoinfomatics approach
based on NER techniques for automatically identifying rele-
vant nanotoxicology entities in scientific papers.The proof of
concept can be expanded to stimulate further developments
that could assist researchers in managing data, information,
and knowledge at nanolevel and accelerating research in
nanomedicine.

In “On the difference in quality between current heuristic
and optimal solutions to the protein structure alignment prob-
lem,” M. Arriagada and A. Poleksic utilize an approximation
algorithm for protein structure matching to demonstrate that

a deep search of the protein superposition space leads to
increased alignment accuracy with respect to many well-
established measures of alignment quality. The topic of
protein structure alignment is still one of the most important
problems in computational biology.

In “Cancer vaccines: state of the art of the computational
modeling approaches,” F. Pappalardo et al. introduce the new
field of computational modeling of cancer vaccines which are
a real application of the extensive knowledge of immunology
to the field of oncology.

The papers in this special issue, representing a broad
spectrum of computational approaches and areas of investi-
gation, provide useful message of intelligent informatics for
biomedical and biomedicine applications. This unique and
informative collection of papers on bioinformatics highlights
the direction of related studies. This special issue illustrates
the importance that computational biology always plays the
primary key step for biologists andmedical doctors to be able
to access large amounts of biological data.
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RNA-seq is becoming the de facto standard approach for transcriptome analysis with ever-reducing cost. It has considerable
advantages over conventional technologies (microarrays) because it allows for direct identification and quantification of transcripts.
Many time series RNA-seq datasets have been collected to study the dynamic regulations of transcripts. However, statistically
rigorous and computationally efficient methods are needed to explore the time-dependent changes of gene expression in biological
systems. These methods should explicitly account for the dependencies of expression patterns across time points. Here, we discuss
several methods that can be applied to model timecourse RNA-seq data, including statistical evolutionary trajectory index (SETI),
autoregressive time-lagged regression (AR(1)), and hidden Markov model (HMM) approaches. We use three real datasets and
simulation studies to demonstrate the utility of these dynamic methods in temporal analysis.

1. Introduction

RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) has fundamentally become the
choice of studies of transcriptome [1–6]. From the conven-
tional technologies in microarray and beginning of digital
sequencing SAGE [7], a significant hurdle in the analysis of
the transcriptome arises from insufficient samples, specifi-
cally, in identification of the temporal patterns of gene expres-
sionmeasured at a series of discrete time points. Several data-
mining techniques and statistical methodologies have proven
to be useful to search temporal gene expression patterns
in microarrays [3, 8–34]. Some people have already started
to adapt the way we applied in microarrays for RNA-seq
data. The main drawback, however, is the loss of discreteness
property of read count on transcriptional level, albeit there
are no additional advantages in analytical aspects on counts.
Given experimental design with sufficient replicate, time
points, and sequencing depth [4, 5, 34], attempts to RNA-seq
specificmethodologies to preserve the elegant count property
in time coursewill contribute to development and application
in this area ahead.The last four years witnessed the astonish-
ing publication of statistical methodology studies to identify

differential expression between two or amongst multiple
groups. Nonethelessmost analysis tools remain tied to a static
model approach without respect to time, albeit the incisive
ultrahigh-throughput sequencing data now provides time
series gene expression profile. As the first step towards under-
standing temporal dynamics in RNA-seq data, temporal anal-
yses often rely on the simple pairwise comparisons [35–47] to
infer differentially expressed genes/isoforms at a specific time
point versus a reference time point. Differential expression
results are then combined to characterize the dynamics over
time. Commonly used microarray data analysis methods,
such as limma [40], log linear models [39], and ANOVA [26],
after variance-stabilizing transformation have also been used
for temporal data analysis in RNA-seq as another alternative.
However, the very few replications for such data limit the
power of these methods. Statistical inference from such
high dimensional data structure with the large number of
variables and very few observations has presented substantial
challenge. More importantly, the pairwise approaches fail
to account for the strong temporal dependencies; indeed,
higher correlation between neighboring time points is clearly
revealed in published gene expression profiles [48] and our
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real data applications (see Figure 2).Therefore, these pairwise
approaches are suboptimal without explicitly modeling the
expression dynamics over time nor can the time points that
contribute most to time evolution trajectory pattern of a
gene’s expression be identified. More descriptive methods,
such as clusteringmethods, have also been applied to identify
coexpressed gene sets using RNA-seq data [49–51]. Such
unsupervised clustering methods implicitly assume that data
collected at different time points are independent, ignoring
the sequential structure in time series data. It is apparent
that potentially useful information on gene regulation and
dynamics may be lost with these suboptimal methods, and
there is a need to develop statistical methods that can
appropriately model and analyze RNA-seq data. We discuss
several methods that explicitly model the time-dependent
nature of the time series data in this paper. We describe
the identification of temporal differential expression (TDE)
analyses as well as the ranking of genes to show temporal
trajectories with statistical significance. We also discuss the
application of time-lagged autoregressive AR(1) models to
identify TDE genes as well as hiddenMarkovmodels (HMM)
to classify different expression patterns by posterior probabil-
ities of latent states. These methods can be applied to study
complex factorial designs that interrogate multiple biological
conditions simultaneously where multiple time points are
studied under two or more biological conditions. Multivari-
ate approaches are presented to identify temporal patterns in
coexpressed gene groups and quantify coupled relationship of
two distinct trajectories. Here we report an in-depth analysis
of temporal patterns based on nonparametric and Bayesian
approaches that incorporate the context of inherent time
dependence of gene expression per se. When these methods
are applied for published real datasets, both static and
dynamic methods performed well for most temporal genes;
however, dynamic methods had particularly a slight edge at
low and moderate expression levels. That may be particularly
advantageous for years to come for application to data with
relatively low signals such as depression and aging data,
which on expression compared to tumors in disease tissues.

2. Statistical Methods

2.1. Time Series Data Structure. Suppose that a gene expres-
sion profile matrix contains 𝑖 = {1, . . . , 𝐺} genes and 𝑗 =

{1, . . . , 𝑚}, 𝑚 different time stages. The 𝑖th gene expression
profile vector, 𝑌

𝑖
= [𝑦

𝑖
(𝑡
1
), . . . , 𝑦

𝑖
(𝑡
𝑚
)]
𝑡,corresponds to a

sequential vector of time points and biological replicates
within a time point, namely, where 𝑦

𝑖
(𝑇 = 𝑡

𝑗
) =

[𝑦
𝑖𝑡𝑗𝐿=1

, . . . , 𝑦
𝑖𝑡𝑗𝐿=𝑙

] is a vector composed of intraexpression
measurements by 𝐿 = ℓ biological replicates at time point
𝑇 = 𝑡

𝑗
. We consider a sequence of observations on gene

expression profile dataset, made at 𝑚 different time points;
accordingly 𝑚 dimensional gene expression vector of gene 𝑖
with observed read counts over time is used hereafter. 𝑦

𝑖𝑗
=

[𝑦
𝑖𝑗1
, 𝑦
𝑖𝑗2
, . . . , 𝑦

𝑖𝑗𝑐
]
𝜏 is 𝐶 = 𝑐 dimensional gene expression

vector of gene 𝑖, time point 𝑗. The expression profile is a
factorial time course experiment and the vector 𝑦

𝑖𝑗
represents

the intraexpression profile of 𝑐 biological condition within a

time point. 𝑦
𝑖𝑗𝑐

= [𝑦
𝑖𝑗𝑐1

, 𝑦
𝑖𝑗𝑐2

, . . . , 𝑦
𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑙
]
𝜏 is an 𝑙 dimensional

gene expression vector of gene 𝑖, time point 𝑗, 𝑐 biological
condition, and 𝑙 different biological individual replicates. If
there are not any treated biological conditions, the gene
expression time series is simplified in 𝑦

𝑖𝑗𝑙
.

2.2. Statistical Evolutionary Trajectory Index (SETI). Existing
static methods for testing significance of TDE genes in time
series RNA-seq data do not consider temporal stochastic
ordering dependency property in time, which differs from a
typical gene expression profile data, and all static methods
assume samples that are distributed independently and are
not related to each other instead. However, it is well known
that the considerable genes in gene expression profiles related
to many developmental biological processes or disease pro-
gression are temporally differentially expressed and current
expression level is affected by previous one by inherent
Markovian property in time series. In the settings of large
numbers of variables and with few observation, distribution-
free or Bayesian approaches by using useful prior information
are more suitable in RNA-seq. To circumvent the limitations
and cope with a variety of particular patterns in time course,
we present a statistical framework that enables more precise
temporal expression profiling by incorporating autocorrela-
tion measurement to determine relationship between con-
secutive expression profiles. Residuals in one period (or time
point) are correlated with those in previous periods (or time
point) and ranking individual SETI based on nonparametric
regression fit as a gene-by-gene approach. As above, the gene
expression level 𝑦

𝑖𝑗
at 𝐼 = 𝑖th gene, 𝐽 = 𝑗th time, 𝐶 =

{1, . . . , 𝐶} biological condition, and 𝐿 = {1, . . . , 𝐿} replicates
is fitted by smooth spline regression. The autocorrelations
of the residuals are computed by the sliding of all possible
cases over the original time series, which are referred to as
a trajectory index for given gene. The unbiased estimate of
the autocorrelation for each gene is

∧

ACRres,𝑖 (𝑘) =
1

(𝑚 − 𝑘) 𝜎2

𝑚−𝑘

∑
𝑗=1

[𝑌
𝑖𝑗
−
∧

𝑦
𝑖
] [𝑌
𝑖𝑗+𝑘

−
∧

𝑦
𝑖
] (1)

for any positive integer 𝑘 < 𝐺. {𝑦
1
, 𝑦
2
, . . . , 𝑦

𝐺
} is a vector

to be contained by 𝐺-length observations of expression
measurement. 𝑃 values for assessing statistical significance
are calculated using a permutation test (𝑁 = 10, 000),
assuming the absence of temporal differential expression.
The confidence interval and trimmed mean of trajectory
index are derived by bootstrapping analysis (𝐵 = 100).
The method is based on computing autocorrelations, that is,
cross-correlation of gene expression profile across time points
to represent temporal pattern. It is applied in a variety of
different types of RNA-seq time series data including factorial
time course experiments.

2.3. Autoregressive Time-Lagged AR(1) Model. We propose
to use an autoregressive time-lagged AR(1) model for the
identification of temporal and differential gene expression.
Hay and Pettitt [54] demonstrated first-order time lag for
an application to the control of an infectious disease with
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count data over time inwhich the time series observations are
examined to identify significant associations with explana-
tory variables and counts, the incidence of an infectious dis-
ease ESBL-producingKlebsiella pneumoniae in anAustralian
hospital, and the explanatory variable is the number of grams
of antibiotic third-generation cephalosporins used over that
time period. In order to essentially propose a universal
dynamicmethod with AR(1)model in RNA-seq, we consider
models to allow flexibility without covariates in lieu of taking
their initial approaches. The details of our AR(1) model for
read count gene expression profile over time as a gene-by-
gene TDE identification are discussed in the following with
mathematical notations. Bayesian framework is defined by
(𝑦
𝑖𝑗
| 𝜇
𝑖𝑗
, 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛 and 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑚) to be independently

distributed as Poisson model. We employ their model for
RNA-seq read count expression data.

2.3.1. Poisson Model in AR(1). From the time series data
structure (Section 2.1), we have 𝑚 time points, 𝑐 biological
conditions, and 𝑙 replications. Both maize and zebrafish data
with single measurements within a time point are applied in
this method.

Consider

𝑦
𝑖𝑗
∼ POI (𝜇

𝑖𝑗
) , where 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛, 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑚,

log (𝜇
𝑖𝑗
) = 𝑤

𝑖𝑗
+ 𝛽
𝑖
,

𝑤
𝑖1
=

𝑢
𝑖1

√1 − 𝜑2
𝑖

,

𝑤
𝑖𝑗
= 𝜑
𝑖
𝑤
𝑖𝑗−1

+ 𝑢
𝑖𝑗
, 𝑗 > 2.

(2)

And equivalently,

log (𝜇
𝑖𝑗
) = 𝑤

𝑖𝑗
+ 𝛽
𝑖
,

𝑤
𝑖1
∼ Normal(0, 𝜎2

(1 − 𝜑2
𝑖
)
) ,

𝑤
𝑖𝑗
| 𝑤
𝑖,1...,𝑗−1

∼ Normal (𝜑
𝑖1
𝑤
𝑖𝑗−1

, 𝜎
2
) , 𝑗 > 2.

(3)

To identify altered gene expression across time series,
for each gene, the AR(1) model is applied and inference of
𝛽 is obtained from noninformative priors and time series
random effects for sequential expression profile are assumed.
This autoregressive model was originally carried out for lon-
gitudinal large-scale historical repeated-measurement data.
In our study, using the modified assumptions, RNA-seq time
series with short time period (4∼8 time points) and single
observations as gene-by-gene approach are applied to com-
pare the performance of AR(1) model to static methods in
identification of differential expression. The posterior prob-
abilities of parameters in the model are estimated through
MCMCsimulationswith𝑁 = 6,000 iteration and 1,000 burn-
in. We provide detailed notations and equations for three
dynamic approaches in Supplementary data available online
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2013/203681. In the results, we are
most interested in autocoefficients to represent time series

sequential random effects in the model and we implemented
a classification between TDE (temporally differential expres-
sion over time) and EE (equally expression over time) set
of genes. Similar to statistical differential expression testing
for each gene in a classical approach, our implementation
of testing in AR(1) model is given by a Bayesian interval
estimate, 95% credible interval:

𝐻
0
: if𝜑
𝑖
= 0,EE, 𝐻

1
: otherwise,TDE, (4)

where we consider that gene 𝑖 is temporally differentially
expressed (TDE) if the 95% credible interval of 𝜑

𝑖
does not

include 0; otherwise it is considered to be equally expressed
(EE). Also we obtain the tail probability of (𝜑

𝑖
| 𝑦) of gene 𝑖,

that is, 𝑝(𝜑
𝑖
> 0 | 𝑦) or 𝑝(𝜑

𝑖
< 0 | 𝑦) for 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛 using

MCMC. It indicates the significance of differential expression
for each gene.

2.3.2. Negative Binomial in AR(1). A more compelling
methodological goal is to infer temporal dynamics when we
have replicates within a time point and it is straightforward
to establish a negative binomial model with AR(1):

𝑦
𝑖𝑗
∼ NBC (𝑘, 𝜇

𝑖𝑗
) , where 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛,

𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑚, log (𝜇
𝑖𝑗
) = 𝜔
𝑖𝑗
+ 𝛽
𝑗
.

(5)

Other parts of the model remain identical as in (3). Here,
y∼NBC(𝑘, 𝜇) means that 𝑦 has its probability function as
follows:

𝑝 (𝑦; 𝑘, 𝜇) =
Γ (𝑦 + 𝑘)

Γ (𝑘) Γ (𝑦 + 1)
(

𝑘

𝜇 + 𝑘
)

𝑘

× (1 −
𝑘

𝜇 + 𝑘
)

𝑦

, 𝑦 = 0, 1, 2, . . . .

(6)

This negative binomial distribution has its mean 𝐸(𝑦) = 𝜇

and its variance 𝜇 + 𝜇2/𝑘. The parameter 𝑘−1 is called the
dispersion parameter.

2.4. Hidden Markov Model (HMM). We consider a Bayesian
HMM to analyze factorial time course RNA-seq data. Our
model follows the seminal work of Yuan and Kendziorski
[48] that characterizes all possible temporally differential
expression patterns in time series microarray data with two
or more biological conditions. Although this early study
was encouraging, the HMM was restricted to represent
timing differences between biological conditions with binary
EE/DE or multiple cases of latent hidden states depending
on the number of given conditions at each time point. The
extent of temporal changes was not obvious in significantly
differentiating between one time point and the next. Taking
a HMM approach, we seek SETI and multivariate coupled
relationships among distinct trajectories into HMMs in each
condition to investigate biological evolutionary trajectory
that can be applied to a comprehensive set of RNA-seq time
series data to make probabilistic predictions of temporal
patterns for how differential expression will occur under dif-
ferent biological conditions. Also, count specific underlying
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distributions for RNA-seq time series data are used. First, we
introduce a mechanism to use the inference of temporally
differentially expressed genes in time series RNA-seq gene
expression profiles with multiple biological conditions at
a given time point. This was achieved by incorporating
GP and NBD with corresponding prior information into
the HMM for each gene, allowing samples having either
multiple replicates or single observations. We investigate
properties of the HMM technique such as how it benefits
by incorporating hidden variables when making the pre-
dictions of temporal patterns of differential expression for
given different biological conditions and how the number
of chosen latent variables varies with conditions within a
stage over a time period. As per Section 2.1, we present
how to express hidden states in the given models with
subindices composed of 𝑇 time points, 𝐶 different biological
conditions (e.g., drug treatments or tissues), and 𝐿 replicates.
As RNA-seq experiments generally have small sample sizes,
the identification of statistically significant temporally dif-
ferentially expressed (DE) genes may have limited power.
Also, some studies stress the importance of replication in
microarray studies, which have inherent variability [4, 5, 33,
34, 55] regardless of how well constructed DE methods are
applied. Thus, without replicates, no statistical significance
tests are reliable and powerful on detection of TDE. With
the reduction in sequencing costs, well-designed balanced
RNA-seq experiments with proper sample sizes and time
points will facilitate the use of temporal dynamic methods,
including AR(1) model. Here HMM is used with samples
and 4 biological conditions (different tissues). Consider that
the gene expression dataset (𝑦

𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑙
) has 𝐼 = genes, 𝐽 = time

points, 𝐶 = conditions, and 𝐿 = replicates. This algorithm
has theMarkovian assumption that the expression level at the
current time only depends on that at themost recent time.We
use hidden states to represent a change in expression levels
between different biological conditions.Thus, this framework
allows us to detect TDE genes and to facilitate the calculation
of the posterior probabilities of all possible TDE patterns. For
instance, with three time points, thismethod can estimate the
posterior probability of pattern EE-DE-EE, where EE stands
for equally expressed and DE for differentially expressed,
respectively. Namely, the main interest is to identify the rela-
tionship among the 𝐶 class latent mean values of expression
level for each gene g at each time point 𝑇 = 𝑡 denoted
by 𝜇
𝑔𝑡1
, 𝜇
𝑔𝑡2
, . . . , 𝜇

𝑔𝑡𝐶
. Hereby, the primary goal of HHM in

time course experiment with multiple different conditions is
to infer all potential relationships from different conditions;
for simplest case with two biological conditions, it is binary
outcome with EE/DE, and for complicated experimental
design with more than two biological conditions, suppose
that biological conditions correspond to different tissues,
hereafter tissues A, B, C, and D. Correspondingly, there are 4
expression profiles 𝜇

𝑔𝑡A, 𝜇𝑔𝑡B, 𝜇𝑔𝑡C, and 𝜇𝑔𝑡D, and 15 possible
expression pattern states include the following:

State 1 [1111] : 𝜇1 = 𝜇
2
= 𝜇
3
= 𝜇
4

State 2 [1221] : 𝜇1 = 𝜇
4

̸=𝜇
2
= 𝜇
3

State 3 [1222] : 𝜇1 ̸=𝜇
2
= 𝜇
3
= 𝜇
4

State 4 [1121] : 𝜇1 = 𝜇
2
= 𝜇
4

̸=𝜇
3

State 5 [1212] : 𝜇1 = 𝜇
3

̸=𝜇
2
= 𝜇
4

⋅ ⋅ ⋅

State 14 [1233] : 𝜇1 ̸=𝜇
2

̸=𝜇
3
= 𝜇
4

State 15 [1234] : 𝜇1 ̸=𝜇
2

̸=𝜇
3

̸=𝜇
4

(7)

More generally, the number of all potential patterns as
a function of the number of tissues is equal to the Bell
exponential number of possible set partitions. Here each state
is not observed and needs to be estimated from the data.
Therefore, we refer to such states as hidden. For each gene g
at each time point 𝑇 = 𝑡, we want to estimate the probability
of each hidden state 𝑝( ⃗𝑔

𝑔𝑡
= 𝑘) and then we associate

an observation model with each state and eventually also
compute the most likely sequential states over time to derive
timing differences for a given gene g. Fitting a hiddenMarkov
model involves estimating the transition probability matrix
𝐴, initial probability distribution 𝜋

0
, and unobserved hidden

state at time𝑇 = 𝑡, and estimations are done by EM algorithm
as described and implemented in the original paper of HMM.
The parametric empirical models (PEM) of GP and NBD
sample 𝑦 = (𝑦

1
, 𝑦
2
, . . . , 𝑦

𝑁
) are considered here.

In the GP model, for two biological conditions at each
time point and two marginal distributions of hidden states
are given the following equations, as shown in Yuan et al.,
for microarray application. The underlying distributions and
joint predictive density (JPD) for discrete count data are
incorporated to infer posterior probability distributions:

𝑓
1𝑡
(𝑥
𝑔𝑡
) = 𝑓
0𝑡
(𝑥
𝑔𝑡
| 𝜆
𝑔𝑡
) 𝑑𝐺
𝑡
(𝜆
𝑔𝑡
) (8)

under EE state 1 and

𝑓
2𝑡
(𝑥
𝑔𝑡
) = ∫𝑓

0𝑡
(𝑥
𝑔𝑡1,...,𝑔𝑡𝑛1

| 𝜆
𝑔𝑡
) 𝑑𝐺
𝑡
(𝜆
𝑔𝑡
)

+ ∫𝑓
0𝑡
(𝑥
𝑔𝑡(𝑛1+1),...,𝑔𝑡(𝑛1+𝑛2)

| 𝜆
𝑔𝑡2
) 𝑑𝐺
𝑡
(𝜆
𝑔𝑡2
)

(9)

under TDE state 2.
If 𝜋
𝑖
represents the proportion of TDE genes at time 𝑡,

then the mixture type of marginal distribution of the data is
given by

(1 − 𝜋
1
) 𝑓
1𝑡
(𝑦
𝑔𝑡
) + 𝜋
2
𝑓
2𝑡
(𝑦
𝑔𝑡
) , where 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑑.

(10)

And 𝑓
𝑜𝑡
(𝑦 | 𝜇

𝑔𝑡
) = 𝜆 exp(−𝜆𝑦)/𝑦!, 𝑥 > 0. 𝜆

𝑡
follows a

conjugate prior with gamma distribution parameters, shape
parameter 𝛼

𝑡
, and rate parameter 𝛽

𝑡
. Thus, three parameters

𝜃
𝑡

= (𝜆
𝑡
, 𝛼
𝑡
, 𝛽
𝑡
) need to be estimated for a given gene.

For the GP model, the Markov chain is assumed to be
homogeneous and the marginal distribution of 𝑥

𝑔𝑡
is the

finite mixture ∑
𝑑

𝑖=1
𝜋
𝑖
𝑓
𝑖𝑡
. We assume one-step first-order

correlation time series structure so that HMM contains with
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Poisson distributed state-dependent distribution. The goal
of this algorithm is to identify a certain set of genes that
are TDE in a combination of time series and four different
biological conditions, for example, distinct tissue types. To
address the utility of HMMs proposed in time course RNA-
seq experiments with multiple different tissues, we exploit a
parametric hierarchical empirical Bayes model with GP (data
w/o replication) and NBD (data w/replications) with beta-
prior as a well-modified Bayesian approach [42, 56, 57]. The
Newton et al. [57] approach identifies differentially expressed
genes for microarray experiment framework in multiple
biological conditions at a static time point and similarly
Hardcastle and Kelly [42] identify differentially expressed
genes either for pairwise comparisons or for multiple group
comparisons in an RNA-seq experiment framework at a static
time point. For microarray data, Yuan and Kendziorski [48]
proposed a HMM for a dynamic time course experiment
with multiple conditions Gamma-Gamma (GG) and Log
Normal Normal (LNN) to identify genes of interest whose
temporal profiles are different across two or more biological
conditions. Here, we adapted and extended that approach to
a general RNA-seq framework with GP and NBD models as
more flexible models. The earlier studies are limited to detect
temporal patterns other than ranking/ordering temporal
dynamic specific genes during developmental stages, which
biologists are more interested in examining. We assume two
common underlying distributions for RNA-seq read count.
In reality, violation of GP assumptions is very common and
in order to account for overdispersion. Alternatively, NBD
is applied with a beta-prior. The above inference method
provides for continuous trajectory regression involved with
timing evolution features to rank temporal genes statistically
for a given pattern, as well as such genes’ temporal differential
expression patterns among conditions. In addition, we exam-
ined multivariate identification of temporal expression using
the following several metrics.

2.5. Coupled Multivariate Identification of SETIs

2.5.1. Granger Causality. The concept of Granger causality
between two distinct SETIs assumes that the data at the
current time point affect the data at the succeeding time
point [58]. To determine Granger causality for each pair of
trajectories, we employ standard 𝐹-statistics to test if the
residual values derived from the fitting smoother for gene A
are incorporated into the equation for another gene B. If all
the coefficients for themeasurements of gene B are zero under
the null hypothesis, then there is no statistically significant
Granger causality between the trajectories for genes A and B.

2.5.2. Cotrajectory with Glass-d-Score. Similarly, each pair of
two trajectories, which correspond to two gene expression
levels, is explored by another dependency metric score and
detailed notations are described in the following, when there
is a given pair of two gene expression profiles:

(𝑔
𝑖
, 𝑔
𝑗
) 𝑑
𝑖𝑗

𝑘
=
𝑟
𝑖𝑗

𝑘
− 𝑟
𝑖

𝑘

𝜎
𝑟
𝑖
𝑘

, (11)

where 𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑘
is the correlation coefficient between the expression

profiles of (𝑖, 𝑗) among all possible pairs.The null distribution
was assumed to have 𝑟𝑖

𝑘
(𝜎
𝑟
𝑖
𝑘
) themean and standard deviation

of correlation coefficient between gene 𝑖 and all other genes,
respectively.

2.5.3. Correlation Approach. As proposed in Ma et al. and
Barker et al. we propose a biologically motivated approach to
measure the relationship between two different genes based
on their temporal expression profiles in RNA-seq. Ma et al.
proposed to consider lagged coexpression analysis to capture
the scenario that there is a delayed response of gene B to gene
A so that the profile of gene B is correlated with the time
delayed profile of gene A.

2.6. Pairwise Methods. In this section, we describe the
pairwise methods that we consider in our comparisons with
the methods discussed above that can explicitly model the
time dependencies nature in the data. For comparisons
with our dynamic methods, we examined several popular
static methods, including Fisher’s exact test for simple two
sample comparisons and log linear model for multigroup
comparison, which can also be applied for RNA-seq time
series data in temporal analysis as intuitive but limited.

DE analyses: we first employed pairwise condition com-
parison methods in digital measures at a given static status
without respect to time. It is no surprise to take a union
set of all possible pairwise comparisons using these static
techniques to identify temporal dynamics in relatively small
experiments, where single sample for each time point and
very fewnumber of time points are contained in experimental
design.

(i) Fisher’s exact test: fromTable 1, the 2-sided𝑃 value for
TDE of each gene is computed with (12) [39]:

Pr (𝑔
+1,𝑔

= 𝑔 | 𝑔
+1.
, 𝑔
+2.
, . . . , 𝑔

.𝑔
) =

(
𝑔+1.
𝑔 ) (

𝑔+2.
𝑔.𝑔−𝑔

)

(
𝑔..
𝑔.𝑔
)

. (12)

(ii) Audic-Claverie statistics.

The Audic-Claverie statistics [59] are based on a distri-
bution 𝑝(𝑦 | 𝑥) over read counts 𝑦 in one sample in one
given group informed by the read counts 𝑥 under the null
hypothesis that the read counts are generated identically and
independently from an unknown Poisson distribution. 𝑝(𝑦 |

𝑥) is computed by infinite mixture of all possible Poisson
distributions with mixing proportions equal to the posteriors
under the flat prior over 𝜆. When the two libraries in a given
Solexa/Illumina RNA-seq experiment are of the same size,

𝑝 (𝑦 | 𝑥) =
1

2𝑥+𝑦+1

(𝑥 + 𝑦)!

𝑥!𝑦!
=

1

2𝑥+𝑦+1
(
𝑥 + 𝑦

𝑥
) . (13)

These are Audic-Claverie statistics [59] for given read
counts 𝑥 and 𝑦.

Pooling methods: as with ANOVA in microarray, log lin-
ear model and linear models for microarray data (LIMMA),
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Table 1: 2 × 2 contingency table.

Reads from sample of type
Tags in gene Group A Group B

Gene g 𝑔
+1,A 𝑔

+2,A 𝑔
.,A

Not gene g 𝑔
+1
− 𝑔
+1,A 𝑔

+2
− 𝑔
+2,A 𝑔

.,B

Total 𝑔
+1

𝑔
+2

𝑔
..

after variance-stabilizing transformation to allowmultigroup
and multifactor comparisons, can be applied by including a
time variable as the main factor in the model [40].

(i) Log linear model with the Poisson link function
(or negative binomial when replicates are available)
and likelihood ratio test model. In the model, the
time factor, biological condition factors, and their
interaction terms are included.

(ii) LIMMA (linear model for microarray) with 𝐹-
statistics under the linear model setting implemented
in R package is also applied for time series RNA-seq
read count data after variance stabilizing transforma-
tion.

Although such static algorithms have demonstrated a suc-
cessful identification of temporally expressed genes in some
degree in the past four years and our study, any temporal
dynamic analysis false discovery results in static methods can
be introduced due to violation of Markovian assumptions
frequently revealed in time series expression profile. As the
cost to sequencing continues to decline, there is urgent need
for more sophisticated statistical methodologies of power
in the identification of temporal expression or for use of
characterization of temporal dynamics to assess isoform
diversity within a gene level in a future investigation of time
series RNA-seq. Ideally, it is very critical to appropriately have
a good model to represent observed data since interpretation
of a model that does not contain valuable information is
useless. For this important purpose, our dynamic methods
are compared to these static methods by evaluating the
overlap in the number of differentially expressed genes in real
data sets.

3. RNA-seq Time Series Data

3.1. Three Different Types of Time Series. There are mainly
two types of time series in RNA-seq. The first is factorial
time series data that include at least two biological conditions
to be compared in a given time point and have multiple
developmental patterns over time as the number of condi-
tions. The second type of time series has a single condition
and corresponding developmental stage. In the third type of
time series, there are subsequently two additional subtypes,
circadian rhythmic data and cell cycle data. In this study,
we formulate the statistical framework of identification of
temporal changes in RNA-seq time series for first two types
of data and the periodic data-sets are reviewed in “another
reviewmanuscript” with discrete Fourier transformation and
other methods in a separation in depth.

3.2. RNA-seq Real Time Series Datasets

3.2.1. Factorial Time Course Experiment: A Sheep Model for
Delayed Bone Healing. We consider this published RNA-
seq time series data from a sheep model for delayed bone
healing. In Jager et al., surgery was conducted as described
in [52, 53] and the newly generated tissues were harvested
at different days, 7, 11, 14, and 21 after surgery. For each
time point, there are 6 biological replications for both groups
except one time point, for day 21 (group I, 𝑛 = 5, group
II, 𝑛 = 6), where two groups are defined by standard
healing system and delayed healing system.Thus, the authors
considered two treatments: standard healing system and
treatment with unstable external fixator leading to delayed
bone healing. While the standard bone healing system was
investigated in a 3mm tibial osteotomymodel stabilized with
amediallymounted rigid external fixator, delayedhealingwas
investigated in a 3mm tibial osteotomymodel stabilized with
amediallymounted rotationally unstable external fixator. For
each treatment, RNA-seq data were collected at 4 time points:
7, 11, 14, and 21 days, with 5-6 individuals’ DNA samples
pooled together at each time point. In their differential
expression, they used the pooled samples from 5∼6 lanes
of animal samples at one time point and Audic-Claverie
statistics were performed using 4 samples over 4 time points
by taking a union set of all possible pairwise comparisons
using static methods. We reanalyzed their sheep animal time
series data using three dynamic methods to identify TDE
genes.

3.2.2. Single Transient Time Course Experiment-I. We applied
two single biological condition time series data which are
interested in exploring developmental transient patterns dur-
ing a timeperiod rather than timing difference patterns incor-
porated with multiple conditions at a time as Section 3.2.1
example. Maize leaf transcriptome with four different devel-
opmental zones containing two replicates in each time point
[50] was employed.This is one representative for time course
experiment with single transient expression profile. Tissues
were collected from leaf 3 at 9 days after planting 3 hours
into the 𝐿 period from four segments: (1) basal (1 cm above
the leaf three ligule), (2) transitional (1 cm below the leaf
two ligule), (3) maturing (4 cm above the leaf two ligule),
and (4) mature (1 cm below the leaf three tip). Thus, maize
leaf data with different developmental stages are generated
from mRNA isolated from four developmental zones: basal
zone, transitional zone, maturing zone, and mature zone.
In the differential expression analysis, they simply applied
chi-squared static method and 𝐾-means clustering method
that both do not take into account time dependency, but
all samples are assumed to be independent. This maize leaf
time series data are reanalyzedwith proposedmethods in this
study.

3.2.3. Single Transient Time Course Experiment-II. This is a
time series experimental design to be composed of eight
stages during early zebrafish development, embryogenesis
[51]. In their study, wild-type zebrafish embryos (TLAB) were
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Table 2: Statistical evolutionary trajectory index (SETI) of the top candidate genes where FDR is controlled at less than 0.05 in a sheepmodel
data. The gene expression level is fitted on smooth spline function, autocorrelation of residuals is measured, and corresponding statistical
significance is tested. In addition, trimmed mean of bootstrap and 95 percent of confidence interval are also provided in the table.

Top candidate genes SETI (trimmed
mean of bootstrap) Bias of bootstrap 95% CI of SETI 𝑃 FDR

A5D9H5 1.23
(1.23) 0.12 [1.02, 1.43] 0 0

A6QQB6 1.23
(1.27) 0.09 [1.00, 1.46] 0 0

A0JN96 1.23
(1.23) 0.09 [1.03, 1.43] 0 0

DUFFY 1.23
(1.23) 0.13 [1.02, 1.43] 0 0

A6QP68 1.23
(1.23) 0.10 [1.03, 1.42] 0 0

gi|11992112 1.23
(1.23) 0.10 [1.05, 1.40] 0 0

staged according to standard procedures and about 1,000
embryos were collected per stage (two to four cells, 1,000
cells, dome, shield, bud, 28 hpf, 48 hpf, and 120 hpf) within
a tight time window of ∼10min. Their collection of embryos
was ensured that all embryos were at the same developmental
stage. The identification of long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs)
expressed during zebrafish embryogenesis was explored to
assess a diversity of transcripts that are structurally similar
to, but noncoding, mRNAs. The analyses of RNA-seq time
series expression profiles focused on the identification of
temporal dynamics of lncRNAs using the Cuffdiff method
in its time series mode with upper quantile normalization,
which is also limited to pairwise comparison from previous
time point to right next time point. Here, the data reanalyzed
the transcriptomic gene expression profile data with 28,520
annotated protein coding genes. To consider the possibility
of similarities and differences in comparisons between static
and dynamic methods for time series RNA-seq data, we
systematically compared both methods with these data.

3.3. Results in Differential Expression Analysis on Static and
Dynamic Methods. For the sheep data, the authors applied
the Audic-Claverie method to the normalized expression
values, RPKM, to compare later time points to the ref-
erence time point (7 day) in both groups. After all pair-
wise comparisons, they combined the sets of differentially
expressed gene sets with 884 genes detected in total from
24,325 mappable genes. Based on these 884 genes, they
performed hierarchical clustering to identify gene clusters.
Each cluster was then subject to gene ontology analysis to
find significant biological functions. The differential analysis
performed in original paper is based on static differential
analysis method. We reanalyzed their sheep factorial time
course experiment data to identify TDE genes over time
through dynamic methods, HMM, SETI, and AR(1) model
to account for correlated time-dependency structure. HMM
identifies temporal patterns with classification of DE/EE at
each time point by posterior probabilities, whereas SETI
with statistical significance from permutation resampling

Figure 1: Venn diagram for differentially expressed gene sets
detected by Fisher’s exact test where the Benjamini-Hochberg FDR
is controlled at <0.05. In this figure, as the labels authors used in
[52, 53], K represents standard and R represents delayed healing
system in a sheep model for two different bone healing systems.

procedures and AR(1) model with gamma Poisson Bayesian
assumption on count data are applied within single biological
condition, separately. Results obtained by these dynamic
methods compared those of static methods, simple pairwise
methods, Audic-Claverie statistics and Fisher’s exact test,
and pooling static methods, glmFit in edgeR, LIMMA, and
log linear model as shown Figure 3. To identify temporal
dynamics by assuming correlated data structure, we per-
formed HMM modeling with Poisson-gamma since there
were no replicates. AR(1) model and SETI significance tests
were also done within each biological condition. Temporally
differential expression gene sets detected by these dynamic
methods were compared with the results of simple pairwise
tests and pooling methods. From the HMM, 646 temporal
dynamics of DE calls are identified to represent DE in at
least one time point.TheHMMmodel only explores different
temporal patterns of DE/EE states and does not rank the
genes by statistical significance, but is classifying gene expres-
sion profile into a number of temporal patterns by posterior
distribution of latent states. Because of this limitation, we
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Figure 2: Venn diagram of four DE sets having the number of DE
genes between two different healing systems detected by Fisher’s
exact test with FDR 0.05 at each time point (𝑡 = 7, 11, 14, and
21 days). Four time points were compared in simple pairwise
comparison between two biological conditions, R (delayed healing)
versus K (standard healing system). The label of each set depicts
the number of DE genes in the specific comparison. The majority
of interaction sets of DE genes between two successive time points
implies that high proportion in detected differentially expressed
genes at current stage tends to be redetected at next stage revealed
by inherent time-dependent structure in time series gene expression
profile.

employed the SETI and AR(1) models to discover develop-
mental transient patterns in each condition. The trimmed
mean time evolution trajectory index is presented for the
top three candidate temporal genes in each bone healing
system. The 95% confidence interval of bootstrapping and
FDR of permutation re-sampling are shown in Figure 4 and
Table 2. To determine temporal dynamics and meaningful
biological functions, only HMM-specific TDE genes which
are not contained in static methods are further explored in
gene clustering and biological functional network analysis as
shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b), respectively. In the results,
they obviously showed temporally differential expression
implying that loss of information to assumption of stochastic
time-dependent structure might lead to false discoveries
and less power of detection. To discover temporal transient
patterns of differential gene expression within each biological
condition; healing system, we performed SETI and AR(1)
model approaches for each condition, SETI results are given
in Figure 4 showing top candidate TDE genes, of which some
genes such as gi|119921123 and B6DXC7 are of low expression
levels which we were not able to detect in static methods.
In the second data for our study, we have reanalyzed maize
leaf transcriptome data to identify TDE genes with static
and dynamic methods and compare between two. In their
paper, they investigated leaf development gradient in time
series gene expression data at successive stages (4 time points:
base, tip: basal, transitional, and maturing) and identified a
gradient of gene expression from base to tip: basal (23,354) >

Differential expression methods
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Figure 3: Venn diagram of five DE sets for static and dynamic
methods in a sheep model data. In static methods, for two simple
pairwise methods, Audic-Claverie statistics and Fisher’s exact test
were performed and both methods take a union set of all possible
pairwise comparisons to identify temporally differentially expressed
(TDE) genes across time points and two healing systems. As another
static approach, pooling methods of samples, log linear model
in [39], and generalized linear model fit in edge R in [36] were
performed and detected TDE genes by FDR 0.05. In dynamic
HMM method, we identify top candidate TDE genes defined at
least showing DE pattern from one time point based on posterior
probabilities for latent variables (DE/EE between given biological
conditions). On the basis of comparison of the number of DE genes
identified by each method, patterns of identification of TDE genes
are method specific suggesting validation procedures of methods in
biological aspects.

transitional (22,663) > maturing (22,036) > mature (21,332)
from a total of 25,800 annotated genes. In the differential
analysis in times series RNA-seq data, they used the method
proposed in Marioni et al. [40] for pairwise analysis. A total
of 16,502 genes were found to be differentially expressed in
at least one of the comparisons. They then performed 𝐾-
means clustering and showed eighteen clusters along the four
developmental zones (Base, −1 cm, 4 cm, Tip). To compare
gene sets detected by our dynamic methods with their gene
lists, dynamic methods, SETI, and AR(1) model are applied
again in this study and all temporally differentially expressed
genes are presented in Supplementary Tables 1 and 3, where
filtered gene set to be tested in differential expression has
5273 and 12,322 temporal dynamic transcripts from 42399
transcripts through SETI and AR(1) model, respectively. On
the basis of significant temporal expression, we compared
dynamic methods to static methods, which were used in
the original paper without accounting for correlated data
structure type. As the third real data application, to identify
temporal dynamics, we have reanalyzed the third data,
zebrafish embryonic transcriptome, focusing specifically on
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Figure 4: Top candidate temporally differentially expressed genes identified by statistical evolutionary trajectory index (SETI) within each
healing system in a sheep model data. Each panel depicts temporal patterns between log2 (normalized expression levels, RPKM) and four
different time points under their expression curves. The distinct colors represent significant individual genes ranked by SETI and FDR 0.05
by resampling procedures.

the identification and characterization of temporally differen-
tial expression using statistical evolutionary trajectory index
and autoregressive time-lagged AR(1) model. We further-
more implemented both methods to rank temporal genes by
statistical significance. As consequence of the resampling-
based procedures and posterior probabilities of autocorre-
lation, it was possible for gene-by-gene approach to order
temporal genes by two dynamic methods and identify genes
associated with cotemporal dynamics. To investigate such
paired temporal dynamics, we examined the relationships
between genes using bivariate identification methods. Glass-
s-d score is reported in Supplementary Table 5. Likewise, the
statistical evolutionary trajectory index with statistical signif-
icance for zebrafish data is given in Supplementary Table 2,
where we filtered out genes by coefficient of variation (CV)
criteria remaining 12,034 genes. Overall, both methods show
more robustness at low and moderate expression levels when
compared to existing parametric static methods indicating
that our methods achieve relative improvements in test of
identification of temporal genes and AR(1) model shows
more sensitive TDE calls than SETI resampling procedure in
two real data applications. Here, we examined how different
results are obtained by dynamic time series methods. For
simple pairwise static methods, we employed Audic-Claverie
statistics and Fisher’s exact test as these two methods have
been widely used in previous studies. They showed highly
concordant results on other RNA-seq datasets compared to
DEGseq, DESeq, edgeR, and baySeq (data not shown). In

differential analysis with simple pairwise methods, we took a
union set after all pairwise comparisons across a time period
and amongst different biological conditions as these methods
only consider two pairwise comparison testing and confirm
the results to those of original papers. For pooling static
methods, LIMMA, log linear model, and edgeR R package
with glmFit are carried out to identify TDEgenes. To compare
with above static methods, we employed three dynamic
methods described in the previous sections. The results are
shown in Figures 1 and 3. Figure 2 shows how dependent
structure is observed in patterns identified across time points,
36(23), 300(277), and 186(134), of the previous TDE gene set,
genes in 64% ∼92% percentage are differentially reidentified
at the right next time point, implying that there is temporal
dependent structure in sheep healing system RNA-seq time
series data.

3.4. Bivariate Dynamic Analysis for RNA-seq Time Series.
In systems developmental biology where characterization of
complexity of various time course data likely leads to address
inference of temporal dynamic patterns from transcriptome,
we are not often really interested in exactly how only a single
gene is temporally differentially expressed at a particular
time point or period. This knowledge would neither answer
an understanding of how biological networks in temporal
dynamics of gene regulation work nor enable predicting
any cooperative sets of genes to occur under biological
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(a)

Figure 5: Continued.
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(b)

Figure 5: (a) Coexpression patterns from gene clustering in a sheep model data. 200HMM-specific TDE genes are represented in heatmap.
Each row contains a vector of time series expression profile in log2 scale; consequently the visualization in heatmap is originally made
up of major three groups, high, moderate, and low expression levels with genens that are not detected by static methods but detected by
HMM, of which we selected the most statistically significant 200 genes to present this heatmap. Interestingly, some genes at low expression
levels were obviously differentially expressed at log2-scaled FC ∼4 up to 5 and even some genes that significantly show temporal patterns
at high expression levels were also detected, yet those genes were not detected by existing static methods suggesting that HMM method
reassuringly has higher sensitivity and robustness than other existing static methods in identification of differential expression regardless of
expression levels. (b) Gene functional pathway and network analysis with 528HMM specific TDE genes in a sheep model data. To explore
biological functions in this gene set further, whether or not those are genuinely differential expression or random noise by chance in terms
of biological insights, gene ontology (GO) and KEGG pathway analysis were performed to identify meaningful functionalities and some
meaningful functions related to developmental process (intermediate mesoderm formation, regulation of cell growth involved in regulation
of muscle adaptation, intermediate mesoderm formation, etc.) and gender specific terms (granulosa cell development and maternal placenta
development) are detected as we anticipated to confirm the sensitivity of dynamic HMM method. The purple and pink legends represent
coexpression and physical interactions across genes, respectively, and black nodes are query genes in networks.

conditions across time points. Thus, it is well known that
genes work collaboratively together in a structured biological
network; these biological phenomena underscore the impor-
tance taking into account the multivariate techniques when
modeling temporal dynamic gene expression. Since it is not
known beforehandwhich gene features are connected to each
other, investigators sought to define informative relationships
between individual gene patterns to identify many relevant
classes of dynamic temporal gene expression patterns. We
explored highly correlated relationships between temporal
gene sets detected by bivariate dynamic methods. Pairs of
trajectories were further investigated to explore the coupled
coordinated relationships between different temporal pat-
terns based on the three dependency metrics in Section 2.5.
Significance levels of such relationships were estimated by

bootstrapping resampling. The methodologies to test any
coupled relationship to pairs of district gene expressions
are based on (1) Granger causality, (2) correlation-basis
approach, and (3)Glass-s-d score as defined in [60]. In order
to efficiently identify copaired temporal dynamics, using
zebrafish data, we first identified statistically significant TDE
genes and ran Glass-d-score based on gene permutations.
Figure 8 demonstrates coupled temporal dynamics with log-
scaled expression level.

3.5. Gene Functional Pathway and Network Analysis. Once
temporal dynamics in gene-by-gene test and in gene-to-
gene interaction were determined, the resultant tempo-
ral gene expression sets detected by ranking individual
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Figure 6: Gene expression curves for five significant TDE genes
in maize leaf data. Mean expression curves are presented from two
replicates during four developmental stages comparing temporal
patterns each other in identifying statistically significant trajectories.

analysis and multivariate approaches, respectively, were fur-
ther explored to reveal temporal relationships underlying
biological processes based on gene ontology and functional
network/pathway analysis. Sheep gene symbols with 21,865
genes were converted into human gene symbols with 15,343
using BioMart in R package [61]. In gene ontology analysis
through Avadis NGS [62], 528 specific genes which were
detected by uniquely HMM were further analyzed. Inter-
estingly, as 63 females were sampled in the data, some of
gender-specific GO terminologies among significant ontol-
ogy terms were identified, that is, granulosa cell development
and maternal placenta development as well as intermediate
mesoderm formation, regulation of cell growth involved
in cardiac muscle cell development, positive regulation of
striated muscle contraction, response to stimulus involved in
regulation ofmuscle adaptation, intermediatemesoderm for-
mation, voluntary musculoskeletal movement, growth plate
cartilage development, extracellular matrix, and so forth.
The HMM-specific temporal dynamic gene sets were further
investigated for coexpressed gene sets and functional network
modules through ebdbNet and GeneNet in R package and
GeneMANIA [63–65] as shown in Figures 5 and 6.

3.6. Simulation Studies. We show that dynamic methods
outperform approaches that do not explicitly address the
time series nature of the data in simulation studies for
validation and evaluation. We evaluated the performance of
dynamic methods with simulation studies in which temporal
features are already known as gold standard TDE (temporally
differentially expressed) gene lists. Gold standard gene lists
contain entire information to mimic RNA-seq time series
profile if a gene is differentially expressed (DE) or equally
expressed (EE) over time as reference set to compare to
the results obtained from both dynamic and static methods
in terms of recall and precision measurement. To this end,

we generated simulated RNA-seq datasets with expression
profiling data points representing nondifferentially expressed
and differentially expressed genes in a series of time points
by using different values of autocorrelation parameter (𝜑).
We generated data for equally expressed genes by sampling
time series process parameters (𝑤) of a gene in invertible
Gaussian ARIMA process with 𝜑 = 0. We generated
data for differentially expressed genes across time points in
the same procedures as 𝜑 = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 0.9,
respectively. After time series process, regression effects and
autocorrelation parameters were simulated for 1000 genes,
4 simulated datasets were generated by setting the varying
number of time points and replicates in a time point, 𝑛𝑇 = 5

and 10, 𝑛𝑅 = 3, and 5 to compute 𝑃 value, FDR, and credible
interval of each gene for static and dynamic methods and
compared to gold standards to obtain true discovery rates in
our simulated datasets.

4. Conclusion and Discussion

We first performed pairwise comparisons using two simple
static methods, Audic-Claverie statistics and Fisher’s exact
test. The congruent set of both of them is highly overlapped
and we reported the results of Fisher’s exact test as more
common method in Figure 1. The dataset came from a
sheep model with two different healing systems at four
different days. This dataset provides an excellent design for
identification of temporally and simultaneously differentially
expressed (TDE) genes as we have two conditions at each
time. This type of time course is referred to as factorial
time course experimental design. The authors of [53] took a
union set of all these combinations of pairwise comparisons
in condition and time point to identify TDE genes. These
approaches might provide insights and intuitively simple
static methods are alternative in small experiments in gen-
eral. Evidently, the methods for time series dynamics are
still in their infancy. However, those algorithms all do not
consider dependency between samples in time course and
they assume that all samples are independently distributed,
though sequential correlation is obviously observed in data
as shown in Figure 2. We noticed that basically patterns of
detection of temporal changes by static and dynamic method
are different, albeit they agree in some degree. That is, most
of temporal genes at low and moderate expression levels are
detected as significant genes in dynamic methods, whereas,
due to power issues of parametric static pooling methods
and simplification of pairwise methods, static methods do
a good job at high expression levels. To confirm robustness
and reliability of gene detection methods in time series,
a comprehensive comparison and evaluation with varying
parameter settings closer to RNA-seq real world is further
needed. At low and moderate levels, many genes which were
not detected by static methods but dynamic methods still
showed log2-scaled FC ∼4 up to 5. We sought to test the
ability of dynamic methods whether or not those identi-
fied dynamic-unique TDE genes are genuinely differential
expression or just by a random chance because expressions
have been more affected by noise at low and moderate
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Figure 7: (a) Gene expression curves for five TDE genes in zebrafish data. Expression curves are presented during eight developmental stages
comparing temporal patterns to each other in identifying statistical significant trajectories. (b) Two specific genes in gene-by-gene temporal
dynamics with low expression levels via SETI in zebrafish data from (a). SETI enables identification of significant temporal patterns at low
expression levels which are not detected by other existing static methods.
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Figure 8: (a) A set of top cooperative TDE genes detected by Glass-d-score with FDR 0.05 as a candidate of cooperative gene pairs in
coexpression in zebrafish data. Glass-d-score and corresponding FDR at cutoff 0.05 by resampling procedure under the null hypothesis that
there are no TDE patterns across samples and those are shuffled with 1,000 repetitions. (b) One specific gene in coupled temporal dynamics
with low expression level via SETI and Glass-d-score from (a). Glass-d-score is robust in identifying coexpressed genes over time at low
expression levels.

levels in microarray, even though RNA-seq quality when
compared tomicroarray has beenmuch improved for now. In
Figure 4, to assess temporally differentially expressed genes,
we incorporated SETI with HMM algorithm in a sheep
model within each condition to see a variety of time-varying

trajectories since HMM provides only patterns of hidden
latent variables (DE/EE) at developmental stages. Left panel
shows three candidate genes at low and moderate levels
and right panel shows another three candidate genes at
high expression. To examine biological meanings in TDE
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genes detected by only HMM, we further performed gene
clustering coexpression patterns to see if those gene sets
have possibility of false negatives in altered expression of
cooperative genes and gene functional pathway analyses.
Notably, we confirmed meaningful biological functionalities
and temporal patterns in dynamic specific TDE genes in
downstream analyses, gene clustering, gene ontology, and
pathway/network analysis. Interestingly, as 63 females were
sampled in the data, some of gender-specific GO termi-
nologies among significant ontology terms were identified,
that is, granulosa cell development and maternal placenta
development, intermediate mesoderm formation, regulation
of cell growth involved in cardiac muscle cell development,
positive regulation of striatedmuscle contraction, response to
stimulus involved in regulation of muscle adaptation, inter-
mediate mesoderm formation, voluntary musculoskeletal
movement, growth plate cartilage development, extracellular
matrix, and so forth. Consistently, HMM, SETI, and AR(1)
model that account for time dependencyMarkovian property
in the models identified more of statistically significant TDE
genes than static methods regardless of expression levels.
In summary, the approaches we described use a developed
unified dynamic test framework that includes SETI with
statistical significance testing, ranking temporal genes by
AR(1)modeling and posterior probability of autocorrelation
parameter, and HMM to classify temporal dynamic patterns.
Thesemethods seem to be robust regardless of themagnitude
of expression (see Figures 7(b) and 8(b), and Supplementary
Tables) and more sensitive than static methods as shown in
Supplementary TDE Tables; moreover, TDE genes detected
by dynamic specific methods were confirmed as temporal
dynamics in clustering patterns and biologically significant
modules in network analysis implying that the gene sets
were not identified as false negative genes in static methods
that samples over time are assumed independently. We
anticipate that temporal RNA-seq experiments will be widely
performed in the near future due to reduced sequencing
cost and the rich information carried by these experiments.
In this paper, we consider several statistical approaches
that can explicitly model the time series nature in the
data. We discussed the limitations of simple static pairwise
comparison methods for time series data analysis; dynamic
statistical framework for RNA-seq read count with statis-
tical evolutionary trajectory index measure; autoregressive
time-lagged AR(1) model; hidden Markov model; pairwise
and multiple comparisons among trajectories to investigate
coupled bivariate dependency between distinct SETIs; and
pathway/network analysis in transcriptome data based on
detected temporally differentially expressed genes. Thus, this
study covers critical issues that have not been systematically
addressed in temporal RNA-seq data and we hope this will
motivate more rigorous developments of novel methods to
model and analyze RNA-seq data. Of particular interest will
be the extension of these methods to combined time series
datasets from RNA-seq, proteomics, and metabolomics for
in silico cell/organism predictive modeling [6]. In addition,
it will facilitate cross-species comparative analyses of tem-
poral gene expression to investigate developmental processes
and disease progression such as aging and virus-mediated

immune disease dynamics. Deep sequencing of mRNAs has
been a popular and effective approach for quantification of
alternative splicing events, and it is well known that more
than 90 percent of human genes have multiple isoforms
to produce different protein structures. Thus, an important
future direction is also to extend the statistical framework
of our dynamic methods to incorporate the characterization
of isoform diversity in time course in detecting differential
expression.
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DNA informatics represented by Shannon entropy and fractal dimensionhave been used to form2Dmaps of related genes in various
mammals.The distance between points on thesemaps for correspondingmRNA sequences in different species is used to study evo-
lution. By quantifying the similarity of genes between species, this distancemight be indicated when studies on one species (mouse)
would tend to be valid in the other (human). The hypothesis that a small distance from mouse to human could facilitate mouse
to human translational medicine success is supported by the studied ESR-1, LMNA, Myc, and RNF4 sequences. ID1 and PLCZ1
have larger separation. The collinearity of displacement vectors is further analyzed with a regression model, and the ID1 result
suggests a mouse-chimp-human translational medicine approach. Further inference was found in the tumor suppression gene, p53,
with a new hypothesis of including the bovine PKM2 pathways for targeting the glycolysis preference in many types of cancerous
cells, consistent with quantummetabolismmodels.The distance betweenmRNA and protein coding CDS is proposed as a measure
of the pressure associatedwith noncoding processes.TheY-chromosomeDYS14 in fetalmicro chimerism that could offer protection
from Alzheimer’s disease is given as an example.

1. Introduction

When a nucleotide in a DNA sequence is different from the
preceding nucleotide, this is defined as a nucleotide fluctua-
tion. The nucleotide fluctuations of a DNA sequence can be
studied as a series using the nucleotide atomic number of the
nucleotide A, T, C, and G. A recent study on such fluctuation
in the FOXP2 gene has been reported [1]. The fractal dimen-
sion and Shannon entropywas found to have a negative corre-
lation (𝑅2∼0.85 𝑁 = 12) for the FOXP2 regulated accelerated
conserved noncoding sequences in human fetal brain. This
paper uses a 2D mapping of the Shannon entropy and
fractal dimension to determine displacement vectors, which
could serve as a marker for the evolutionary differences
betweenmouse and humanDNA in clinically important gene
sequences. The hypothesis that displacement vectors having
small separation would facilitate the mouse to human trans-
lationalmedicine success would be testable with gene therapy
cases.The selected gene candidates in this report are based on
new discoveries reported in and around September 2012.The

ESR1 neuronal estrogen receptor was reported by Rockefeller
University to be a single “mommy” gene such that mal-
function deletion would suppress motherhood behavior [2].
Successful control of Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome
in children by correcting themutated LMNA laminA protein
was reported byHarvardMedical School [3].TheMycmyelo-
cytomatosis oncogene was reported by USNational Institutes
of Health to be a universal amplifier for cancer already turned
on by another process [4]. The RNF4, RING finger protein
4 with zinc finger motif, was reported by UK Dundee Uni-
versity to be necessary for human response to DNA damage
[5]. The ID1, a DNA-binding protein inhibitor, associated
with aggressive nonstandard breast cancer cells could be
controlled by cannabidiol in cannabis [6]. The PLCZ1, phos-
pholipase C Zeta 1, was reported to be delivered by the sperm
to control egg activation [7]. Calibration based on 16S rRNA
(human and mouse) enables a relative measure of the evo-
lutionary pressure of the above genes between human and
mouse.TheHAR1 sequencewith 118-bp, is the fastest evolving
human sequence as compared to the chimp. It contains 18
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point substitutions occurring over a span of 5 million years
when comparing the human to the chimpanzee. However,
the same 118-bp region only contains two-point substitutions
over a span of 300 million years when comparing the
chimpanzee to the chicken [8]. The inclusion of HAR1 in the
calibration should set an upper limit for the displacement
vector magnitude.

2. Materials and Methods

The data used in this study was downloaded from Genbank
and the accession information is listed [9–18]. The HAR1
human and chimp sequences were downloaded with infor-
mation from [8].

A sequence with a relatively low nucleotide variety would
have low Shannon entropy (more constraint) in terms of the
set of 16 possible dinucleotide pairs. A sequence’s entropy can
be computed as the sum of (𝑝

𝑖
) ∗ log(𝑝

𝑖
) over all states 𝑖, and

the probability 𝑝
𝑖
can be obtained from the empirical his-

togram of the 16 di-nucleotide-pairs. The maximum entropy
is 4 binary bits per pair for 16 possibilities (24). For mononu-
cleotide consideration, the maximum entropy is two bits
per mono with four possibilities (22). The mononucleotide
entropy is correlated to dinucleotide entropy 𝑅2 > 0.9 for all
studied sequences in the project.

Fractal dimension analysis on data series can be used in
the study of correlated randomness. Among the various frac-
tal dimension methods, the Higuchi fractal method is well
suited for studying fluctuation [19].The spatial intensity (Int)
series with equal intervals is be used to generate a difference
series (Int(𝑗) − Int(𝑖)) for different lags (𝑗 − 𝑖) in the spatial
variable. The nonnormalized apparent length of the spatial
series curve is simply 𝐿(𝑘) = Σ|Int(𝑗) − Int(𝑖)| for all (𝑗 − 𝑖)
pairs that equal to 𝑘.The number of terms in a 𝑘-series varies,
and normalizationmust be used to get the series length. If the
Int(𝑖) is a fractal function, then the log(𝐿(𝑘)) versus log(1/𝑘)
should be a straight line with the slope equal to the fractal
dimension. Higuchi incorporated a calibration division step
such that the maximum theoretical value is calibrated to the
topological value of 2. The detailed calculation is given in
the literature [19]. The Higuchi fractal algorithm used in this
project was calibrated with the Weierstrass function. This
function has the form𝑊(𝑥) = Σ 𝑎−𝑛ℎ cos(2𝜋𝑎𝑛𝑥) for 𝑛 = 0, 1,
2, 3, . . .. The fractal dimension of the Weierstrass function is
given by (2 − ℎ), where ℎ takes on an arbitrary value between
zero and one.

Although the Higuchi method was originally developed
for time series data, Fractal dimension analysis is an estab-
lished method to analyze DNA sequences and other finite
progressions [20]. By comparing the fractal dimension for a
concatenated infinite sequence of known fractal dimension,
we obtain results similar to those shown in Figure 8 of [21].
For the lengths of sequences analyzed in this paper, the error
is about 1% or less, corresponding to about one fifth of the
variation in fractal dimension seen in this paper. Thus, we
conclude that the current analysis is justified for these
sequences.
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Figure 1: The mRNA 2D map of the studied mouse-human pairs.
The 𝑦-axis represents dinucleotide entropy in bits per symbol, and
𝑥-axis presents the fractal dimension. 16S rRNA (diamond), ID1
(square), PLCZ1 (cross), RNF4 (circle), ESR1 (plus), and Myc (bar)
have lower fractal dimensions for human.The LMNA (triangle) and
HAR1 have higher fractal dimension for human.

3. Results of Fractal Analysis

The mRNA and protein coding CDS 2D maps of entropy
and fractal dimension of the studied mouse-human pairs are
shown below in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The mRNA
human sequences except LMNA and HAR1 show lower
fractal dimension as compared to the mouse counterparts.
The CDS human sequences except LMNA, HAR1, and RNF4
show lower fractal dimension as compared to the mouse
counterparts. Furthermore, the separation from one point
to another could be represented by a displacement vector.
A regression model is applicable for ID1 human variant 1,
human variant 2, and chimp given the collinearity of the
displacement vectors.The ID1 regression result is displayed in
Figure 3. The graph scale is identical to that of Figures 1 and
2 for easy comparison. The 𝑥-axis fractal dimension should
not be interpreted as the independent variable.

4. Discussion

Themouse to human difference is represented by the coordi-
nate separation in Figure 1 (mRNA sequences) and Figure 2
(CDS sequences). HAR1 has the most separation in terms of
coordinates in Figure 1, consistent with the labeling of the
most accelerated region, given 18 point mutation from chimp
to human in 118-bp. The HAR1 mouse counterpart is close
to HAR1 chimp counterpart and has a fractal dimension of
1.945 and 3.657 bits per symbol (not displayed).TheCDSmap
in Figure 2 shows ID1 having the most separation, followed
byPLCZ1. BLAST comparison ofmouse versus human results
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Figure 2: The protein coding CDS 2D map of the studied mouse-
human pairs. The 𝑦-axis represents di-nucleotide entropy in bits
per symbol, and 𝑥-axis presents the fractal dimension. 16S rRNA
(diamond), ID1 (square), PLCZ1 (cross), ESR1 (plus), andMyc (bar),
have lower fractal dimension for human. LMNA (triangle), HAR1
(star), and RNF4 (circle) have higher fractal dimension for human.

show 𝐸-value of zero for PLCZ1, suggesting that the entropy-
fractal dimension 2Dmap can have a finer resolution. A large
coordinate separation would be expected to represent very
different sets of regulatory pathways from mouse to human.
When comparing Figure 1 with Figure 2, the spreading of
CDS data points as compared to the mRNA data points
is dominated by ID1 coordinate change. For example, the
coordinate change of CDS-ID1 from mouse to human would
be comparable to theHAR1 separation representing an evolu-
tionary aspect from chimp to human. Furthermore, as
collinearity in displacement vectors could be represented by
regression, the result of the coordinate changes in the CDS
map of Figure 2 from that the mRNA map of Figure 1
increases the collinearity of the displacement vectors. For
example, for ID1 in human variant 1, human variant 2, and
chimp, the coordinate changes from mRNA to CDS have
resulted in an increasing𝑅2 from 0.93 (mRNA) to 0.99 (CDS)
as displayed in Figure 3.

If one defines evolutionary pressure as the cause of species
transformation, then CDS pressure could be defined as the
cause of informatics transformation frommRNA toCDS and,
correspondingly, mRNA pressure be defined as the cause of
informatics transformation from gene to mRNA. A displace-
ment vector in Figure 4 (denoted by a line) would represent
the mRNA pressure in ID1 for human, and mouse also. A
displacement vector in the 2D map formed in comparing
Figures 1 and 2 would represent the CDS pressure. The
collinearity of displacement vectors modeled as regression
would represent the evolutionary pressure from chimp to
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3.6
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𝑦 = 0.679𝑥 + 2.58

𝑅2 = 0.924

𝑦 = −1.361𝑥 + 6.553

𝑅2 = 0.991

Figure 3: The regression model of human ID1 variant1, human
ID1 variant2, and chimp ID1. The 𝑦-axis represents di-nucleotide
entropy in bits per symbol, and 𝑥-axis presents the fractal dimen-
sion. The graph scale is kept identical to that of Figures 1 and 2 for
easy comparison. The CDS sequence (diamond) regression has 𝑅2
of 0.991 and an adjusted 𝑅2 of 0.983 (the chimp has the highest
fractal dimension).The mRNA (square) sequence regression has 𝑅2
of 0.924 (the chimp is in the middle among the three data points).

human. A vector carries two pieces of information. A dis-
placement vector carries separation or distance or magnitude
information and directionality information such as from
mRNA to CDS and chimp to human. A displacement vector
analysis of Y-chromosome DYS14 in fetal microchimerism
was performed, and the result is displayed in Figure 5 where
the selection of higher fractal dimension in mRNA pressure
and CDS pressure is clearly demonstrated. The retention of
DYS14 in a mother’s brain was also reported to be consistent
with protection for Alzheimer’s disease for mothers who had
sons [22].

A nucleotide sequence carries the informatics needed for
a cell to live. A cell would continue to access the informatics
throughout its lifetime. Average and standard deviation can-
not represent the fluctuation or ordering of the nucleotides.
Shannon entropy is a measure of the information content
and fractal dimension could be interpreted as a measure of
information order. In analogy to the Gas Law where pressure
would be the cause of a temperature change given volume
content, a displacement vector in the 2Dmap could be used as
a marker for a pressure that would cause a fractal dimension
change. Given the relatively large separation of ID1 as com-
pared to the other studied sequences in Figure 2, a mouse-
chimp-human approach would have supporting evidence.
The data of other animals’ ID1 sequences is shown in Figure 6,
and using a mouse-monkey-human approach seems justified
as well. Similarly, the Figure 7 CDS 2Dmap for the p-53 gene,
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Figure 4: Displacement vector frommRNA to CDS for human ID1,
and mouse ID1. The 𝑦-axis represents di-nucleotide entropy in bits
per symbol and 𝑥-axis presents the fractal dimension. The separa-
tion or distance is shown as the length of the displayed line and the
direction is frommRNA coordinates (upper diamond, upper square
and upper triangle) to CDS coordinates (lower diamond, lower
square and lower triangle).

known for its role in tumor suppression [23], would suggest a
mouse-dog-human approach also to be valid.The collinearity
represented by a regression gives an 𝑅2 of 0.96, with adjusted
𝑅2∼0.93 (Figure 7). Recent advance in quantum metabolism
modeling provides supporting evidence of natural section
pressure on glycolysis preference over oxidative phosphoryla-
tion in cancerous environment [24]. The discovery of PKM2
dimeric form in elevated levels in many cancers has echoed
the Warburg Effect in oncology and explained the rapid
glycolysis [25]. The PKM2 evolutionary paths can be visu-
alized in an entropy-fractal dimension 2D map (Figure 8).
Targeting the PKM2 pathways could be a possible cancer
therapy in the standard human-mouse model. The human-
bovine (Bos Taurus) hypothesis could be a supplemental
approach, especially for those conditions with lower fractal
dimension value sequences among the seven PKM2 variants
in human. The entropy-fractal dimension 2D map is a very
sensitive tool for comparative analysis. An analogy would be
a Fabry-Perot interferometer for resolving wavelengths given
that the interference order is already selected. Translational
medicine based on genetics would benefit from the entropy-
fractal dimension 2Dmap analysis in the selection of a species
model.
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3.89

3.88

3.87
1.965 1.97 1.975 1.98 1.985 1.99

DYS14 mRNA
DYS14 CDS
DYS14 gene

Figure 5: Entropy-fractal dimensionmap forY-chromosomeDYS14
Gene,mRNA, andCDS.The𝑦-axis represents di-nucleotide entropy
in bits per symbol, and 𝑥-axis presents the fractal dimension.
The DYS14 gene (triangle) has the lowest fractal dimension, and
the DYS14 CDS variant-1 and variant-2 (squares) are of higher
fractal dimension, displayed as two data points in the lower right
corner. DYS14 mRNA variant-1 and variant-2 (diamonds) have
intermediate fractal dimension in comparison.The arrows represent
the displacement vectors.

Other fractal analysis results with the aim of translational
medicine application have been reported. The H1N1 virus
hemagglutinin (HA) sequences from various strains have
been classified with correlation matrix fractal dimension
values ranging from 2.29 to 2.32 in using a DNA represen-
tation via the Voss indicator function [20, 26]. The multi-
fractal property of myeloma multiple TET2 mRNA Variant1
and Variant2 has been shown to converge to 1.26 in fractal
dimension [27]. In fact, such DNA representation has been
applied to generate DNA walk patterns with wavelet analysis
that reveals hidden symmetries [28, 29]. On the broader
chromosome level, it was reported that the chromosome-3
in Caenorhabditis elegans has coding regions averaging 1.306
and noncoding regions averaging 1.298 in fractal dimension
values [30]. The fundamental computer science string repre-
sentation for DNA sequences has also been studied. Assign-
ing binary strings such that A = (00), T = (11), C = (01),
and G = (10) have been used for the study of olfactory
receptor OR1D2 sequences in human, chimp, andmouse [31].
Other popular DNA representation schemes can be found in
a recent computer science review where the relative strengths
of several assignment schemes were compared. For example,
the Galois indicator sequence where A = 0, T = 2, C = 1, and
G = 3 would work well in exon detection [32]. Regardless
of the DNA representation scheme, the complexity of a
sequence would be revealed by fractal analysis.

A new hypothesis that high fractal dimension sequences
may be top level regulators (transcription factors) recently
discussed in the ENCODE project would deserve further
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Figure 7: Entropy-fractal dimension for p53 CDS. The 𝑥-axis
represents di-nucleotide entropy in bits per symbol, and 𝑦-axis
presents the fractal dimension. Human has the highest fractal
dimension, followed by wolf/dog, and mouse with the lowest fractal
dimension.

investigation [33]. Other hypotheses, although not the main
concern in translational medicine, could include high frac-
tal dimension sequence as regulator for bioelectricity in
microbes [34], optimal fractal dimension sequence for the
photosynthesis genes involving quantum transport [35], and
predicted entanglement process [36, 37].

5. Conclusions

TheDNAgene sequence informatics represented by Shannon
entropy and fractal dimension have been used to form 2D
maps, and coordinate changes have been used in a displace-
ment vector formulation for the studying of evolution with
directionality. Although fractal dimension only mathemat-
ically applies to infinite fractal series, we found the error
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3.91
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3.87
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1.985 1.99 1.995 2 2.005 2.015

Human
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2.01
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Figure 8: Entropy-fractal dimension for PKM2 CDS. The 𝑦-axis
represents di-nucleotide entropy in bits per symbol, and 𝑥-axis
presents the fractal dimension. The PKM2 of human (diamond,
with 7 variants, gene no. 5315), mouse (square, with 2 variants, gene
no. 18746), rat (triangle, gene no. 25630), bos Taurus (cross, gene
no. 512571), pig (star, gene no. 100158154), chicken (circle, gene no.
396456), zebrafish (plus, gene no. 335817), orangutan (shorter bar,
gene no. 100174114), and rabbit (longer bar, gene no. 100008676) are
displayed.

introduced by the finite size of our DNA sequences to be
less than one fifth of the observed variation, thus justifying
our analysis from amathematical perspective.The hypothesis
that small displacement vector from mouse to human could
facilitate mouse to human translational medicine success has
received support from the studied ESR-1, LMNA, Myc, and
RNF4 in terms of their CDS and mRNA sequences. The
collinearity of displacement vectors is further analyzed with a
regressionmodel, and the ID1 result suggests amouse-chimp-
human translational medicine approach. Other systems were
studied with similar results, including the tumor suppression
p53 within a mouse-wolf(dog)-human framework, leading to
a new hypothesis of including the bovine PKM2 pathways for
targeting the glycolysis preference inmany types of cancerous
cells, thus supplementing quantum metabolism studies as
well. The displacement vector from mRNA coordinates to
protein coding CDS coordinates could be a measure of the
CDS pressure associated with non-coding process. The Y-
chromosome DYS14 in fetal microchimerism is given as an
example that CDS pressure, as well as mRNA pressure from
gene to mRNA, would result in a higher fractal dimension
sequence. A new hypothesis that high fractal dimension
sequences could be top level transcription factors recently
discussed in the ENCODE project deserves further investi-
gation.
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Background. Gene fusions arising from chromosomal translocations have been implicated in cancer. RNA-seq has the potential
to discover such rearrangements generating functional proteins (chimera/fusion). Recently, many methods for chimeras detection
have been published. However, specificity and sensitivity of those tools were not extensively investigated in a comparative way.
Results. We tested eight fusion-detection tools (FusionHunter, FusionMap, FusionFinder, MapSplice, deFuse, Bellerophontes,
ChimeraScan, and TopHat-fusion) to detect fusion events using synthetic and real datasets encompassing chimeras. The
comparison analysis run only on synthetic data could generate misleading results since we found no counterpart on real dataset.
Furthermore, most tools report a very high number of false positive chimeras. In particular, the most sensitive tool, ChimeraScan,
reports a large number of false positives that we were able to significantly reduce by devising and applying two filters to remove
fusions not supported by fusion junction-spanning reads or encompassing large intronic regions. Conclusions. The discordant
results obtained using synthetic and real datasets suggest that synthetic datasets encompassing fusion events may not fully catch
the complexity of RNA-seq experiment. Moreover, fusion detection tools are still limited in sensitivity or specificity; thus, there is
space for further improvement in the fusion-finder algorithms.

1. Background

Direct sequencing of messenger RNA transcripts using the
RNA-seq protocol [1] is rapidly becoming the standard
method for detecting and quantifying genes being expressed
in a cell. One of the key features observed when analyz-
ing cancer genomes is chromosomal abnormality. Genome
rearrangements could result in aberrant fusion genes, and a
number of them have been found to play important roles in
carcinogenesis [2]. The discovery of novel gene fusions can
lead to a better comprehension of cancer progression and
development. The emergence of deep sequencing of tran-
scriptome, known as RNA-seq, has opened many opportuni-
ties for the identification of this class of genomic alterations,
leading to the discovery of novel chimeric transcripts inmany
cancers [2]. In this paper, we compare eight fusion-finder

softwares to evaluate their relative efficacy in detecting in
fusion events.

2. Results

2.1. Fusion Finders. At the best of our knowledge, we have
identified Bellerophontes [3], ChimeraScan [4], deFuse [5],
FusionFinder [6], FusionHunter [7], FusionMap [8], Map-
Splice [9], and TopHat-fusion [10] as the most used tools for
chimeras detection.

The tools can be organized in various subgroups on the
basis of their alignment strategies. In this paper, we propose
the following classification: Whole paired-end, Paired-end +
fragmentation, and Direct fragmentation.

In the Whole paired-end approach, tools align the full-
length paired-end reads on a reference and use discordant
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alignments to generate a set of putative fusion events which
are finally selected using several additional pieces of informa-
tion or filtering steps.

Instead, the tools in the Paired-end + fragmentation class
derive the putative fusion events in two steps. First, as in the
Whole paired-end approach, the full-length paired-end reads
are aligned on a reference, and the discordant alignments
are used to generate new pseudoreference including only the
identified putative fusion events.Then, reads unaligned in the
first step are fragmented and realigned on the pseudorefer-
ence to identify junction-spanning reads. Only the putative
fusion events associated with junction-spanning reads are
selected as input to the filtering step.

Finally, the tools based on Direct fragmentation do not
directly exploit paired-end information; they fragment every
read before the first alignment and find fusion candidates
aligning those fragments to a genomic reference.

Theputative fusion events are then selected implementing
a set of filtering steps.

According to the previous classification the eight tools
compared in this paper can be grouped as following:

(1) deFuse and FusionHunter are Whole Paired-end
based tools;

(2) TopHat-fusion, ChimeraScan, and Bellerophontes are
Paired-end + fragmentation based tools;

(3) MapSplice, FusionMap, and FusionFinder are Direct
fragmentation based tools.

Since all the considered tools implement a set of filters
to reduce the number of false positive fusion events, a brief
description of these filters is reported.

Paired-End Information Filter. It uses the distance between the
tags of a pair to validate the alignment on a fusion.

Anchor Length Filter. Anchor length is an important metric
for quality evaluation of a read spanning across a fusion
junction, and it is defined as the number of nucleotides
overlapping each side of the break point.The filter removes all
the junction-spanning reads having the anchor length lower
than a threshold.

Read-Through Transcripts Filter. It removes the RNA mole-
cules formed by exons of adjacent genes, usually generated by
the RNA-polymerase failing the recognition of the gene end.

Junction-Spanning Reads Filter. It discards all fusion events
supported by a number of junction-spanning reads lower
than a threshold.

PCR-Artifact Filter. It identifies and removes all duplicated
reads introduced by the PCR amplification process.

Homology-Based Filter. It removes candidate fusions with a
high number of reads on homologous or repetitive regions.

Quality-Based Filters. It is a group of filters that uses different
metrics (e.g., entropy, base quality, etc.) for computing the

Table 1: Filtering steps embedded in the algorithms.

Filters Fusion finders
FF THF MS FM FH DF BF CS

Pair distance X X X X
Anchor length X X X
Read-through X X X X X
Junction-spanning X X X
PCR artifact X X X
Homology X X X
Quality X X
FF: FusionFinder; THF: TopHat-fusion; MS: MapSplice; FM: FusionMap;
FH: FusionHunter; DF: deFuse; BF: Bellerophontes; CS: ChimeraScan.

fusion quality.Then, all the candidateswith quality lower than
a threshold are removed.

In Table 1, we report the implemented filters for each
considered tool.

2.2. Fusion Detection Sensitivity. To compare the sensitivity
of chimera finder algorithms, we used three datasets.

The first dataset is synthetic (FM set), while the other
two are based on real data (Edgren set [11] and Berger set
[12]). All the datasets are paired-end ones.The synthetic set is
composed of 75 nts reads, while the other two contain 50 nts
reads. FM set encompasses 50 fusion events, supported by
9 to 8852 paired-end reads. The Edgren set encompasses a
total of 27 experimentally validated fusion genes, detected
in BT-474, SK-BR-3, KPL-4, and MCF-7 breast cancer
cell lines [11]. Berger set encompasses a total of 12 experi-
mentally validated fusion genes, detected in 501Mel
(Melanoma), K-562 (Leukemia) cell lines, and in 5 samples
from primary human melanoma [12].

In this analysis of sensitivity, we considered three param-
eters: (i) the total number of true positive fusions detected by
the different tools (called all), (ii) the number of true positive
fusions detected by the correct orientation of the two genes
(called right), and (iii) the number of true positive fusions
detected by erroneous orientation of the two genes (called
wrong).

Using the syntheticFM set, five out of eight analyzed tools
show a good sensitivity, since they detect 40 out of 50 fusions
(Figure 1(a), blue bars). ChimeraScan was the least sensitive
detecting only nine out of 50 fusions (Figure 1). FusionFinder
and ChimeraScan were the only tools that did not make any
error in the detection of the fusions orientation (Figure 1(a),
red bars). It is notable that Bellerophontes was calling all
fusion events in both possible orientations, essentially leaving
to further down-stream analysis the definition of the correct
orientation of fusion events.

The same analysis performed on the Edgren set provided
a completely different view of sensitivity of the analyzed
tools (Figure 2). From this analysis, ChimeraScan performed
better than all the other tools concerning the number of
detected chimeras and the correct orientation of the fusion
events; 19 out of 27 fusions were all detected in the right
orientation. TopHat-fusion was as sensitive as ChimeraScan
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Figure 1: Fusion events detection performances on positive data set
encompassing 50 synthetic fusion events (FM set). Total number of
detected fusions is shown on the top of each bar set. FF: Fusion-
Finder; THF: TopHat-fusion; MS: MapSplice; FM: FusionMap; FH:
FusionHunter; DF: defuse; BF: Bellerophontes; CS: ChimeraScan.

detecting 19 chimeras, but only 8 of them were in the correct
orientation. Furthermore, the 19 true fusionswere part of a set
of more than 130000 events, which makes quite difficult the
task of purging the false positives. deFuse and FusionFinder
came in sensitivity after ChimeraScan and TopHat-fusion,
detecting 16 and 13 chimeras, respectively. FusionHunter and
FusionMap performancewas very poor, with 8 and 4 detected
chimeras. MapSplice and Bellerophontes data could not be
collected because, after 10 days from the beginning of the
analysis, the tools were still filtering fusions events.

We also evaluated the level of overlap between the various
tools for the Edgren set chimeras (Figures 2(b) and 2(c)).
ChimeraScan encompasses all genes detected by FusionMap
and the majority of the fusions detected by the other tools.

Another interesting point is the strong difference between
tools in the number of fusions called. At the two extremes
are TopHat-fusion, calling more than 130000 chimeras, and
FusionHunter, calling only 26 chimeras. We also observed
that the best two tools, ChimeraScan and TopHat-fusion,
are the ones with the highest number of called fusions. The
number of called chimeras is, however, not proportional with
the number of detected true positives; for example, both
ChimeraScan and TopHat-fusion detect 19 true positives.
However, the number of chimeras detected by TopHat-fusion
is approximately ten times greater than those detected by
ChimeraScan (Figure 2).

We further confirm that ChimeraScan performs better
than the other tools also on Berger set (Figure 3). It is
notable that the fusion discovery sensitivities for FusionMap,
FusionHunter, deFuse, TopHat-fusion, and ChimeraScan,
previously observed in the Edgren set, are also kept in
the Berger set, and TopHat-fusion is again the best tool in
sensitivity after ChimeraScan. However, it is notable that also
in Berger set, we have a very high number of called fusions
for ChimeraScan and TopHat-fusion, which may make their
use in a real experimental setting unpractical.

2.3. False Discovery of Fusions. As shown in the previous
paragraph, real datasets are useful to test tools in conditions
that resemble their everyday usage. However, real datasets
have the limitation that the exact number of true positive
fusions is not known; thus, false positive detection cannot
be assessed. For this reason, we have used a negative data set
(called negative set) encompassing 70million reads 2 × 50 nts
[13].

FusionHunter and Bellerophontes are the only tools not
detecting false chimeras in the negative dataset (Figure 4).
The number of false positives increases progressively from
FusionMap, deFuse, ChimeraScan, FusionFinder, and
MapsSplice to TopHat-fusion, which has the highest number
of false positive detected chimeras.

We try to evaluate, for ChimeraScan, if there is a bias
in the discovery approach of the tool, which could lead to
find the same fusions in different datasets. Intersecting the
fusions detected in the Edgren set and in the Berger set and
those detected in the negative set, the overlap is marginal.
Sixty fusions are found in common between the negative set
and the Edgren set, 197 between the negative set and the
Berger set, and only 38 fusions are in common between the
previous two comparisons. This observation suggests that
false positives aremainly dataset specific and not significantly
biased by the tool characteristics.

2.4. Optimizing Removal of False Positive Fusions. Being
ChimeraScan the most efficient tool in detection of fusion
events in the right orientation, we evaluated various filtering
approaches to reduce the false positive fusions contaminating
the real fusion events. Specifically, we used the characteristics
of the chimeras detected in the negative set to define false
positive filters. We observed that many chimeras found in
the negative set by ChimeraScan were supported by reads
encompassing the two exons of the genes involved in the
fusion and were missing reads spanning over the fusion
junction. Since the presence of junction-spanning reads is an
important positive parameter for the definition of a fusion
event [2], we decided to filter-out all the chimeras detected in
the Edgren set but not supported by reads spanning over the
fusion junction.The filter is very efficient since we retain only
681 fusions out of the initial 13346 detected by ChimeraScan.
Concerning the true positives, 17 out of the 19 detected
fusions are also retained. RPS6KB1:SNF8 and CPNE1:PI3 are
instead lost.

It is interesting to note that RPS6KB1:SNF8 can be
detected by deFuse, FusionHunter, and TopHat-fusion, while
CPNE1:PI3 could be found by FusionFinder and TopHat-
fusion. All the previously mentioned methods manage to
detect spanning reads for RPS6KB1:SNF8 and CPNE1:PI3,
suggesting that ChimeraScan algorithm fails to detect those
spanning reads. We are currently trying to find out the
reason why ChimeraScan failed in detecting the prviously
mentioned fusion junction spanning reads. Furthermore,
tools already implementing a filter based on the number of
junction-spanning reads consistently show a lower number
of reported fusions.

We have also observed the presence of a high number of
fusions encompassing intronic region in the fusions detected
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Figure 2: Analysis of sensitivity of fusion finders in a real data set encompassing 27 validated fusions (Edgren set). (a) Total number of detected
fusions is shown on the top of each bar set. (b) and (c) Venn diagrams showing the overlaps between fusions founded by different tools. The
ellipse of the ChimeraScan is highlighted in red. FF: FusionFinder; THF: TopHat-fusion; MS: MapSplice; FM: FusionMap; FH:FusionHunter;
DF: defuse; BF: Bellerophontes; CS: ChimeraScan.

in negative set. These fusions generate very large transcripts,
which do not produce in frame transcripts. Removing them
from the 681 fusions detected in the Edgren set,we retain 249
chimeras, without loss of true positives. Again, some of tools
include alignment approaches with an effect similar to this
filter by aligning reads to the transcriptome.

Although 249 chimeras represent a significant reduction
of the initial number of detected chimeras, they are still
too many to be all experimentally validated. Sorting the 249
chimeras in descending order, on the basis of the number
of fusion junction-spanning reads, we show that with the
top 17 chimeras, 10 were part of the 17 true positives. The
rationale of this ranking procedure is that biological effect
also depends on the amount of the expressed mRNA; thus,
highly expressed fusions, that is, fusions with a high number
of junction-spanning reads, might have a more important
role in cancer physiology.

3. Discussion

The main goal of this paper is to understand strength
and limits of the main fusion detection software currently
available. To reach our aim, we have evaluated sensitivity and
false fusion discovery for eight state-of-the-art fusion finders:
Bellerophontes, FusionHunter, FusionMap, FusionFinder,
MapSplice, deFuse, ChimeraScan, and TopHat-fusion. We
run this comparison using both synthetic and real datasets.

Concerning sensitivity, we observed that a comparison
analysis run only on synthetic data could generatemisleading
results. Sensitivity analysis run on the synthetic data only
results in ChimeraScan being the least sensitive tool, while
it is actually the most sensitive tool on real datasets. We think
that discrepancies between results obtained on synthetic
and real data are due to the actual lack of knowledge of
the real complexity of RNA-seq data that does not allow
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Figure 4: False positive fusion detected using a synthetic dataset
without chimeras. FF: FusionFinder; THF: TopHat-fusion; MS:
MapSplice; FM: FusionMap; FH: FusionHunter; DF: defuse; BF:
Bellerophontes; CS: ChimeraScan.

the construction of fully significant synthetic datasets. The
analysis of real datasets allows us to identify ChimeraScan
as the most sensitive tool for chimeras detection although
ChimeraScan output is affected by a very high number of
called fusions, a number too big to make a functional experi-
mental validation feasible. A synthetic dataset, free of fusion
events by construction (negative set), represents an interest-
ing instrument to understand the basic characteristics of false
fusions detected by ChimeraScan and to define specific filters
to remove them. It was observed that themain characteristics
of false positive fusions in the negative set are both the lack of

fusion junction-spanning reads and the inclusion of intronic
regions in the fusion. The application of two filters, based
on the previous false positive characteristics, proves to be
very efficient in reducing the 13346 initially detected fusions
(Edgren set) to 249, with the limited loss of two true positive
chimeras. It is also notable that ranking chimeras on the basis
of the number of fusion junction-supporting reads also helps
to further narrow the set of chimera to be experimentally
validated.

4. Conclusions

This paper highlights that fusion detection tools are still
not fully adequate to provide a direct solution for the
discovery of chimeras in a dataset. Many algorithms have
been proposed, and each of them has specific biases at the
level of sensitivity or specificity. Tools having low sensitivity
are also characterized by a limited number of false positives.
Moreover, results obtained by the low sensitivity tools show
very limited overlap in the results. On the other hand, tools as
ChimeraScan and TopHat-fusion show a good sensitivity but
also the presence of a high number of false positives. Filters
devoted to the removal of false positives can significantly
improve the ratio between true positives and false positives,
but there is clearly space for algorithm improvements.

5. Methods

5.1. Fusion Detection Softwares and Data Analysis.
FusionHunter, FusionMap, FusionFinder,MapSplice, deFuse,
ChimeraScan, Bellerophontes, and TopHat-fusion were
downloaded from the repositories indicated in their publica-
tions and installed following requirements indicated in their
manuals. Software was run using default configuration. All
analyses were performed on a 48-core AMD server with
512Gb RAM and 9Tb HD, running linux SUSE Enter-
prise 11. Statistics and data parsing were executed using R
scripting, taking advantage of Bioconductor [14] packages,
that is, Biostrings, org.Hs.eg.db, GenomicRanges, and
oneChannelGUI [15].

5.2. Positive Dataset. FusionMap developers provide a syn-
thetic dataset of simulated paired-end RNA-seq reads
(∼60,000 pairs of reads, 75 nt, fragment size = 158 bp). Fifty
fusions are representedwith a range of supporting pairs going
from 9 to 8852. Real datasets encompassing experimentally
validated chimeras were retrieved fromNCBI Sequence Read
Archive (SRA:SRP003186) as described in [11] and fromNCBI
Gene Expression Omnibus (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
geo/), SuperSeries Accession no. GSE17593 as described in
[12].

5.3. Negative Dataset. The negative dataset was generated
using BEERS [16], and its construction is described in [13].
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Enzymes play important roles in most of the biological processes. Although only a small fraction of residues are directly involved
in catalytic reactions, these catalytic residues are the most crucial parts in enzymes. The study of the fundamental and unique
features of catalytic residues benefits the understanding of enzyme functions and catalytic mechanisms. In this work, we analyze
the structural context of catalytic residues based on theoretical and experimental structure flexibility.The results show that catalytic
residues have distinct structural features and context. Their neighboring residues, whether sequence or structure neighbors within
specific range, are usually structurally more rigid than those of noncatalytic residues. The structural context feature is combined
with support vector machine to identify catalytic residues from enzyme structure. The prediction results are better or comparable
to those of recent structure-based prediction methods.

1. Introduction

Understanding the molecular mechanisms of enzyme cataly-
sis is important in studies of various complicated biological
processes. The number of protein structures deposited to
the Protein Data Bank [1] has increased rapidly in the past
decade.However, the function and catalytic residues of a large
fraction of enzymes are not well studied and understood.
Experimental methods which are used to identify enzyme
catalytic residues, like site-directed mutagenesis, are time
consuming and expensive. Computational methods designed
to identify catalytic residues are needed to efficiently handle
the huge number of proteins whose catalytic sites are not
determined.

Many methods have been developed to predict protein
catalytic sites based on information extracted from protein
seqence and structure. One of the most direct strategies is
based on finding homologous enzymes whose function and
catalytic residues are already known [2–6]. Catalytic residues
of a novel protein are identified by using sequence or struc-
ture similarity search with enzymes whose catalytic residues
were well annotated. However, there are still limitations for
such methods based on homology search. First, homologous

enzymeswhose function and catalytic sites are already known
are needed. Second, proteins of similar tertiary structures
do not always have completely identical function [7]. There
are also examples showing that proteins of different tertiary
structures have the same function [8].

To directly identify catalytic sites from single protein
structure without needing homology information, it is
important to study the fundamental differences between
catalytic residues and noncatalytic residues. Sacquin-Mora
et al. [9] used the computation of a force constant, that
is, the ease of moving a given residue with respect to the
other residues in the protein, to identify catalytic residues
and found that the catalytic residues usually have higher
force constant. Ben-Shimon and Eisenstein [10] found that
the catalytic residues are often located near the small frac-
tions of the exposed residues closest to the center of the
protein. Amitai et al. [11] converted protein to a network
in which the residues are vertices and their interactions
are edges and showed that the central hubs in the network
are usually functional important residues or residues having
direct contact with them.Wie et al. [12] developed a method,
Theoretical Microscopic Titration Curves (THEMATICS),
which computes residue electrostatic properties from protein
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structure, to identify catalytic residues. The THEMATICS
method was then combined with geometry features derived
from protein structure to predict catalytic residues from
enzyme structure using a monotonicity-constrained maxi-
mum likelihood approach, called Partial Order Optimum
Likelihood (POOL) [13]. A more recent method, EXIA [14],
successfully identifies catalytic residues based on residue side
chain orientation of single enzyme structure without needing
structure or sequence homology information.

In this study, we first analyzed the structural context of
catalytic and noncatalytic residues based on their sequence
and structure neighbors. We show that catalytic residues
are usually located in structurally more rigid environment
than noncatalytic residues.The sequence or structural neigh-
boring residues within specific range of catalytic residues
have distinct structural features. We further combined the
structural context features and support vector machine to
identify catalytic residues from protein structure.

2. Methods

2.1. Calculation of Structural Context. The weighted-contact
number model (WCN) [15, 16] is used to calculate structural
flexibility of residue environment. WCN is highly correlated
to experimental B-factor and order parameter of protein
structure solved by nuclear magnetic resonance. The WCN
of the 𝑖th residue is based on the distances between the 𝑖th
residue and all the other residues in the enzyme, as in

𝐷
𝑖
=

𝑁

∑
𝑗 ̸= 𝑖

1

𝑟2
𝑖𝑗

, (1)

where𝑁 is total number of residues in the enzyme, and 𝑟
𝑖𝑗
is

the distance between 𝑖th and𝑗th residues. The coordinate of
C𝛼 atom is used to represent the position of the residue.

There are two types of structural context: sequence
neighbor flexibility (SEQ) and structure neighbor flexibility
(STR). The SEQ of the 𝑖th residue is defined as the average
structural flexibility of the 𝑖th residue and its flanking residues
on sequence as in

SEQ
𝑖
=
∑
𝑥≤ 𝑖+𝑛

𝑥= 𝑖−𝑛
𝐷−1
𝑥

(2𝑛 + 1)
, (2)

where residues 𝑖−𝑛 to 𝑖+𝑛 are the nearest 𝑛neighbors of the 𝑖th
residue on sequence.WCN is inverted for an easy comparison
with B-factor. If 𝑥 is out of the range of the sequence, it is
simply ignored in the calculation. The STR of the 𝑖th residue
is defined as the average structural flexibility of the 𝑖th residue
and residues whose distance to the 𝑖th residue are smaller
than a cut-off value as in

STR
𝑖
=
∑
𝑥∈𝑀
𝐷−1
𝑥

𝑚
, (3)

where 𝑀 is a subset of residues whose distance to the 𝑖th
residue is smaller than the cut-off distance and 𝑚 is the
number of residues in the subset. The concept of SEQ and
STR is extended from our previous work [17], which only
considered the nearest two sequence neighbors.

2.2. Normalization of Structural Context and B-Factor Profiles.
The SEQ, STR, and B-factor are normalized to their corre-
sponding 𝑧-scores:

𝑧
𝑥
=
𝑥 − 𝑥

𝜎
𝑥

, (4)

where 𝑥 and 𝜎
𝑥
are the mean and standard deviations of 𝑥

of a given protein. In this work, 𝑥 is SEQ, STR, or B-factor
from X-ray crystallographic structures. For a given protein,
the mean and standard deviations are calculated based on
the scores of the protein. The scores of the protein are then
normalized according to its mean and standard deviations.
The normalized SEQ, STR, and B-factor are referred to
as 𝑍SEQ, 𝑍STR, and 𝑍B, respectively. For convenience, the
normalized SEQ, STR, and normalized B-factor profiles are
simply called SEQ profile, STR profile and B-factor profile.

2.3. The Support Vector Machine. SVM finds the separating
hyperplane with the largest distance between two classes.
However, the data being classified may not always be linearly
separable in the space. It was proposed that the original space
be mapped into a higher-dimensional space, making the
separation easier in that space. The support vector machine
method (SVM)has beenwidely applied tomany bioinformat-
ics studies: protein-fold assignment [18, 19], subcellular local-
ization prediction [20, 21], secondary-structure prediction
[22–24], and other biological pattern-classification problems
[25–28]. SVMs perform well in these classification problems
when compared to other machine-learning methods because
of thier convenient classifier’s capacity control and avoidance
of overfitting. In this work, the software package LIBSVM
[29] version 3.11 was used.

Here we used SVM to predict catalytic residues using the
structural context features, SEQ and STR, as input features.
The feature vector for a residue is one of these features or their
combinations: 𝑍SEQ, 𝑍STR, 𝑍B, or binary coding of amino
acid type. The common problem encountered in enzyme
catalytic site prediction using SVM is the extremely unbal-
anced ratio of catalytic residues and noncatalytic residues. A
well-used strategy is to randomly select subsets which have
a balanced ratio between catalytic and noncatalytic residues
when training [30]. Here, a 5-fold cross-validation procedure
was used for performance measurement. For each fold, the
training data was a randomly selected balanced subset of
residues by subsampling noncatalytic residues. The cost and
gamma are parameters used in model training and kernel
function of LIBSVM and need to be to tuned for optimal
prediction results.These parameters are tuned independently
using 5-fold cross-validation for each training dataset. In
addition to cost and gamma parameters, other settings used
in the SVM include the type of SVM: C-SVC; the type of
kernel function: radial basis function. Other parameters not
mentioned here are set as their default value in the LIBSVM
software.

2.4. Sequence Conservation Score. For comparison with the
POOL method, sequence conservation which includes evo-
lutionary information is used as training feature in some
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Figure 1: Distributions of (a) 𝑍SEQ and (b) 𝑍B profiles of catalytic and noncatalytic residues for the E760 dataset.

predictions reported here. Sequence conservation is from
position-specific substitution matrix (PSSM) generated by
PSI-Blast [31] for each protein. PSI-Blast is set to search
against the nonredundant (nr) database for three iterations
with default 𝐸-value threshold of 5 × 10−3. The sequence
conservation score is directly taken from the “information
per position” column in the PSSM profile.

2.5. Dataset. The dataset used in this work is collected from
Catalytic Site Atlas (CSA) [32] version 2.2.10 using BlastClust
[31].Thedataset contains 760 proteinswith pairwise sequence
identity ≤30%, including a total of 592,382 residues in which
2,355 residues are catalytic sites. All heteroatoms, ligands, and
nonprotein molecules are removed. The dataset is referred to
as E760 dataset.

2.6. Evaluation of Prediction Performance. Sensitivity, speci-
ficity, andMatthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC) were used
for performance measure as follows:

Sensitivity = TP
(TP + FN)

,

Specificity = TN
(TN + FP)

,

MCC = TP × TN − FP × FN
√(TP+FP)×(TP+FN)×(TN+FN)×(TN+FP)

,

(5)

where TP, FP, TN, and FN are the number of true positive,
false positive, true negative, and false negative, respectively.
A catalytic residue is either TP when correctly predicted
to be catalytic residue or FP when incorrectly predicted
to be noncatalytic residue. A noncatalytic residue is either
TN when correctly predicted to be noncatalytic residue or
FN when incorrectly predicted to be catalytic residue. We
used MCC to evaluate the performances because MCC takes
into account true and false positives and negatives and is a
balanced measure especially when the numbers of positives

(catalytic residues) and negatives (noncatalytic residues) are
extremely unbalanced. Note that the MCC, sensitivity, and
specificity reported here are based on balanced data, that
is, the numbers of catalytic and noncatalytic residues are
equal. They were only used to compare the results between
different features in this paper but not used to compare with
othermethods.TheReceiverOperatingCharacteristic (ROC)
curve was calculated based on unbalanced data and was used
to compare prediction results with other methods. The ROC
curve was plotted by averaging per-protein ROC curve as
used in [13].

3. Results and Discussions

First, we discuss the distributions of 𝑍SEQ, 𝑍STR, and 𝑍B
of catalytic residues and noncatalytic residues for the E760
dataset. Then we show the prediction results based on 𝑍SEQ
profile,𝑍B profile, and amino acid type. Finally, we compared
the prediction results based on 𝑍SEQ with those of the
methods using other structure-based features.

3.1. Distributions of SEQ for Catalytic and Noncatalytic
Residues. In this section, we compare the distributions of
SEQ (sequence neighbor flexibility) for catalytic residues and
noncatalytic residues. Figure 1(a) displays the distributions of
𝑍SEQ when 𝑛 = 1 (𝑛: the number of flanking neighboring
residues on sequence to calculate the average structural
flexibility) for catalytic residues and noncatalytic residues
for the E760 dataset. For comparison, the distributions of
𝑍B are also shown in Figure 1(b). The distributions of 𝑍SEQ
for catalytic and noncatalytic residues show that catalytic
residues are much less flexible and located in a more rigid
context than noncatalytic residues.The phenomenon ismuch
more significant using 𝑍SEQ than using 𝑍B as shown in
Figure 1. There are 90% of catalytic residues having 𝑍SEQ ≤ 0
and 40% of noncatalytic residues having 𝑍SEQ ≤ 0. Only 81%
of catalytic residues have 𝑍B ≤ 0 and 54% of noncatalytic
residues have 𝑍B ≤ 0. SEQ and crystallographic B-factor
are both based on the number and distances of neighbors
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Figure 2: Comparison of SEQ and B-factor profiles for two example proteins. Comparison of 𝑍SEQ and 𝑍B profiles for (a) diaminopimelate
epimerase (PDB: 1BWZ) and (b) levansucrase (PDB: 1OYG).The catalytic residues are labeled as triangles on𝑍SEQ profile and as circles on𝑍B
profile.The catalytic residues of 1BWZ are Cys73, His159, Glu208, and Cys217.The catalytic residues of 1OYG are Asp86, Asp247, and Glu342.

around a given residue and are related to structural flexibility.
The SEQ profile is a better and more reliable characteristic to
identify catalytic residues than the B-factor profile. B-factor
is easily affected by experimental conditions, crystal packing,
existence of ligands, or temperature. Two structures of the
same enzyme under different experimental conditions may
have very different B-factor profiles but have almost identical
crystal structures.

Figure 2(a) shows the 𝑍SEQ of 𝑛 = 1 (solid lines) and
𝑍B (dashed lines) profiles of two enzymes, diaminopimelate
epimerase (PDB id: 1BWZ) and levansucrase (PDB id: 1OYG).
The catalytic residues and noncatalytic residues are labeled
as triangle and circle on 𝑍SEQ profiles and on 𝑍B profiles,
respectively. It is obvious that the catalytic residues are
located in the most structurally stable regions for the 𝑍SEQ
profiles in both examples. The four catalytic residues (Cys73,
His159, Glu208, and Cys217) of diaminopimelate epimerase
are located near the centroid of the enzyme, forming a rigid
catalytic spot. Cys73 and Cys217 are close to each other
and connected by a disulfide bond. However, they have
unusually high 𝑍B (3.06 and 0.06, resp.) but reasonable low
𝑍SEQ values (−1.08 and −1.22). His159 is partially buried by
surrounding neighbors and has a quite low solvent accessible
surface (SAS) of 3 Å2, calculated by the DSSP program [33].
It has a relatively low 𝑍B (−0.29) and an extremely low 𝑍SEQ
(−1.16) comparing to other residues in the enzyme. Glu208
is relatively more exposed to solvent (SAS = 19 Å2) than
His159. It has a high𝑍B (0.23) but a very low𝑍SEQ (−0.91). In
the protein, the four catalytic residues are structurally rigid,
having very low 𝑍SEQ and SAS values. However, their 𝑍B are
high, especially for Cys73 that forms a disulfide bond with
another catalytic residue, Cys217.

The catalytic site of the second example, levansucrase,
is constituted of three catalytic residues, Asp86, Asp247,
and Glu342, which are inside a cleft near the geometrical
center of the protein. They are moderately accessible to

solvent (with SAS: 20 Å2, 8 Å2, and 24 Å2, resp.) but are
surrounded and thus strongly stabilized by a large number
of residues because of their location. The 𝑍SEQ for these
three catalytic residues, Asp86, Asp247, and Glu342, are
−1.18, −1.46, and −1.36, respectively. Their 𝑍B values are
surprisingly not low (0.56, 0.08, and 1.21, resp.). SEQ is
a better estimation of structural flexibility than B-factor
whether the location of residue is exposed to solvent or buried
inside the protein.

3.2. Distributions of SEQ and STR Based on Different Param-
eter Settings. In the previous section, we discussed the SEQ
when parameter 𝑛 = 1, that is, average WCN of target
residue and its nearest two neighboring residues on sequence.
Here, we extend the analysis to SEQ calculated based on
different window sizes. Figure 3 shows the distributions of
SEQ for catalytic and noncatalytic residues with incremental
𝑛 from 1 to 20. When 𝑛 is set to 1, the SEQ distributions of
catalytic and noncatalytic residues are obviously different. As
window size increases, the differences between distributions
decrease gradually. The difference between SEQ of catalytic
and noncatalytic residues is less obvious when 𝑛 is larger
than 10. Table 2 lists the prediction results when using SEQ
with different 𝑛. The MCC obviously drops when 𝑛 is equal
or larger than 10. The results indicate that the sequence
neighbors of catalytic residues are also structurallymore rigid
than noncatalytic residues in the range of 𝑛 < 10.

For STR, the cut-off distance for structurally neighboring
residues is set from 3 Å to 25 Å as shown in Figure 4.
Catalytic residues have structurally rigid neighbors for neigh-
boring residues within 15 Å cut-off distance. When the cut-
off distance is larger than 19 Å, catalytic and noncatalytic
residues have similar STR distributions. The results suggest
that catalytic residues are usually located in structurally stable
environments and the surrounding neighboring residues
within 15 Å are also relatively structurally rigid.
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Figure 3: Distributions of 𝑍SEQ for catalytic and noncatalytic residues with different average window sizes.

Table 1: Prediction performances using SVMwith different features.

Feature set Performance
Sensitivity Specificity MCC

AAa 0.70 0.70 0.40
SEQb 0.76 0.70 0.47
STRc 0.79 0.69 0.47
SEQ + STRd 0.78 0.66 0.45
B-factor 0.63 0.62 0.25
AA + SEQ 0.74 0.76 0.51
aAmino acid type.
bSEQ with n = 1.
cSTR with cut-off distance = 3 Å.
dSEQ with n = 1 combined with STR with cut-off distance (3 Å).

3.3. Prediction of Catalytic Residues Based on SEQ and STR.
In this section, we discuss the prediction results using SVM
with several different features, including amino acid type,
SEQ (𝑛 = 1), STR (cutoff = 3 Å), B-factor profile, and
their combinations. The prediction sensitivity, specificity,
and MCC using different feature sets are listed in Table 1,
including amino acid type (AA), SEQ and STR profiles, B-
factor profile (B), combination of amino acid type, and SEQ
(AA + SEQ).

The prediction results show that SEQ and STR are much
better features than B-factor (MCC = 0.47 for SEQ and STR,
0.25 for B-factor) for identification of catalytic residues. The
prediction performances of STR and SEQ are quite similar
(sensitivity = 0.76 and 0.79, specificity = 0.70 and 0.69 for SEQ
and STR, resp.).We selected SEQ for further-detailed analysis
and comparison. Due to the fact that about 95% catalytic
residues are polar or charged amino acids, prediction purely
based on amino acid type have aMCC of 0.40, which is much
higher than that of B-factor. However, the results also show
that there are many false positives (specificity = 0.70), which

means that catalytic residues have other unique features. SEQ
provides information of structural flexibility of residues and
their neighbors, which is complementary to amino acid type
information. The prediction results that include SEQ and
amino acid type show that catalytic residues can be more
accurately identified using both features.TheMCC is 0.51 and
the sensitivity and specificity are 0.74 and 0.76, respectively.
The prediction results based on combining SEQ (𝑛 = 1) and
STR (cutoff = 3 Å) are also listed in Table 1. The prediction
performance is similar to those based on SEQ or STR alone.
The reasonmay be that the combination of SEQ and STRdoes
not provide more information than SEQ or STR alone, thus
not further improving the prediction results.

3.4. Comparison with Structure-Based Prediction Method. To
test the performance of SEQ, we compared our prediction
results with those of Partial Order Optimum Likelihood
(POOL) [6], which combines residue electrostatic properties
and structure geometry information to predict catalytic
residues. POOL is one of the most successful structure-based
prediction methods and it is able to work without needing
sequence homology information. First, we directly compared
the prediction results of SEQ and those of POOL on a
dataset of 160 enzymes [6]. Figure 5 shows the ROC curves
of SEQ and POOL based on different features including
POOL(T): residue electrostatic properties, POOL(G): struc-
ture geometry feature, and POOL(C): sequence conservation.
SEQ apparently outperforms POOL(C) and POOL(G) and
performs better than POOL(T) and POOL(G+C) (POOL(G)
combined with POOL(C)) when false-positive rate is smaller
than 0.1. Under higher false-positive rates, POOL(T) and
POOL(G + C) have better performance than that of SEQ. It
is somewhat interesting that SEQ, which only uses structural
rigidity, has comparable results as those of POOL, which uses
residue biochemical features, evolutionary sequence conser-
vation, and cleft shape. The results reported here are based
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Figure 5: Comparison of ROC curves of SEQ and POOL using
different features.TheROC curves are prediction results on a dataset
of 160 enzymes. POOL features are denoted as POOL(T): residue
electrostatic; POOL(G): structure geometry; POOL(C): sequence
conservation; POOL(G + C): structure geometry combined with
sequence conservation. The figure was remade from [6].

on fivefold cross-validation on the dataset of 160 enzymes.
The ratio between catalytic and noncatalytic residues is not
changed (unbalanced) for each test fold.

We also compared the results of SEQ and those of
POOL(T +G) (residue electrostatic combined with structure
geometry) on a dataset of 79 enzymes [24]. Figure 6 shows
the ROC curves of SEQ (dotted line) and those of POOL.

Table 2: Prediction results when using SEQ with different n
parameters.

n Performance
Sensitivity Specificity MCC

1 0.76 0.70 0.47
5 0.75 0.71 0.47
8 0.79 0.65 0.44
10 0.80 0.57 0.36
13 0.78 0.55 0.36
20 0.77 0.41 0.36

In the results of Figure 5, SEQ performs much better than
POOL(G) and is comparable to POOL(T). When POOL(T)
and POOL(G) are combined together (POOL(T + G)), it
performs better than SEQ (Figure 6). POOL has the best
performance when sequence conservation (POOL(C)) is
further added (POOL(T + G + C)). To compare with their
results, we combined SEQ and sequence conservation by PSI-
BLAST.The results show that SEQ performs even better than
POOL(T + G + C) when sequence conservation is added
(thick solid line in Figure 6). It suggests that although SEQ
can find out rigid regions in enzyme structures, amino acid
information is still important for the identification of catalytic
residues due to the fact that a large fraction of catalytic
residues are polar amino acids. Using SEQwithout any amino
acid information to predict catalytic residue may result in
some false positives, for example, rigid but nonpolar residues.

To further compare the results of SEQ and POOL,
we have submitted two enzyme structures, diaminopime-
late epimerase (PDB code: 1BWZ) and levansucrase (PDB
code: 1OYG), to the POOL webserver. For diaminopimelate
epimerase, the four catalytic residues, Cys73, His159, Glu208,
and Cys217, are ranked 18, 3, 6, and 59, respectively, by POOL
(residues higher ranked in POOL are more probable to be
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catalytic residue). In Figure 2(a), it is clear that SEQ correctly
identifies all catalytic residues, which are located on the glob-
ally most rigid (small SEQ values) regions. For levansucrase,
the three catalytic residues, Asp86, Asp247, and Glu342, are
ranked 6, 5, and 2, respectively, by POOL. In Figure 2(b), the
three catalytic residues locate in the most structurally rigid
regions according to SEQ. It is also interesting that residues
Glu340, Glu262, and Tyr411 are ranked 1, 3, 4, respectively, by
POOL.These residues are located in relatively rigid regions in
the SEQprofile. Table 3 lists the prediction rank of POOL and
our prediction using SEQ (𝑛 = 1) for each catalytic residue in
several example proteins. The rank of our prediction is based
on the probability of a residue predicted to be catalytic residue
based on the function provided by the LIBSVM software.The
results show that our prediction results are in general better
than or comparable to those of POOL in these examples.

3.5. Discussions on Related Prediction Methods. Here we dis-
cuss related catalytic residue prediction methods, including
their features, datasets, and prediction performance. Petrova
andWu [34] used 24 features, including sequence-based fea-
tures: amino acid type, sequence conservation, and structure-
based and chemical features: shape of local structure, sol-
vent accessible surface, structural flexibility, and hydrogen
bonding. A dataset of 79 enzymes containing totally 23,664
residues and 254 catalytic residues was used for performance
evaluation. Among these features, the seven best features
were selected. The MCC of using different combinations of

Table 3: Comparison of rank of catalytic residues for predictions
using SEQ and POOL.

PDB ID and chain Catalytic residue Rank
SEQ (n = 1)a POOL

1BWZ:A

C73 8 18
H159 10 3
E208 5 6
C217 7 59

1OYG:A
D86 8 6
D247 9 5
E342 7 2

1A95:C

D88 1 1
D89 2 2
D92 7 8
K115 6 27

1EC9:A

K205 3 10
K207 2 4
D313 8 3
H339 7 1
D366 5 12

1EHK:A

H233 2 6
Y237 6 5
H384 3 8
F385 4 66
H386 5 26
R449 1 4
R450 7 7

aThe rank of prediction using SEQ is based on the probability of a residue
predicted to be catalytic residue.

these features ranges from 0.52 to 0.74 and the sensitivities
range from 0.88 to 0.89. To avoid the problems in SVM
training due to the extremely unbalanced number of catalytic
and noncatalytic residues, they used a similar strategy we
used here for SVM training and predicting. The strategy
is to build a subset that includes all catalytic residues and
equal number of noncatalytic residues selected randomly.
It is interesting to note that, without using the sequence
conservation feature, the prediction MCC is only 0.52.

A more recent study by Cilia and Passerini [35] mod-
els spherical regions around target residues and extracts
the properties of their content such as physicochemical
properties, atomic density, flexibility, and presence of water
molecules. They performed the prediction using SVM with
these structural features and other sequence-based features:
amino acid type and sequence conservation.

Amitai et al. [11] applied graph theory to catalytic residue
prediction by converting protein structure to network in
which the graph nodes are residues and graph edges are
residues interactions. They found that catalytic sites have
higher network closeness than noncatalytic residues. The
features used in their prediction included the closeness
feature, solvent accessible surface, and sequence conservation
using a dataset of 178 enzymes.
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Wie et al. [12] used a computational method calledTheo-
retical Microscopic Titration Curves (THEMATICS), which
computes theoretical electrostatic properties of residues
based on structure information. They simply set a threshold
to identify catalytic residues, that is, each residuewas assigned
a score calculated by THEMACTICS and residues having
score greater than the threshold are predicted as catalytic
residues. The dataset used contains 169 enzymes, including
594 annotated catalytic residues.The sensitivities using differ-
ent thresholds range from 0.41 to 0.63. THEMATICS is then
combined with other structure feature and is called POOL,
with which we chose to compare our results. The reason we
compared with POOL is that POOL is the most accurate
structure-based prediction method. There are other meth-
ods having better prediction results combining complicated
sequence features and structure features [35]. However, they
usually do not provide prediction results only using structure
features.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we calculated theoretical structural flexibility for
catalytic residues and their sequence or structure neighboring
residues. We found that catalytic residues are in general
located in structurally less flexible context. We show that the
theoretical structure flexibility (SEQ and STR) we used is
better than B-factor for identification of catalytic residues.
For a dataset of 760 enzymes of low pairwise sequence
identity, the difference of SEQ distributions between catalytic
and noncatalytic residues are more obvious than that of B-
factor. The prediction results of SEQ are much better then
those of B-factor. The MCC, sensitivity, and specificity of
prediction are 0.74, 0.76, and 0.51, respectively, using SEQ
combined with amino acid type information. The prediction
results using SEQ are comparable to or better than those
of other structure-based features. Most current prediction
methods need homology information, for example, sequence
conservation from PSI-Blast, and require the existence of
sequence or structure similar proteins. SEQ and STR are
calculated from single-protein structure and do not require
any homology information. They may be further applied to
the detection of enzyme function-related sites, like protein
ligand binding site, metal binding site, or protein-protein
interaction hotspot residues.
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Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data derived from array-based technology or massive parallel sequencing are often flawed
with missing data. Missing SNPs can bias the results of association analyses. To maximize information usage, imputation is often
adopted to compensate for the missing data by filling in the most probable values. To better understand the available tools for this
purpose, we compare the imputation performances among BEAGLE, IMPUTE, BIMBAM, SNPMStat, MACH, and PLINK with
data generated by randomlymasking the genotype data from the International HapMap Phase III project. In addition, we propose a
new algorithm called simple imputation (Simpute) that benefits from the high resolution of the SNPs in the array platform. Simpute
does not require any reference data. The best feature of Simpute is its computational efficiency with complexity of order (𝑚𝑤 + 𝑛),
where 𝑛 is the number of missing SNPs, 𝑤 is the number of the positions of the missing SNPs, and 𝑚 is the number of people
considered. Simpute is suitable for regular screening of the large-scale SNP genotyping particularly when the sample size is large,
and efficiency is a major concern in the analysis.

1. Background

A single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is a genetic varia-
tion at a single base-pair position. It is acquired and retained
in the population. Most SNPs produce no observable differ-
ence between members of a species. These variations in the
DNA can occur on both coding and noncoding sequences at
a frequency of approximately 1 per 1000 base pairs [1, 2]. This
leads to a rate of an estimated 11 million loci that can vary
in approximately 0.1% of the population according to neutral
theory of population genetics [3].

Studies concerning genetic association examine genetic
traits shared among individuals in a population. SNPs have
an important role in these studies because they record the
history of recombination and are sufficiently dense to form
linkage disequilibrium (LD) in nearly all functional genes.
However, it is common for data to be missing on the various
genotyping platforms. Even for array technology, the rate of
missing data can be as high as 0.53% [4].This is approximately
5300 loci for every million SNPs designed on the arrays.

Assuming a random missing mechanism exists, if any locus
in a sample is removed, the missing rate can become as high
as 1 − (1 − 0.0053)𝑛 in an association study of 𝑛 samples.

Because it is often not financially viable to regenotype
the missing data, imputation is used to fill in the missing
SNP values, and to maintain low costs. Imputation can be as
simple as selecting at random a genotype that already exists
in the data or by using a major allele. However, such naive
methods normally result in high error rates [4]. Certain other
methods are based on haplotypes, which are sets of SNPs
that are associated on one chromosome pair. These methods
include the Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Markov chain
(MC), maximum-likelihood, and neural network. Because a
multitude of methodologies exists that can be employed to
impute a haplotype, a range of imputation software, conse-
quently, also exists. Examples of imputation software include
IMPUTE [5], MaCH [6], SNPMSTAT [7], fastPhase [8], and
BEAGLE [9].

Both the IMPUTE and BEAGLE software use the HMM.
The HMM is a statistical tool for modelling generative
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sequences, which are characterised by the use of an underly-
ing process to generate an observable sequence. In the HMM
these underlying processes are represented by states, which
are considered to be unobserved or hidden. The hidden state
used is a pair of haplotypes observed in reference samples
from the HapMap project.The observed data are the individ-
ual genotypes at the corresponding loci. IMPUTE considers
mutation and recombination in itsHMMmodel; this requires
additional information fromCHIAMO[10] andHAPGEN[6,
10, 11] to determine the probability of the genotypes estimated
from the arrays and the predicted haplotypes. MaCH uses a
Markov chain-based approach using samples from HapMap
as references. Long missing segments are compensated for in
MaCH by using haplotypes from the reference samples.

Alternative imputation software and methodologies
include SNPMSTAT and FFNN. SNPMSTAT uses a maxi-
mum-likelihood framework on the genotype data. It uses
HapMap data or other similar data sets to construct the
most-likely haplotypes to occur for a missing SNP value. The
feed-forward neural networks (FFNNs) proposed by Sun
and Kardia [12] were reported to perform well by using a
Bayesian criterion to select the predictors. They claimed that
the performance is better than that of fastPHASE [8] and the
LD-based method, which is used by HelixTree [10].

In this paper, we propose an algorithm based on observed
genotypes and the LD at three neighbouring SNPs, including
the SNP under consideration, to impute the missing SNPs,
and to reduce the error rate for estimation. This algorithm
only considers the two neighbouring SNPs and uses the hap-
lotype information, which is a direct consequence of LD. Jung
et al. used the same level of information in their proposed
method [4], which phased genotypes by the partition-ligation
expectationmaximization (PLEM) [11] to impute themissing
SNPs. We compare the results using SNPs from the same
chromosomal regions in Jung’s study and demonstrate the
better performance of our algorithm. We also compare the
general-purpose methods including BIMBAM v0.99, BEA-
GLE v3.0.3, IMPUTE v0.5.0, MARCH v1.0.16, PLINK, and
SNPMSTAT v3.1. Because Simpute provides the best power at
highly linked loci, we compare it to the best method using
SNPs with strong LD. We demonstrate that Simpute is a
promising tool to provide efficient computation when it
comes to the age of massive parallel sequencing.

2. Methods

SNPs could be bi-, tri-, or tetraallelic polymorphisms by
definition, but triallelic and tetraallelic SNPs rarely exist in
the human population. SNPs are usually considered biallelic,
and three genotypes are possible for each SNP locus.They are
coded as 0 (homozygous for the wild type), 2 (heterozygote),
and 1 (homozygous for mutants) in this study.

Two neighbouring SNP loci of the missing target are
considered in the Simpute method. Haplotypes formed by
the consecutive pair of loci are constructed and the estimated
haplotype probabilities are combined with the LD informa-
tion fromeither side of themissing SNP to predict themissing
SNP genotype.

2.1. Estimate the Population Proportion of Haplotypes. We
first considered genotypes at two loci. The counts of all
genotype combinations are summarized in Table 3.

In Table 3, there are nine genotype combinations. The
haplotypes for eight of them can be clearly resolved, while
those of the 𝑁

1,1
could be either ab/AB or aB/Ab. The

proportion of the four haplotypes can be estimated as follows:

𝑝 (ab) =
2 × 𝑁

0,0
+ 𝑁
0,1
+ 𝑁
1,0
+ 𝑋
1
× 𝑁
1,1

2 × 𝑁
𝑃,𝑄

,

𝑝 (aB) =
2 × 𝑁

0,2
+ 𝑁
0,1
+ 𝑁
1,2
+ 𝑋
2
× 𝑁
1,1

2 × 𝑁
𝑃,𝑄

,

𝑝 (Ab) =
2 × 𝑁

2,0
+ 𝑁
2,1
+ 𝑁
1,0
+ 𝑋
2
× 𝑁
1,1

2 × 𝑁
𝑃,𝑄

,

𝑝 (AB) =
2 × 𝑁

2,2
+ 𝑁
2,1
+ 𝑁
1,2
+ 𝑋
1
× 𝑁
1,1

2 × 𝑁
𝑃,𝑄
,

,

(1)

where 𝑋
1
is the proportion of the phase ab/AB with the

observed genotype aAbB, and 𝑋
2
is the proportion of the

phase aB/Ab.
The initial values for 𝑋

1
and 𝑋

2
are set to 0.5, and they

are iteratively updated to get a more probable estimate. The
updating step is

𝑋
1
=

𝑝 (ab) × 𝑝 (AB)
𝑝 (ab) × 𝑝 (AB) + 𝑝 (aB) × 𝑝 (Ab)

,

𝑋
2
=

𝑝 (aB) × 𝑝 (Ab)
𝑝 (ab) × 𝑝 (AB) + 𝑝 (aB) × 𝑝 (Ab)

.

(2)

The estimated𝑋
1
and𝑋

2
are then used to calculate the 𝑝(ab),

𝑝(aB), 𝑝(Ab), and 𝑝(AB) in (1). The 10 iterations will stop
for either 𝑋

1
or 𝑋
2
. According to (1) and (2), 𝑋

1
or 𝑋
2
is a

cubic function, solved by the cubic formula. Here we use the
iterative method to solve𝑋

1
and𝑋

2
. The initial value of both

is set to 0.5, where the two phases have the same probability
(Table 4).

2.2. Linkage Disequilibrium Measurement. We impute the
missing genotypes using the LD information and the haplo-
type probabilities calculated in the previous section. If the LD
value between two SNP sites is high, then the two SNPs are
close to each other, and there are relatively few recombination
events between them. Some measurements are commonly
used to evaluate the extent of LD between a pair of SNP
sites. Two important pairwise measures of LD are 𝑟2 and |𝐷|
[13–15]. Their range is from 0 to 1, but their interpretation is
slightly different. When |𝐷| is equal to 1, 𝑟2 can be small. For
example, when 𝑝(ab) = 0.9, 𝑝(aB) = 0.1, 𝑝(Ab) = 0.1, and
𝑝(AB) = 0, |𝐷| is equal to 1, the 𝑟2 value is 0.012. In this paper,
𝑟2 is derived from the input samples. The |𝐷| and 𝑟2 can be
computed as follows.

The difference between the observed and the expected
probability of two loci is measured. The disequilibrium
coefficient𝐷 is expressed as

𝐷 = 𝑝 (ab) − 𝑝 (a⋅) × 𝑝 (⋅b) . (3)
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The normalized disequilibrium coefficient is defined as 𝐷 =
𝐷/|𝐷|max according the study of Pritchard and Przeworski
[14], where

𝐷max = {
min (𝑝 (a⋅) × 𝑝 (⋅B) , 𝑝 (A⋅) × 𝑝 (⋅b)) , if 𝐷 ≥ 0
min (𝑝 (a⋅) × 𝑝 (⋅b) , 𝑝 (A⋅) × 𝑝 (⋅B)) , if 𝐷 < 0.

(4)

The range of the normalized disequilibrium coefficient 𝐷 is
[−1, 1].𝐷 can be 1 while the𝑃 value is not significant.That is,
when𝐷 is equal to 1, there can still be no association. Hence,
we adopt another popular measurement 𝑟2, where

𝑟
2
=

𝐷2

𝑝 (a⋅) × 𝑝 (⋅b) × 𝑝 (A⋅) × 𝑝 (⋅B)
. (5)

The 𝑟2 value between the sites 𝑃 and 𝑄 is denoted as 𝑟2
𝑃,𝑄

.

2.3. Imputation Algorithm. Consider three SNP sites 𝑃, 𝑄,
and 𝑅 that are in consecutive order. The imputation proce-
dure is as follows.

(1) Use the samples with nomissing data at 𝑃,𝑄, and 𝑅 to
calculate the pairwise 𝑟2 at loci 𝑃, 𝑄, and 𝑅. If the 𝑟2 equals
zero, it will be set to a minimum value of 10−5 to facilitate the
following computation.

(2) Because most haplotypes consisting of three loci are
rare in the population, and the population proportion cannot
be correctly estimated with the limited samples in most
studies, we approximate it with the product of haplotype
proportion for the three pairs of loci and put the LDmeasured
between the two loci as the weights. The probability for
haplotype ℎ

1
ℎ
2
ℎ
3
is approximated as

𝑃
𝑃,𝑄,𝑅
(ℎ
1
ℎ
2
ℎ
3
) = 𝑃
𝑃,𝑄
(ℎ
1
ℎ
2
) × 𝑟
2

𝑃,𝑄

× 𝑃
𝑄,𝑅
(ℎ
2
ℎ
3
) × 𝑟
2

𝑄,𝑅
× 𝑃
𝑃,𝑅
(ℎ
1
ℎ
3
) × 𝑟
2

𝑃,𝑅
,

(6)

where 𝑃
𝑃,𝑄
(ℎ
1
ℎ
2
), 𝑃
𝑄,𝑅
(ℎ
2
ℎ
3
), and 𝑃

𝑃,𝑅
(ℎ
1
ℎ
3
) are the proba-

bilities of haplotype ℎ
1
ℎ
2
at loci 𝑃, 𝑄, haplotype ℎ

2
ℎ
3
at loci

𝑄,𝑅, and haplotype ℎ
1
ℎ
3
at loci𝑃,𝑅.These probabilities were

generated by (1).
(3) Calculate the weighting score of genotype ⊗⊕ at each

pair of loci:

𝑊
(⊗,⊕)
= 1 −


𝑁
⊗,⋅
× 𝑁
⋅,⊕

𝑁 ×𝑁
−
𝑁
⊗,⊕

𝑁


, (7)

where ⊗ and ⊕ are the genotypes at the first and the second
locus in each pair. If the𝑊

(⊗,⊕)
equals zero, it will be set to a

minimum value of 10−5 to facilitate the following computa-
tion.

(4) Calculate the haplotype pair score

score = (𝑃
𝑃,𝑄,𝑅
(ℎ
1
ℎ
2
ℎ
3
) + 𝑃
𝑃,𝑄,𝑅
(ℎ


1
ℎ


2
ℎ


3
))

×
𝑁𝑃,𝑄
⊗,⊕
× 𝑁𝑃,𝑅
⊗,∘
× 𝑁𝑄,𝑅
⊕,∘

𝑁
𝑃,𝑄

⊗,⋅
× 𝑁𝑃,𝑅
⋅,∘
× 𝑁
𝑄,𝑅

⊕,⋅

×𝑊
(⊗,⊕)
×𝑊
(⊗,∘)
×𝑊
(⊕,∘)
,

(8)

where the probabilities of the haplotype pair 𝑃
𝑃,𝑄,𝑅
(ℎ
1
ℎ
2
ℎ
3
)

and𝑃
𝑃,𝑄,𝑅
(ℎ
1
ℎ
2
ℎ
3
) are calculated by (6), and ⊗, ⊕, ∘ represent

the same genotypes (ℎ
1
ℎ
1
), (ℎ
2
ℎ
2
), and (ℎ

3
ℎ
3
) at locus 𝑃, 𝑄,

and 𝑅, respectively.
(5) Choose from all legitimate haplotype pairs that maxi-

mize the score in (8).
The algorithm also considers the situation when consecu-

tive SNPs are missing. In that case, the two neighbouring loci
𝑃 and 𝑅 of the missing locus 𝑄 can represent the adjacent
two loci on the same side of the 𝑄. For example, when there
is a long stretch of missing genotypes from SNP 1 to 4 in a
specific sample, we can first impute locus 4 with information
from locus 5 and 6 and then sequentially fill in all the missing
ones.

2.4. Time Complexity. Our algorithm requires the computa-
tion complexity at the order of 𝑂(𝑚𝑤 + 𝑛) where 𝑛 is the
number ofmissing SNPs,𝑤 is the number of the SNP lociwith
at least one missing entry, and𝑚 is the number of individual
with at least one locus missing. Each sample requires the
order of 𝑂(1) to count each of the 9 genotype and the order
of𝑂(𝑚𝑤) for steps 1 and 2. Hence, the total complexity of the
algorithm is 𝑂(𝑚𝑤 + 𝑛).

3. Data Description

In this paper, we used two data sets to compare imputation
performance. All data sets are based on the individuals
included in the HapMap project [16].

3.1. SNP-Dense Region on Chromosome 22. The first data set
was the testing region adopted from Jung et al.They identified
a region with dense SNP distribution and demonstrated their
performance with only six SNPs, as annotated in HapMap
Phase II, release 22. Those SNPs are rs2213329, rs2227029,
rs9610029, rs2213331, rs9619447 and rs743726, and are located
from positions 33227611 to 33233156 of chromosome 22. This
region was selected for its strong linkage of |𝐷| > 0.7. We
used the SNPdata of 270 people fromHapMap to generate the
testing data. The data were randomly selected with missing
rates of 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% from the total of 270 × 6 =
1620 SNPs. We adopted the settings of the missing rates of
Jung et al. for comparison purposes. This random procedure
was repeated 100 times, and the average error rates were
obtained. A more realistic comparison is demonstrated with
the other set of random missing studies described in the
following section.

3.2. Random Missing SNPs from the HapMap Phase III on
Chromosome 21. We used samples of HapMap phase III as
our testing data. Because some of the software we compared
required reference data, we provided samples of HapMap
Phase II release 22 as the reference samples; those samples
were, thus, excluded in our testing set. SNP loci that are
tri-alleic or tetraallelic were excluded in the comparison;
Tables 1 and 2 show the proportion of this type of loci in the
reference samples (HapMap Phase II release 22) and testing
samples (HapMap Phase III specific samples), respectively.
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Table 1: The nonbiallelic loci proportion in the HapMap phase II
release 22.

Population Individuals SNPs Nonbiallelic
CEU 90 48217 1.69%
JPT + CHB 90 50053 1.81%
YRI 90 48541 1.60%

Table 2:The non-bi-allelic loci proportion in theHapMap phase III.

Population Individuals SNPs Non-bi-allelic
CEU 80 19250 0.39%
JPT + CHB 77 17286 0.21%
YRI 80 20198 0.21%

Table 3: A 3 × 3 contingency table for the genotypes at two
consecutive loci. A and a are the two alleles in locus 1 while B and b
are the two alleles in locus 2.

0 (bb) 1 (bB) 2 (BB) Total
0 (aa) 𝑁

0,0
𝑁
0,1

𝑁
0,2

𝑁
0,⋅

1 (aA) 𝑁
1,0

𝑁
1,1

𝑁
1,2

𝑁
1,⋅

2 (AA) 𝑁
2,0

𝑁
2,1

𝑁
2,2

𝑁
2,⋅

Total 𝑁
⋅,0

𝑁
⋅,1

𝑁
⋅,2

𝑁
𝑃,𝑄

The proportion is low and is not crucial for the conclusion.
We conducted the experiment on the smallest chromosome
to enable easier computation of the less efficient algorithms
in the comparison.The results are reported separately for the
different ethnic groups because certain interesting differences
were observed.

We generated three sets of testing data from the HapMap
Phase III specific samples. The first set was derived by ran-
domly masking the genotypes on chromosome 21, called the
complete set. Because the error rate of genotype calling is less
than 1% [17], the missing rates were 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, and 5%.
Ten randomly missing testing data sets were generated for
comparison, and the accuracy was calculated as the average
of the 10 repeats. The software used to compare the data set
included BIMBAM v0.99, BEAGLE v3.0.3, IMPUTE v0.5.0,
MARCH v1.0.16, PLINK, and SNPMSTAT v3.1 and used the
system Linux kernel version 2.6 on AMD 64 platform.

Our second test data consisted of numerous regions of
only three SNPs on chromosome 21, called the short input. At
most, two of the three SNPs were permitted to be missing in
our random sampling process. The error rates are reported,
with the averages of 25 repeats of the random missing
procedure for missing rates, as 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, and 5%.

The algorithm we proposed adopted minimum infor-
mation to complete the missing gaps, and, hence, it is not
designed for all purposes.We show that its performance at the
highly linked regions is no worse than the best method previ-
ously mentioned.The third set of test data consists of missing
SNPs with strong linkage (𝑟2 > 0.9) to either one of their
adjacent SNPs, called high LD. The advantage acquired at the
highly linked regions is themost important aspect of Simpute
and is why Simpute is the most helpful program in global
genome sequencing projects. The error rates are reported

Table 4: Notation for the haplotype probabilities at the two loci.

Locus 𝑃 \ 𝑄 b B Total
a p (ab) p (aB) p (a⋅)
A p (Ab) p (AB) p (A⋅)
Total p (⋅b) p (⋅B) 1

Table 5: Error rates∗ for Simpute, BEAGLE, and Jung’s methodwith
random missing study on the six SNPs of chromosome 22.

Missing rate/method Simpute BEAGLE Jung’s method
5% 1.358% 1.7531% 16.59%
10% 1.8944% 2.1429% 17.82%
15% 3.0207% 3.4132% 20.25%
20% 4.4472% 4.4907% 20.07%
∗Error rates = number of error imputed entries/number of missing entries
∗100%.

from the average of 100 repeats of the random missing
procedure for the missing rates at 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, and 5%.

4. Results

We used samples from HapMap Phase II release 22 as the
reference data set, which is required by BEAGLE, BIMBAM,
MACH, SNPMStat, IMPUTE, and plink. Because of the
intractable computation load of SNPMStat and IMPUTE,
we divided the chromosome into segment of 10,000 SNPs
for the inputs. Because SNPMStat requires substantial CPU
time, only three repeats were performed to derive the average
accuracy. All the other programs used 10 repeats to obtain
the averages. The results from the complete set are shown in
Figure 1. BEAGLE gives the best overall accuracy and is also
the fastest on our benchmark platform CentOS 5.3 under the
VNWare ESX 4i in Figure 2. The following comparisons only
address the differences between Simpute and BEAGLE.

The results from the SNP-dense region of chromosome
22 in Jung’s study are shown in Table 5. The error rates from
the Jung et al. study are copied directly from their report
because we did not implement their algorithm. It appears that
Simpute has a strong advantage in the SNP-dense regions.
Although BEAGLE used the same HapMap samples as refer-
ence samples and used all six SNPs together in their compli-
cated algorithms, it still has slightly higher error rates, and the
contrast is strong at the lower missing rates.

To understand the relation between the information fed
into each method and the power each method gains, we
first assessed the sets of three SNPs on chromosome 21. This
provided limited information, and the error rates for Simpute
and BEAGLE are shown in Table 6.Themissing rates were set
as 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, and 5% to better match the actual appli-
cations. Because the data are artificial and require repeated
initiation processes for BEAGLE to process all the short
regions, extensive computation time is required for BEAGLE
to process all the data. Hence, comparing the computation
time is not feasible, and it is difficult to run the entire set of
simulations on all three ethnic groups. We only reported the
results for Group CEUwith 25 repeats of the randommissing
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Figure 1: Imputation accuracy compared across BEAGLE, IMPUTE, BIMBAM, SNPMStat, MACH, and plink using the complete set. The
curve with IMPUTE-call thresh-0 stands for the best setting (call thresh = 0) we found for Impute rather than the default setting. Accuracy =
number of correctly imputed entries/number of missing entries ∗100%.

procedure, as shown in Table 6. The error rate of Simpute is
approximately the same as that of BEAGLE and matches our
expectations.

Tables 7, 8, and 9 show the evaluation of Simpute and
BEAGLE using the high LD testing data on chromosome 21.
The default setting of BEAGLE used the same 270 people
from HapMap Phase II as the reference data. In contrast,
Simpute used the two neighboring SNPs of the missing one.
The error counts are the averages of 100 repeats of the random
missing procedure. BEAGLE performed better than Simpute
but the difference is negligible when the missing rate is low.
In addition, BEAGLE requires substantially more processing
time.

5. Conclusion and Discussion

In this study we developed a simple strategy to impute
missing genotypes for SNPs that have a high resolution. Our
method requires only twoneighbouring loci of amissing SNP.
Furthermore, we show in our study that for highly linked
loci, our algorithm has comparable performance to BEAGLE,
a system that incorporates data from various sources of
information, as has been suggested in recent studies. These

Table 6: The error rates∗ for random missing SNPs of short input
at 𝑟2 ≥ 0.9 from the HapMap phase III on chromosome 21 of short
input for the CEU.

Method/
missing rate Simpute BEAGLE

0.1% 37.136/483 (7.69%) 38.09/483 (7.89%)
0.5% 188/2412 (7.79%) 183.6364/2412 (7.61%)
1% 378.333/4823 (7.84%) 376.762/4823 (7.81%)
5% 1913.632/24111 (7.94%) 1892.053/24111 (7.84%)
∗Error rates = number of error imputed entries/number of missing entries
∗100%.

sources of information include reference samples and long-
range LD.

The algorithmwe introduced in our study has a complex-
ity of 𝑂(𝑚𝑤 + 𝑛), where 𝑛 is the number of missing SNPs, 𝑤
is the number of the positions of the missing SNPs, and 𝑚 is
the sample size. Because of the design of our algorithm, and
the reduction of the prerequisite input incorporated into the
imputation algorithm,wewere able to significantly reduce the
computation time.
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Table 7: Error rates∗ and computation time for random missing SNPs of high LD for the CEU samples.

Method/missing rate Simpute BEAGLE
Error rate Running time (sec) Error rate Running time (sec)

0.1% 5.52/483 (1.14%) 12.88 4.49/483 (0.93%) 164.17
0.5% 27.94/2412 (1.16%) 13.09 21.01/2412 (0.87%) 164.82
1% 57.22/4823 (1.19%) 14.07 44.07/4823 (0.91%) 168.47
5% 321.9/24111 (1.33%) 18.24 224.65/24111 (0.974%) 168.69
∗Error rates = number of error imputed entries/number of missing entries ∗100%.

Table 8: Error rates∗ and computation time for random missing SNPs of high LD for the CHB + JPT samples.

Method/missing rate Simpute BEAGLE
Error rate Running time (sec) Error rate Running time (sec)

0.1% 5.15/493 (1.04%) 10.90 4.64/493 (0.94%) 138.40
0.5% 27.29/2463 (1.10%) 11.08 24/2463 (0.97%) 139.79
1% 55.07/4925 (1.11%) 11.77 47.69/4925 (0.97%) 138.96
5% 322.38/24622 (1.31%) 16.113 242.26/24622 (0.98%) 140.96
∗Error rates = number of error imputed entries/number of missing entries ∗100%.

Table 9: Error rates∗ and computation time for random missing SNPs of high LD for the YRI samples.

Method/missing rate Simpute BEAGLE
Error rate Running time (sec) Error rate Running time (sec)

0.1% 2.57/271 (0.95%) 12.42 2.23/271 (0.82%) 187.80
0.5% 13.54/1353 (1.00%) 12.925 11.2/1353 (0.83%) 188.41
1% 27.19/2705 (1.00%) 13.08 22.89/2705 (0.85%) 187.45
5% 161.02/13525 (1.19%) 15.921 119.94/13525 (0.887%) 191.29
∗Error rates = number of error imputed entries/number of missing entries ∗100%.
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Although Simpute is unable to outperformmost software
for general purposes, it has shown its potential for specific
purposes.With the current trend ofmass parallel-sequencing
technologies, SNPswill soon be discoveredwith ease, without
requiring the use of predefined positions for their detection.
Furthermore, the availability of samples will accumulate in
the following few years. Thus, it is expected that most SNPs
will be highly linked in samples of moderate size.

Simpute has a strong advantage over more complicated
algorithms that use high LD regions. Moreover, it demon-
strates a distinct advantage in efficiency when handling large
data sets.This efficiency is of great benefit to genome centers,
which have increasing demands in the number of personal
genomes that must be sequenced and analyzed through a
real-time system.

Availability

Simpute is available from the following website: http://www.
cs.nthu.edu.tw/∼dr928307/Simpute.htm.We provide an inte-
grated interface to run all of these softwares. It can be
downloaded at http://kitty.2y.idv.tw/∼tcs/ASHG2009/ and
performed under Linux kernel 2.6 amd64 platform.
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Human ribonucleasesA (hRNaseA) superfamily consists of thirteenmemberswith high-structure similarities but exhibits divergent
physiological functions other than RNase activity. Evolution of hRNaseA superfamily has gained novel functions which may be
preserved in a unique region or domain to account for additional molecular interactions. hRNase3 hasmultiple functions including
ribonucleolytic, heparan sulfate (HS) binding, cellular binding, endocytic, lipid destabilization, cytotoxic, and antimicrobial
activities. In this study, three putativemultifunctional regions, 34RWRCK38 (HBR1), 75RSRFR79 (HBR2), and 101RPGRR105 (HBR3),
of hRNase3 have been identi�ed employing in silico sequence analysis and validated employing in vitro activity assays. A heparin
binding peptide containing HBR1 is characterized to act as a key element associated with HS binding, cellular binding, and lipid
binding activities. In this study, we provide novel insights to identify functional regions of hRNase3 that may have implications for
all hRNaseA superfamily members.

1. Introduction

Human ribonuclease A (hRNaseA) family members are
encoded by unique genes located on human chromosome 14
[1].ehRNaseA family is vertebrate cationic protein sharing
conserved tertiary structure and speci�c enzymatic sites for
RNase activity. It is in general considered to comprise eight
members: RNase1 (pancreatic RNase), RNase2 (eosinophil
derived neurotoxin/EDN), RNase3 (eosinophil cationic pro-
tein/ECP), RNase4, RNase5 (angiogenin), RNase6, RNase7
(skin-derived RNase), and RNase8 (divergent paralog of
RNase7) [2]. Analysis of human genome sequence has
revealed the existence of �ve additional RNases named as
RNases9–13, although they appear to lose enzymatic activity
[3]. All hRNaseA family members encode relatively small
polypeptides of 14 to 16 kDa containing signal peptides of
20 to 28 amino acids for protein secretion. Mature hRNaseA

members contain 6 to 8 cysteine residues that are crucial
to hold the overall tertiary structure [4]. ey possess
an invariant catalytic triad including two histidines (one
near the 𝑁𝑁 terminus, and the other near the 𝐶𝐶 terminus)
and one lysine located within a conserved signature motif
(CKXXNTF) [5]. ese RNaseAs are catalytically active to
various degrees against standard polymeric RNA substrates
[6]. Interestingly, their host defense functions including
cytotoxic [7, 8], helminthotoxic [9, 10], antibacterial [11,
12], and antiviral [5, 13] activities have also been reported.
However, the mechanisms of noncatalytic functions of some
hRNaseA members, especially the ones with low RNase
activities, are poorly understood.

hRNase3 is found within the secondary granules of
eosinophils and serves as a clinical asthma marker [14]. It is
a multiple functional protein as the N-terminal domain1−45
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possesses antipathogenic activities such as antibacterial, anti-
helminthic, and antiviral competencies [15–17]. In terms
of key amino acids involving speci�c functions, Trp35 of
hRNase3 interacts with cell membrane to form transmem-
brane pores in an arti�cial lipid bilayer, suggesting that
lipid destruction is a crucial step in bactericidal activity
[18]. In addition, Arg1, Trp10, Gln14, Lys38, and Gln40
located in antipathogenic domain are identi�ed to bind
to lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and peptidoglycan with high
affinity, which may also be important for its bactericidal
activity [19, 20]. Moreover, hRNase3 possesses cytotoxic
activity against various mammalian cell lines including those
derived from blood and epidermis [17], and Arg97 is the key
residue for its cytotoxicity [21]. It is also highly associated
with host in�ammatory response and thus involved in tumor
microenvironment to exercise its antitumor response [22–
24]. Interestingly, hRNase3 reduces the infectivity of human
respiratory syncytial virus in an RNase activity-dependent
manner [25]. Treatment of bronchial epithelial cells with
hRNase3 induces production of tumor necrosis factor alpha
(TNF-𝛼𝛼) and triggers apoptosis via a caspase-8-dependent
pathway [26]. Furthermore, hRNase3 is reported to bind
to a class of cell surface receptors termed as heparan sul-
fate proteoglycans [27] and thereby internalizes target cells
through macropinocytosis [28]. Taken together, basic and
aromatic residues, especially Arg and Trp, are considered
to play important roles in enzymatic and other biological
functions of hRNase3.

In this study, in combination with in silico analy-
ses employing Reinforced Merging for Unique Segments
(ReMUS) system, we have identi�ed three heparin binding
regions (HBRs) in hRNase3. We focused on their roles in
heparin and cellular binding and endocytic and cytotoxic
activities employing in vitro functional analyses. Our results
showed that HBR1 (34RWRCK38) is crucial for enzymatic
RNase function and serves as a major heparin binding site
for endocytosis, HBR2 (73RSRFR77) contributes toward cell
binding and endocytic activities, and HBR3 (101RPGRR105)
plays a critical role in cytotoxicity. In addition, a noncy-
totoxic HBR1-derived peptide was characterized to bind to
negatively charged molecules including glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs) and lipids on cell surface. In summary, we have
identi�ed multifunctional regions of hRNase3, which may
provide novel insights to implicate for all hRNaseA superfam-
ily members.

2. Materials andMethods

2.1. In Silico Analysis. Unique peptides of query proteins,
13 hRNaseA family members, were identi�ed employing
Reinforced Merging for Unique Segments ReMUS system
(ReMUS) (http://140.121.196.30/remus.asp) [42].e system
adopted a bottom-up strategy to extract unique patterns
in each sequence at different unique levels. A fundamental
unique peptide segment with previously de�ned pattern
length, named as primary pattern was extracted at the �rst
step. e rule of thumb for primary pattern lengths is that
a shorter length setting for similar protein sequences and

a longer length for dissimilar ones. e length of primary
pattern in this study is set as 3 residues for hRNaseA protein
family. Aer that Boyer Moore algorithm was performed to
efficiently retrieve all primary patterns among all sequences.
�ach veri�ed fundamental unique peptide segment was
analyzed based on its frequencies of appearance, and its
representation level of uniqueness was calculated for the
merging processes in the next module. e last merging
algorithm concatenated these extracted unique peptide seg-
ments through a bottom-up approach only if the primary
unique peptide segments were overlapped within a sequence.
e merged segments were guaranteed with unique fea-
tures compared to all other protein sequences in the query
dataset.

Clustal W2 (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/)
was used to align protein sequences of 13 hRNaseA fam-
ily members on the basis of automatically progressive
alignment mode. Protein sequences were retrieved from
UniProtKB (http://www.uniprot.org/). To perform multiple-
sequence alignment, gap open and extend penalties were
set to 10 and 0.2, respectively. For secondary structure
analysis in corresponding HBRs of hRNase1 to hRNase8,
tertiary structures of hRNase1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 were col-
lected from protein data bank (PDB, http://www.rcsb.org/
pdb/home/home.do), and those of hRNase6 and hRNase8
were simulated by Protein Structure Prediction Server (PS)2
(http://ps2.life.nctu.edu.tw/) using hRNase7 as a template.
In addition, National Center for Biotechnology Informa-
tion (NCBI) Blast (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi)
was employed to compare sequence correspondent to
HBPRNase3(32–41) among nonhuman primate hRNase2s and
hRNase3s, as well as human RNaseA superfamily members.

2.2. Cell Line Strains. Beas-2B (ATCC number: CRL-9609)
was a human lung bronchial epithelial cell line infected
with an adenovirus 12-SV40 virus hybrid (Ad12SV40). Beas-
2B cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco,
Invitrogen, USA) supplemented with 56∘C heat-inactivated
10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco, Invitrogen, USA)
and 1% (v/v) Glutamine-Penicillin-Streptomycin (Biosera).
Wild-type Chinese Hamster Ovary- (CHO-) K1 and mutant
cell lines CHO-pgsA-745 (lacking of all GAGs) and CHO-
pgsD-677 (lacking of HS) were cultured in Vitacel Ham’s
F12K medium (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 10%
FBS. Beas-2B and pgs D-677 cell lines were purchased from
ATCC. CHO-K1 and CHO-pgsA745 cell lines were kindly
provided by Dr. W.-G. Wu and Dr. C.-L. Yang, respectively
(Department of Life Science, National Tsing Hua University,
Taiwan). e cells were maintained at 37∘C in a humidi�ed
atmosphere of 5% CO2.

2.�. �eco��inant �rotein ��ri�cation. Recombinant wild-
type hRNase3 with a C-terminal His6 tag was expressed in
Escherichia coli BL21(D�3) Codon Plus (Novagen), puri�ed
by affinity column chromatography, and refolded as pre-
viously described [27, 43]. e plasmids containing insert
encoding mutant HBR1, HBR2, and HBR3 hRNase3 were
generated by QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis with
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primer sets mtr1 forward: 5′-TATGCAGCGGCTTGC-
GCAAACCAAAAT-3′ and mtr1 reverse 5′-TTTGCGCAA-
GCCGCTGCATAATTGTTA-3′; mtr2 forward 5′-AGG-
CACGGCGGCGGCGGCGGCATGACAATTGTTGAG-3′
and mtr2 reverse 5′-TGTCATGCCGCCGCCGCCGCC-
GTGCCTTTACTCCAC-3′; mtr3 forward 5′-ATAGAA-
GGCGGCGGCGGCGGCGTCTGCATACCTGCA-3′ and
mtr3 reverse 5′-GCAGACGCCGCCGCCGCCGCCTTC-
TATGTAGTTGCA-3′. For each preparation, 10mL of
overnight culture was subcultured into 1 L TB containing
100 𝜇𝜇g/mL ampicillin, and grown at 37∘C for 6 h. Isopropyl-
𝛽𝛽-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added to a �nal
concentration of 0.5mM. Wild-type and mutant hRNase3
were collected from inclusion bodies that were refolded by
dialysis in refolding buffer (20mM Tris, 0.5M arginine,
0.2mM GSSG, 2mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, pH 8.5) at 4∘C
gently, concentrated by Amicon Ultra-15 (Millipore), and
stored in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).

2.4. Fluorescence-Assisted Carbohydrate Electrophoresis
(FACE). Carbohydrates were labeled with 2-aminoacridone
(AMAC) according to previous study [44]. e AMAC-
labeled carbohydrate and peptide were mixed and incubated
at 25∘C for 15min. e complex was then loaded onto 1%
agarose gels and electrophoresed in the buffer containing
40mM Tris-acetic acid, 1mM EDTA, pH 8.0 for 20 to
30min. is experiment was performed in dark or under
red light to prevent from light exposure. e AMAC labeled
probe was observed under UV light (424 nm) and scanned
by transilluminator.

2.5. RNase Activity Assay. RNase activity assay of recombi-
nant wild-type and mutant hRNase3 were performed using
yeast tRNA (Invitrogen), and bovine RNaseA (USB) was
typically RNase and used as positive control. ree hundred
microliters of 100mM sodium phosphate (NaPO4) buffer,
pH 7.4, and 500 𝜇𝜇L diethylpyrocarbonate- (DEPC-) ddH2O
were mixed including 50𝜇𝜇L of 0.05𝜇𝜇M RNaseA and 5 𝜇𝜇M of
wild-type andmutant hRNase3, separately. Tenmicroliters of
5mg/mL yeast tRNA was added and incubated at 37∘C for 0,
5, 10, and 15min, respectively. Ice-cold 500𝜇𝜇L stop solution
(1 : 1 (v/v) 40mM lanthanum nitrate and 6% perchloric acid)
was added andmixed for 10min to stop reaction. Entire yeast
tRNA was suspended by centrifugation at 16,100×g at 25∘C
for 5min. One hundred microliters of supernatant in each
tube was placed on to a 96-well plate. e amount of soluble
tRNA in supernatant was determined by UV absorbance at
260 nm.

2.6. MTT Assay. Beas-2B cells (5 × 103cells/well) were plated
in each well of a 96-well plate and allowed to incubate
at 37∘C for 24 h. Beas-2B cells were incubated with 0, 5,
10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 𝜇𝜇M HBPRNase3(32–41) and were
incubated at 37∘C for 24 h. 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-
2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) solution (10𝜇𝜇L of
10mg/mL, Roche) was added to each well, and the cultures
were incubated for an additional 4 h. Aer 24 h, the culture
medium was replaced by 100 𝜇𝜇L 5mg/mL MTT for 3 h, then

MTT solution was substituted by 100 𝜇𝜇L 100% DMSO for
15min. Finally, the absorbance of the sample was measured
at 570 nm.

2.7. Uptake Assay and Western Blotting. Beas-2B cells were
seeded into 100mm dish at 37∘C for 24 h and followed by
washed with PBS and incubated with 1 𝜇𝜇M wild type or
mutant hRNase3 in serum-free RPMI 1640 medium at 37∘C
for 1 h. e cells were washed with PBS and trypsinized for
at 37∘C 15–20min to remove surface-associated protein, and
cells were lysed with Pro-prep (iNtRon). Aer electrophore-
sis, proteinswere transferred to PVDFmembrane (Pall) using
a Bio-Rad Trans-Blot semidry transfer cell. Membranes were
blocked with 3% BSA in 0.15M NaCl, 0.5% (v/v) Tween-
20, and 20mM Tris, pH 7.4 (TBST) followed by primary
antibody (anti-His antibody) diluted in 1% BSA/TBST. Aer
washing with TBST, membranes were incubated with a
secondary antibody (anti-mouse antibody) diluted in 1%
BSA/TBST. Bound antibodywas detected using the enhanced
chemiluminescence detection system (Pierce).

2.8. Synthetic Peptides. HBPRNase3(32–41) (NYRWRCKNQNK),
HBPRNase3(71–80) (NNCHRSRFRV) and HBPRNase3(96–105)
(TYADRPGRRF) were synthesized by Genemed Synthesis
Inc. (USA). All peptides were puri�ed by analytical high-
pressure liquid chromatography to a purity exceeding 90%.
e identity of peptides was con�rmed by matrix-assisted
laser desorption ionization time of �ight mass spectrometry.

2.9. Cell-Based Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay
(cELISA). Cells (2 × 104 cells/well) were seeded in a 96-well
black plate and incubated with 5% CO2 at 37∘C for 24 h. e
�uorescein isothiocyanate- (FITC-) labeled HBPRNase3(32–41),
HBPRNase3(71–80), and HBPRNase3(97–106) were diluted to 0, 1,
5, and 10 𝜇𝜇M in medium for 1 h. Aer wash with 100 𝜇𝜇L PBS,
the plate was �xed by 2% (w/v) paraformaldehyde (PFA) in
PBS for 15min, and 100𝜇𝜇L 50mM ammonium chloride in
PBS was added to quench �uorescence. e plate was washed
with 100 𝜇𝜇L PBS, and 2% (w/v) BSA in PBS was added
to block at room temperature for 1.5 h. e signals were
measured using 488 nm laser with standard 530 nm± 30 nm
bandpass emission �lter (Omega Optical, Brattleboro, VT,
USA). In each set of the assays, analyses were carried out in
duplicate or triplicate.

2.10. Lipid Overlay Blots. SphingoStrips (Invitrongen catalog
no. S23753) and PIP Strips (Invitrongen catalog no. P23751)
membranes were blocked at 37∘C for 1 h with Tris-buffered
Saline/0.05% Tween-20 (TBST) containing 3% (w/v) fatty
acid free BSA. Membranes were incubated with 1𝜇𝜇g/mL
hRNase3 or 0.5 𝜇𝜇g/mL FITC-HBPRNase3(32–41) at 37∘C for
2 h separately, the membranes were washed once using
0.1% BSA/TBST with a gentle shaking for 10min. hRNase3
binding to lipids was probed by primary antibody (mouse
anti-6His 1 : 5000) for 1 h. Aer wash, anti-mouse antibody
conjugated with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was used as
secondary antibody (1 : 5000) in 1% BSA/TTBS. Finally, the
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hRNase3

F 1: Unique peptide motifs in hRNase3 revealed from
13 hRNaseA members by Reinforced Merging for Unique Seg-
ments (ReMUS) system. Blue and light blue segments repre-
sent unique peptide motifs of hRNase3 compared to other 12
hRNaseA members. ree unique motifs 34RWRCK38, 75RSRFR79,
and 101RPGRR105, representing, respectively, HBR1, HBR2, and
HBR3 in hRNase3 are highlighted in yellow.

immunoreactive bands were visualized by enhanced chemi-
luminescence (USA). For FITC-HBPRNase3(32–41) analysis,
the membrane strips were initially incubated with FITC-
HBPRNase3(32–41) followed by PBS wash and �nally imaged
using 488-nm laser with standard 530 nm± 30 nm bandpass
emission �lter.

3. Result

3.1. In Silico Analysis of Unique Peptide Regions in hRNaseA
Superfamily. To predict unique peptide regions possibly
involved in multifunctions of hRNase3, ReMUS system
was employed to analyze sequences of hRNase3 and the
other 12 members of hRNaseA family. Eleven unique
peptide motifs including HISLNPPR, RCTIAMRA, NYR-
WRC, SIRCPHNRTLNNC, RSRFRVP, PLLHCD, DLINP,
PGAQN, NCTYADRPGRRFYV, DPRDSPRY, and LDTTI in
hRNase3 were identi�ed as shown in blue and light blue
in Figure 1. Among which three unique segments rich in
positively charged amino acids were denoted as putative
HBRs including 34RWRCK38 (HBR1), 73RSRFR77 (HBR2),
and 101RPGRRR105 (HBR3). Since heparin binding activity
of HBR1 has been previously reported [27], the presence
of 3 HBRs might possibly correlate with stronger heparin
binding features of hRNase3 than other hRNaseA family
members. Subsequently, Clustal W2 was applied to compare
primary sequence of hRNase3 with the other hRNaseAs and
alignment of putative HBRs of hRNase3 with correspondent
segments of the other 12 hRNaseAs. Figure 2 revealed that
HBR1 in hRNase3 was 60% identical to the corresponding
segments of hRNase1, hRNase2, hRNase7, and hRNase8, but
these HBRs were not conserved with any of the other hRNase
family members, suggesting that these three HBRs might
account for unique functions of hRNase3. erefore, seven
mutant hRNase3 constructs were generated by site-directed
mutagenesis with selective alanine replacement in each HBR
in order to investigate unique functions of HBR1, HBR2 and
HBR3 in hRNase3 (Supplementary Figure 1 available online
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2013/170398).

3.2. RNase Activity of Wild-Type and Mutant RNase3. Aer
0.05 𝜇𝜇M bovine RNaseA, 5 𝜇𝜇M wild-type or mutant hRNase3
was incubated with 50 𝜇𝜇g tRNA at 37∘C for 0, 5, 10, and
15min, the amount of digested ribonucleotides was exam-
ined by UV absorbance at 260 nm. Figure 3(a) showed that
RNase activity of HBR1-mt RNase3 was signi�cantly reduced

and that of HBR3-mt RNase3 was 15% less than wild type
hRNase3. Besides, the RNase activity of HBR2-mt RNase3
was comparable to that of wild-type hRNase3. Moreover,
double and triple mutation abolished hRNase activities of
HBR12-, HBR13- and HBR123-mtRNase3 expect HBR23-
mtRNase3 (Figure 3(b)). ese results suggested that HBR1
of hRNase3 played a critical role in ribonucleolytic activity,
mainly due to the presence of a catalytic residue Lys in the
sequence.

3.3. Endocytosis Activity ofWild-Type andMutant hRNase3 to
Beas-2B Cells. To determine the in�uence of different HBRs
on endocytosis activity of hRNase3, intracellular uptake assay
was performed. Beas-2B cells were treated with wild type or
mutant hRNase3 at 37∘C for 1 h, followed by trypsin digestion
for 15min to remove surface-bound recombinant proteins
before being analyzed by western blotting. When 40 𝜇𝜇g of
total cell lysates were examined with an exposure time of
1min, only HBR2-mtRNase3 and HBR3-mtRNase3 could be
detected in cytosol of Beas-2B cells (Figure 4, lanes 3 and 4).
In addition, none of the double and triple HBR mutants of
hRNase3 was able to enter Beas-2B cells (Figure 4, lanes 5, 6,
7, and 8).ese results indicated that the importance ofHBRs
associated with endocytosisactivity of hRNase3 to Beas-2B
cells in increasing order was HBR3, HBR2, and HBR1.

3.4. Cytotoxicity of Wild-Type and Mutant hRNase3 to
Beas-2B Cells. Beas-2B cells were incubated individually
with 15 𝜇𝜇M of wild-type or mutant hRNase3 in serum-
free medium at 37∘C for 48 h followed by MTT assay.
e cell viability of PBS treatment to Beas-2B cells was
set as 100% to normalize that of different protein treat-
ment. Figure 5 revealed that the viability of wild-type
hRNase3-treated cells decreased to 50%, while that of
HBR1-, HBR2-, HBR3-, HBR12-, HBR13-, HBR23-, and
HBR123-mtRNase3-treated cells increased to 69%, 60%,
101%, 73%, 96%, 88%, and 97%, respectively.e cytotoxicity
of HBR3-mtRNase3, HBR13-mtRNase3, HBR23-mtRNase3,
and HBR123-mtRNase3 apparently diminished as compared
to that of wild-type hRNase3, suggesting that HBR3mutation
played a major role in loss of cytotoxicity of hRNase3. It
should be noted that HBR3 was located on 𝛽𝛽 sheet 6 of
hRNase3, hence mutation of HBR3 to alanine stretch might
possibly lead to conformational change and subsequent of
functional variation.

3.5. Binding Activity of Wild Type and Mutant hRNase3 to
LMWH. e in�uence of wild type and mutant hRNase3 on
LMWH binding activity was illustrated in Figure 6. Initially,
AMAC-labeled LMWH was coincubated with wild-type or
mutant hRNase3 individually at a molar ratio of protein to
LMWH of 0.3. Free probe was separated by 1% gel elec-
trophoresis. Relative intensities of free probes of wild type,
HBR1-, HBR2-, HBR3-, HBR12-, HBR13-, HBR23-, and
HBR123-mt RNase3 apparently decreased to, respectively,
17%, 31%, 15%, 9%, 76%, 59%, 76%, and 81%. e binding
activity of HBR1-mtRNase3 to LMWH decreased 14% as
compared to that of wild type hRNase3 (Figure 6, lanes 2
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F 2: Sequences of HBR1, HBR2, and HBR3 in hRNase3 and corresponding regions of other 12 hRNaseA members. Sequences of
hRNase3 and other hRNaseA superfamily members are aligned using ClustalW2 soware. Putative HBR1, HBR2, and HBR3 separately
located on residues 34–38, 73–77, and 101–105 are predicted from hRNase3. Residues in black, red, and green boxes indicate corresponding
sequence motifs aligned with, respectively, HBR1, HBR2, and HBR3 in all hRNaseA superfamily members.
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F 3: RNase activity of wild-type and mutant hRNase3. Five mg of yeast tRNA was added to 0.05 𝜇𝜇M bovine RNaseA and 5 𝜇𝜇M of (a)
HBR1-mtRNase3, HBR2-mtRNase3, and HBR3-mtRNase3 and (b) HBR12-mtRNase, HBR13-mtRNase3, HBR23-mtRNase3, and HBR123-
mtRNase3 separately to examine the RNase activity.e amount of digested ribonucleotides in supernatant was detected bymonitoringOD260
and RNase activity of bovine RNaseA was set as a positive control.

and 3), while HBR2- and HBR3-mt RNase3 did not show
much difference in LMWH binding activity (Figure 6, lanes
4 and 5). However, the binding activity of double- and triple-
mutant hRNase3 to LMWH decreased more signi�cantly,
especially when HBR1 was mutated (Figure 6, lanes 6, 7, 8,
and 9). erefore, in terms of facilitating hRNase3 binding to
LMWH, the importance of three HBRs in decreasing order
was HBR1, HBR2, and HBR3.

3.6. Binding Activity of Synthetic Peptides FITC-
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅2–41), FITC-𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅1–80), and
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅–106) to Beas-2B Cells. FITC-labeled
HBPRNase3(32–41) (NYRWRCKNQNK), HBPRNase3(71–80)
(NNCHRSRFRV) and HBPRNase3(97–106) (TYADRPGRRF),
peptides containing, respectively, HBR1 (𝑅4RWRCK𝑅8),
HBR2 (𝑅𝑅RSRFR𝑅𝑅) and HBR3 (101RPGRR105) sequences
were synthesized to investigate the cellular binding activity
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IB: His

IB: actin

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

F 4: Endocytosis of wild-type and mutant hRNase3 to Beas-
2B cells. Endocytosis activity of hRNase3 and its HBR mutants
were assayed by western blotting employing 1 : 5000 dilution of
anti-His-antibody. Actin was used to normalize the hRNase3-6His
immunoblot signal. Forty micrograms of total protein in cell lysates
were separated by 15% SDS-PAGE. IB: immunoblot; lane 1: wild-
type hRNase3; lane 2-HBR1-mtRNase3; lane 3-HBR2-mtRNase3;
lane 4-HBR3-mtRNase3; lane 5-HBR12-mtRNase3; lane 6-HBR13-
mtRNase3; lane 7-HBR23-mtRNase3; lane 8-HBR123-mt RNase3;
lane 9-cell only.
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F 5: Cytotoxicity of wild-type and mutant hRNase3 to Beas-
2B cells. Cytotoxicity of hRNase3 and its HBR mutants to Beas-2B
cells were assessed by MTT assay. Cell viability of Beas-2B cells with
PBS treatment was set as 100%. Results are presented as mean± SD
(𝑛𝑛 𝑛 𝑛). ∗∗𝑃𝑃 𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, ∗∗∗𝑃𝑃 𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃.

by cELISA. Figure 7 indicated that the binding activity
of FITC-HBPRNase3(32–41), FITC-HBPRNase3(71–80), and
HBPRNase3(97–106) to Beas-2B cells increased with elevated
peptide concentration ranging from 1𝜇𝜇M to 10 𝜇𝜇M
in a dose-dependent manner, the binding activity of
FITC-HBPRNase3(32–41) was 2 times stronger than that of
FITC-HBPRNase3(71–80) and HBPRNase3(97–106). Since HBR1
was a stronger heparin binding site than HBR2 and HBR3,
its multiple functions were further investigated.

3.7. Cellular Binding Activity of hRNase3 and
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑅𝑛𝑅–4𝑃). A series of wild-type and mutant CHO
cell lines with speci�c defect in HS or GAG biosynthesis

Molar ratio

(protein/GAG): 0.3

Relative
intensity (%)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

F 6: Binding activity of wild-type and mutant hRNase3 to
LMWH. Heparin binding activity of hRNase3 and its HBR mutants
were assessed by FACE. e value of labeled LMWH in the
absence of protein was measured and set as 100%. Relative intensity
of LMWH signal of each protein was normalized to LMWH
only signal and was marked at the bottom; lane 1-LMWH only;
Lane 2-hRNase3; lane 3-HBR1-mtRNase3; lane 4-HBR2-mtRNase3;
lane 5-HBR3-mtRNase3; lane 6-HBR12-mtRNase3; lane 7-HBR13-
mtRNase3; lane 8-HBR23-mtRNase3; lane 9-HBR123-mt RNase3.
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F 7: Binding activity of FITC-HBPRNase3 peptides to Beas-
2B cells. Cellular binding activity of HBPs derived from hRNase3
including FITC-HBPRNase3(32–41), FITC-HBPRNase3(71–80), and FITC-
HBPRNase3(97–106) were assayed using cELISA. e level of bound
FITC signal was set as negative control. Data represented the means
of triplicate incubations. Error bars showed standard deviations
(SD) among triplicate experiments.

were employed to study the binding target oRNase3 and
HBPRNase3(32–41) on plasma membrane. Figure 8(a) showed
that 1000 nM hRNase3 binding to CHO-pgsD677 and CHO-
pgsA745 cells was 50% lower than that of wild-type CHO-K1
cells. Similarly, 5 𝜇𝜇M FITC-HBPRNase3(32–41) binding to
CHO-pgsD677 and CHO-pgsA745 cells signi�cantly
decreased, respectively, 40% and 50% as compared to that
of wild-type CHO-K1cells (Figure 8(b)), and FITC-only was
used a negative control and its relative binding intensities to
each cell line as only 10%. While lacking of HS or GAGs on
cell surface, relative hRNase3 and HBPRNase3(32–41) binding
intensities to both CHO-pgsD677 and CHO-pgsA745 cells
dropped about 50%. ese results indicated that the presence
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F 8: Binding activity of hRNase3 and FITC-HBPRNase3(32–41) towild-type andmutantCHOcell lines. Cellular binding activity of hRNase3
(a) and FITC-HBPRNase3(32–41) (b) to CHO-K1, CHO-pgsD677, and CHO-pgsA745 cells were assayed using cELISA. e amount of 1000 nM
hRNase3 and 5 𝜇𝜇M FITC-HBPRNase3(32–41) bound to wild-type CHO-K1cell was set as 100% binding, respectively. e data represented the
mean value of triple independent experiments and the error bar was shown as standard deviation (SD).
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F 9: Interaction of hRNase3 andFITC-HBPRNase3(32–41) withmembrane lipid fractions. Interaction of hRNase3 and FITC-HBPRNase3(32–41)
on lipid overlay blot of SpingoStrips membranes (a) and PIP Strips membranes (b). Membranes were incubated with 1 𝜇𝜇g/mL hRNase3 or
0.5 𝜇𝜇g/mL FITC-HBPRNase3(32–41) at 37∘C for 2 h, separately. e immunoreactive blot of hRNase3 treatment was visualized by enhanced
chemiluminescence, and the FITC-HBPRNase3(32–41) treatment was using 488 nm laser with standard 530 nm± 30 nm bandpass emission �lter.

of HS on the cell surface was most essential for molecular
interaction with hRNase3 and HBPRNase3(32–41). In addition,
cell surface components, possibly lipid moiety on A745 cells,
might be involved in residual hRNase3 and HBPRNase3(32–41)
binding activities.

�.�. �d�n����a���n �� ������� ����d� �n���a���n� ���� ��a���
and 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅–41). hRNase3 has been associated with
lipid membrane destabilization [45]. To investigate whether
any other membrane-associated negatively charged moieties
other than HS was involved in hRNase3 and HBPRNase3(32–41)
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F 10: Cell viability of Beas-2B cells upon treatment with
HBPRNase3(32–41). Cytotoxicity of HBPRNase3(32–41) to Beas-2B cell was
assessed by MTT assay. Beas-2B cells were treated with various
concentrations of HBPRNase3(32–41). e amount of cell viability of
PBS treated Beas-2B cells was set as 100%.

binding, overlay blots (SphingoStrips and PIPStrips) con-
taining 100 pmoles of 26 different biologically active sphin-
golipids and glycerophospholipidswere examined [46].Using
SphingoStrips membrane, a speci�c interaction between
sulfatide, a sulfated glycosphingolipid expressed on the cell
surface [47], and refold hRNase3 (Figure 9(a), le panel) as
well as FITC-HBPRNase3(32–41) (Figure 9(a), right panel) was
observed. For the PIP Strips membrane, hRNase3 interacted
with PI3P, PI4P, PI5P, PI (3,4) P2, PI (3,5) P2, PI (3,4,5) P3, PA,
and PS (Figure 9(b), le panel). FITC-HBPRNase3(32–41) inter-
acted with PI3P, PI4P, PI5P, PE, PA, and PS (Figure 9(b), right
panel). ese results indicated that FITC-HBPRNase3(32–41)
possessed quite similar lipid binding pattern to hRNase3, and
the HBPRNase3(32–41) involved in hRNase3 binding to plasma
membrane not only through HS binding but also through
direct molecular interaction with phospholipids. Our data
suggested that hRNase3 interacted with more lipids than
HBPRNase3(32–41), presumably due to more diverse lipid bind-
ing regions on hRNase3. Besides, variation in the exposed
level and conformation of 32NYRWRCKNQN41 sequence
between refold hRNase3 and HBPRNase3(32–41) might also
account for the difference in lipid recognition.

3.9. Cytotoxicity of hRNase3 and 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅3(32–41) to Beas-
2B Cells. Cytotoxicity of hRNase3 towards Beas-2B cells has
been reported in previous study [27]. To examine the cyto-
toxic effect of HBPRNase3(32–41), Beas-2B cells were incubated
with 0, 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 𝜇𝜇M HBPRNase3(32–41)
in serum-free medium at 37∘C for 24 h and cell viabil-
ity was measured by MTT assay. Figure 10 revealed that
no cytotoxicity of HBPRNase3(32–41) was detected, even if
high concentration of 100 𝜇𝜇M was applied. us, although
HBPRNase3(32–41) conserved key heparin binding activity of
hRNase3, it possessed no cytotoxic effect to mammal cell.

4. Discussion

hRNaseA superfamily members share diverse protein iden-
tities to hRNase3 even though they contain conserved 3-
dimensional structures and enzymatic functions. In addition
to RNase activity, a variety of biological features includ-
ing immune-regulatory, cytotoxic, antimicrobial, antitumor,
and heparin/HS binding activities have been reported. In
terms of RNase activities, hRNases1-to-8 have obvious
catalytic activities� however, such function is unidenti�ed
in hRNases9-to-13 and remains to be elucidated. As for
cytotoxicity, hRNases1-to-5 are harmful to various cells or
organisms, but hRNases6-to-13 are indistinct. In terms of
lipid binding activity, hRNase2, hRNase3, and hRNase7 have
been reported to interact with lipids [30–32], while that of
the other hRNaseA family members are not well studied.
As for antimicrobial activity, hRNase2, hRNase3, hRNase5,
hRNase7, and hRNase8 are harmful to microorganisms
(Table 1). In addition, hRNase2 and hRNase3 have been
elucidated to mediate immune responses [31, 32]. Taken
together, comparison of hRNaseA family members indicates
that only hRNase2 has similar sequences and functions to
hRNase3 (Table 1).

Structural analysis reveals that all hRNaseA family mem-
bers share very similar secondary structures in three putative
HBRs (Table 2). Since hRNase7 shares high primary sequence
identity to hRNase6 and hRNase8, 58% and 75%, respectively,
its structure was used as a template for structure simulation of
hRNase6 and hRNase8 which have no resolved 3D structures
yet. e HBR1 and HBR3 in all hRNaseA family members
are present, respectively, in loop and 𝛽𝛽-strand conformation.
e secondary structure for HBR2 of hRNase4 is 𝛽𝛽-strand,
and that of the others is loop conformation. Hence, these
results suggested that sequence composition, rather than
secondary structure contents of each HBR-like segment in
hRNaseA family members, is crucial for differential heparin
binding activities. Among all hRNaseA superfamily mem-
bers, hRNase2, hRNase3, and hRNase7 possess conventional
heparin binding motifs in several HBRs. However, only
hRNase2, hRNase3, and hRNase5 have been reported to
demonstrate heparin binding activities [48, 49]. Here, three
unique functional peptides encoded HBRs have been pre-
dicted in hRNase3 by ReMUS and demonstrated heparin
binding properties at both molecular and cellular levels, and
the correspondentHBR1 of hRNase2 has been identi�edwith
heparin binding features too. Interestingly, in the primary
sequence hRNase5 positively charged residue-rich regions,
that is, 31RRR33 and R70 have been reported to involve
heparin binding by site-directed mutagenesis [49], and they
are located pretty close to putative HBR1 and HBR2 of
hRNase5 in this study. Finally, hRNase7 has been reported to
be puri�ed through a heparin a�nity column despite unclear
heparin binding mechanism, indicating that hRNase7 also
possesses heparin binding potency. is �nding will con-
tribute to further understanding of protein-ligand interaction
in hRNaseA members.

hRNase3 is a ribonuclease and its antimicrobial function
has been shown to be dependent on its enzymatic activity
[5, 19, 25]. Our study has identi�ed three HBRs including
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T 1: Speci�c functions of hRNaseA superfamily.

Function RNase
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Protein identity 30% 67% 100% 28% 32% 43% 39% 39%
RNase activity O O O O O O O O
Cytotoxicity O O O O O ND ND ND
Heparin binding motif X O O X O O O X
Lipid binding activity ND O O ND ND ND O ND
Antimicrobial activity ND O O ND O ND O O
In�ammatory mediators ND O O ND ND ND ND ND
Reference [29] [30] [31, 32] [33, 34] [35, 36] [37] [38, 39] [40, 41]
Note: O, X, and ND, respectively, represent active, inactive, and not determined.

T 2: Secondary structures of correspondent HBRs in hRNaseA
members.

HBR1 HBR2 HBR3 PDB number
hRNase1 Loop Loop 𝛽𝛽-strand 2K11
hRNase2 Loop Loop 𝛽𝛽-strand 2C01
hRNase3 Loop Loop 𝛽𝛽-strand 2KB5
hRNase4 Loop 𝛽𝛽-strand 𝛽𝛽-strand 1RNF
hRNase5 Loop Loop 𝛽𝛽-strand 1H53
hRNase6 Loop Loop 𝛽𝛽-strand 2HKY∗

hRNase7 Loop Loop 𝛽𝛽-strand 2HKY
hRNase8 Loop Loop 𝛽𝛽-strand 2HKY∗

e structures of hRNase1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 are collected from protein
data bank (PDB), and those of RNase6, 8 were simulated by database
(PS)2—Protein Structure Prediction Server (http://ps2.life.nctu.edu.tw/).
∗Denotes simulated structures using hRNase7 as template.

34RWRCK38, 73RSRFR77, and 101RPGRRR105, respectively,
located on loop3, loop5, and strand 𝛽𝛽4 of hRNase3 to interact
with heparin. Key roles including heparin binding, cytotoxic,
endocytic, and lipid binding activities were contributed by
thesemajorHBRs and have been demonstrated. hRNase3 can
alsomodulate Beas-2B cells to release TNF-𝛼𝛼 leading to apop-
tosis facilitated by �rst step attachment on cell surface GAGs
especially HS [26]. In 2010, Garcia-Mayoral group reported
that the major HS binding site on hRNase3 was located
on a cavity composed by A8-Q14 in helix 𝛼𝛼1, Y33-R36 in
loop3, Q40-L44 in strand 𝛽𝛽1, and H128-D130 in strand 𝛽𝛽6 [18].
Here HBR1 mutants signi�cantly diminished their RNase
activity due to replacement of the crucial catalytic residue
Lys38 to Ala, in addition, it also decreased heparin binding
and subsequent endocytosis by replacing three basic residues,
Arg34, Arg36, and Lys38 and aromatic residue Trp35 respon-
sible for binding and disrupting microbial membrane [50].
Mutation inHBR3 (101RPGRR105) signi�cantly decreased the
cytotoxicity of hRNase3 to Beas-2B cells, revealing that the
three cationic residues Arg101, Arg104, and Arg105in HBR3
might play a crucial role in exterminate Beas-2B cells.

HBPRNase3(31–41) segment was demonstrated to be
involved in multiple functions of hRNase3 (Table 3).
Alignment with primate RNase3 sequences has revealed
that the sequence of HBPRNase3(32–41) is conserved only

in RNaseA family members of higher primates such as
G. Gorilla and P. troglodytes, the closest living relatives
of human. Interestingly, higher primates and the closest
living relatives of humans, P. troglodytes and G. Gorilla [51]
showed 100% sequence identity in corresponding regions
to the HBPRNase3(32–41) motif of H. sapiens RNase3; while
M. fascicularis and M. nemestrina showed 80% sequence
identity with HBPRNase3(32–41) motif ofH. sapiens RNase3 but
100% identity with H. sapiens RNase2. In addition, the motif
sequence of P. pygmaeus was 70% and 90% identical to that
of hRNase3 and hRNase2, respectively (Table 4). Our results
strongly supported the notion that hRNase3 was generated
from an RNase2/RNase3 precursor gene about 30 million
years ago, at an evolutionary rate among the highest primate
genes [52].

To date, 13 members of the RNaseA superfamily have
been identi�ed in humans; however, the functions of newly
identi�ed human hRNases9–13 remain unclear [53]. Blast
analysis of HBPRNase3(32–41) motif among hRNase3 and other
hRNaseA members was shown in Table 5, in which only
hRNase2 and hRNase8 showed, respectively, 80% and 50%
sequence identity, while the others showed lower than 50%
identity with the HBPRNase3(32–41) of hRNase3. In summary,
HBPRNase3 motif was not a conserved motif among hRNaseA
superfamily, but a speci�c motif being present only in higher
primates.

Herein we reported that HBPRNase3(32–41) accounted
for major cellular binding activity than HBPRNase3(71–80)
and HBPRNase3(97–106). Interestingly, although binding of
HBPRNase3(32–41) was severely impaired in CHO-pgsD677
cells which had no HS but expressed 3-fold more CS than
wild-type CHO-K1 cells, residual cellular binding activities
of HBPRNase3(32–41) to CHO-pgsD677 and CHO-pgsA745
cells strongly implied that HBPRNase3(32–41) possessed certain
interaction to cell surface CS. In addition, both hRNase3 and
HBPRNase3(32–41) showed quite similar binding activities to
membrane lipids.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we identify three functionally important HBRs
in hRNase3, including 34RWRCK38 (HBR1), 75RSRFR79

(HBR2), and 101RPGRR105 (HBR3). HBR1 (34RWRCK38)
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T 3: Correlation of HBR motifs and characteristic functions of hRNase3.

Location Function
RNase Cytotoxicity Cell binding activity HS binding activity Endocytic activity Lipid binding activity

RNase3 O O O O O O
HBR1-mt RNase3 No activity Decrease 50% Increase 50% Decrease 40% No activity
HBR2-mt RNase3 Similar Similar Decrease 20% Similar Decrease 50%
HBR3-mt RNase3 Decrease 30% No activity Decrease 20% Similar Similar
HBPRNase3(32–41) X X O O ND O
Note: O, X, and ND, respectively, represent active, inactive, and not determined.

T 4: Comparison of HBPRNase3(32–41) motif among hRNase3 and other primate RNase3s and RNase2s.

Protein Organism Protein identity HBPRNase3(32–41) identity Sequence

RNase3

Homo sapiens 100% 100% NYRWRCKNQN
Pan troglodytes 97% 100% NYRWRCKNQN
Gorilla gorilla 97% 100% NYRWRCKNQN

Macaca fascicularis 88% 80% NYQRRCKNQN
Macaca nemestrina 88% 80% NYQRRCKNQN
Pongo pygmaeus 88% 70% NYQRRCKDQN

RNase2

Homo sapiens 67% 80% NYQRQCKNQN
Pan troglodytes 67% 80% NYQRQCKNQN
Gorilla gorilla 69% 80% NYQRQCKNQN

Macaca fascicularis 67% 80% NYQRQCKNQN
Macaca nemestrina 66% 80% NYQRQCKNQN
Pongo pygmaeus 68% 70% NFQRRCKNQN

Sequence identity was calculated employing National Center for Biotechnology Information Blast (NCBI Blast: http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi).

T 5: Comparison of HBPRNase3(32–41) motifs among human RNaseA superfamily members.

Name Accession number Protein identity HBPRNase3(32–41) identity Sequence
RNase1 P07998 30% 40% MTQGRCKPVN
RNase2 P10153 67% 80% NYQRRCKNQN
RNase3 P12724 100% 100% NYRWRCKNQN
RNase4 P34096 28% 30% MTLYHCKRFN
RNase5 P03950 32% 30% LTSP-CKDIN
RNase6 Q93061 43% 20% KYFGRSLELY
RNase7 Q9H1E1 39% 40% KHTKRCKDLN
RNase8 Q8TDE3 39% 50% KYTERCKDLN
RNase9 P60153 23% 20% YYKHRWVAEH
RNase10 Q5GAN6 26% 10% EPSQSCIAQY
RNase11 Q5GAN5 30% 30% EANGSCKWSN
RNase12 Q5GAN4 23% 20% EPDHTCKKEH
RNase13 Q5GAN3 25% 10% MQNSDCPKIH
Sequence identity was calculated employing National Center for Biotechnology Information Blast (NCBI Blast: http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi).

in hRNase3 is required for RNase activity and serves as a
major heparin binding site. HBR2 (73RSRFR77) contributes
to both cell binding and endocytic activities, and HBR3
(101RPGRR105) plays an important role in cytotoxicity. More-
over, a noncytotoxic HBR1-derived peptide prefers to inter-
act with negatively charged molecules including heparan

sulfate, chondroitin sulfate and lipids present on cell sur-
face. Understanding of the roles of key functional residues
of hRNase3 in ribonucleolytic, heparin binding, cellular
binding, endocytic, cytotoxic, and lipid binding activities
provides informative correlation among sequence, structure,
and functional features of hRNaseA family members. is
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�nding will contribute to further investigation of molecular
mechanisms and multiple functions of hRNaseA family in
general.
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Nanoinformatics is an emerging research �eld that uses informatics techni�ues to collect, process, store, and retrieve data,
information, and knowledge on nanoparticles, nanomaterials, and nanodevices and their potential applications in health care.
In this paper, we have focused on the solutions that nanoinformatics can provide to facilitate nanotoxicology research. For
this, we have taken a computational approach to automatically recognize and extract nanotoxicology-related entities from the
scienti�c literature. e desired entities belong to four different categories: nanoparticles, routes of exposure, toxic effects, and
targets. e entity recognizer was trained using a corpus that we speci�cally created for this purpose and was validated by two
nanomedicine/nanotoxicology experts. We evaluated the performance of our entity recognizer using 10-fold cross-validation. e
precisions range from 87.6% (targets) to 93.0% (routes of exposure), while recall values range from 82.6% (routes of exposure)
to 87.4% (toxic effects). ese results prove the feasibility of using computational approaches to reliably perform different named
entity recognition (NER)-dependent tasks, such as for instance augmented reading or semantic searches. is research is a “proof
of concept” that can be expanded to stimulate further developments that could assist researchers in managing data, information,
and knowledge at the nanolevel, thus accelerating research in nanomedicine.

1. Introduction

Nanoinformatics is a nascent research �eld at the intersec-
tion of several disciplines, including informatics (informa-
tion technologies and computer science), nanotechnology,
medicine, biology, chemistry, and physics [1]. Nanoinfor-
matics refers to theyu practical application of information
technologies to gather, store, retrieve, and process informa-
tion, data, and knowledge on the physicochemical charac-
teristics of nanoparticles, nanomaterials, and nanodevices
and their potential applications, especially in the biomedical
�eld [1].

Applications of nanoinformatics include, for instance,
nanoparticle characterization and design, modeling and sim-
ulation, data integration and exchange, linking nanoparti-
cles information to clinical data, semantic annotation and
retrieval, domain ontologies, terminologies and standards,
and data and text mining for nanomedical research [2]. In
this context, we can recall and emphasize the role that
bioinformatics—a related informatics discipline—played in
accelerating theHumanGenome Project. One can conjecture
that nanoinformatics might play the same role for nanotech-
nology and nanomedicine that bioinformatics and medical
informatics have played in biology and medicine. We have
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already begun to de�ne the role that nanoinformatics could
play for nanomedicine, as reported elsewhere [3, 4].

In our recent work in this �eld, we have focused on the
challenges, opportunities, and solutions that nanoinformatics
can provide to a critical sub�eld of nanomedicine: nan-
otoxicology. is discipline aims to determine whether and
to what extent the unique properties of nanoparticles (that
arise due to questions such as quantum size effects and/or
their large surface-to-volume ratio) may present potential
or real threats to humans, the environment, or to other
species.

Publications have recently highlighted how nanoparticles
enable a wide range of applications for clinical and thera-
peutic purposes. Bolhassani and colleagues [5] discuss the
use of different types of nanoparticles, such as dendrimers,
polymeric nanoparticles, metallic and magnetic nanoparti-
cles, and quantum dots as effective vaccine adjuvants for
infectious diseases and cancer therapy. Kosuge and colleagues
[6] report the use of FeCo/graphitic-carbon nanocrystals
(FeCo/GCNs) to enhance cellular �uorescence and magnetic
resonance imaging of vascular in�ammation due to their
accumulation in vascular macrophages in vivo. Similarly,
akor and colleagues [7] describe the use of polyethy-
lene glycosylated Raman-active gold nanoparticles (PEG-R-
AuNPs) in different clinical trials targeting dysplastic bowel
lesions during colonoscopy. More extensive reviews can be
found in [8, 9].

Despite these advances, the use of nanoparticles may
involve serious risks for both patients and environment due
to potential secondary toxic effects, also reported in the
literature [10–14]. erefore, it is essential for clinicians and
researchers using nanoparticles for therapeutic purposes to
be able to access relevant nanotoxicology information in
an integrated and intuitive manner. Similarly, regulatory
and environmental researchers need data and information
integration in performing risk assessments or environmental
forecasts as the result of manufacturing, use, degradation,
disposal, and recycling of these materials. Taking advantage
of nanoinformatics methods—most speci�cally text mining
and natural language processing techniques applied to toxi-
cological issues—should contribute to automatically identi-
fying, organizing and making available speci�c nanotoxicity
information reported in the literature to researchers and
physicians.

Based on related research, we have carried out in the
Biomedical Informatics �eld (BMI) [15–18], we present in
this paper a nanoinformatics approach based onnamed entity
recognition (NER) techniques for automatically extracting
nanotoxicology-related entities from the literature. is, to
our knowledge, is the �rst reported effort to automatically
identify and extract relevant entities from scienti�c papers
relevant to nanotoxicology. e extracted entities include, for
instance, names of nanoparticles, nanomaterials, and nan-
odevices, types of toxicity/damage—for example, cell death or
lung in�ammation—and potential routes of exposure to toxic
agents—for instance, inhalation or dermal contact. Once this
information is retrieved and gathered, it can be used for a
wide variety of applications.

is paper is organized as follows. In the background
Section 2, we provide a survey of existing NER-focused
methods and tools, most of them developed in the con-
text of bioinformatics and medical informatics research. In
the methods Section 3, we describe the building of the nan-
otoxicology training corpus, the training and construction
of the automated entity recognizer, and the design of the
evaluation experiment. Next, we present and discuss the
results of the evaluation. Finally, we present the conclusions.

2. Background

Over the past few years, named Entity recognition (NER)
methods and techniques have been widely used in medical
informatics and bioinformatics research to automatically
identify and extract different types of named entities (NEs)
such as gene and/or protein names [19–23], medications and
dosages [24], primary diseases and comorbidities [24], or raw
sequences of nucleic acids and proteins [16, 20, 25, 26].

According to Park and Kim [27], there are four main
approaches to performing NER from textual sources: (1)
dictionary-based approaches, (2) rule-based approaches, (3)
machine-learning approaches and (4) hybrid approaches.
Dictionary-based approaches, try to identify entity names
belonging to domain-speci�c controlled vocabularies, tax-
onomies and/or ontologies directly from the literature. ere
are different techniques for matching entities mentioned
in the text to dictionary entries. ese include, simple
pattern-matching [28–30] or statistical techniques [31] to
compare sequences of tokens from the text to dictionary
entries, advanced symbolic natural language processing and
computational linguistic techniques such as those used in
the National Library of Medicine’s MetaMap program [32,
33], and innovative hybrid approaches such as the one
described in [34]. is encodes both biomedical texts and
dictionary entries into sequences of nucleotide symbols—i.e.,
A, C, G, and T. Once the dictionary entries and the tex-
tual documents have been converted into sequences, the
authors use BLAST [35]—the most ubiquitous tool for DNA
and protein sequence matching—to automatically identify
the entity instances in the text. Although dictionary-based
approaches are relatively simple to design and implement
if the appropriate dictionary is available, they have several
limitations. ese include false positive and false negative
recognition issues arising from ambiguous names and from
synonym and spelling variants, respectively.

Rule-based approaches address some of the limitations of
dictionary-based approaches by dealing with morphological
variants not covered by the latter approaches [27]. Rule-
based methods resort to handcraed patterns and rules to
deal with the different types of morphological variants. Some
examples of rule-based approaches include [36–42]. e
main disadvantage of rule-based approaches is the difficulty
to adapt or reuse them for different domains.

In contrast to rule-based methods—that use handcraed
rules and patterns—machine learning approaches are aimed
at “learning” predictive models that can be used to auto-
matically detect the occurrence of NEs in the text. Exam-
ples of machine learning methods and techniques used for
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NER include conditional random �elds [21, 43–46], hidden
markov models [47–49], support vector machines [45], and
context-aware rule-based classi�ers [33, 50]. To automatically
generate the desired predictive models, nearly all machine
learning-based approaches require a set of documents to train
themodel.is training set is a body of text documents (oen
just single passages) that has been manually analyzed and
annotated by domain experts to identify different entities
occurring in them. Examples of widely used corpora in the
biological domain include GENIA [51]—an annotated body
of literature related to the MeSH terms “human”, “blood
cells”, and “transcription factors”—the BioCreAtIvE body
for Task 1A [52]—text passages annotated with names of
genes and related entities—, or Linnaeus [53]—aimed at
recognizing and identifying species names in the biomedical
literature. Similar corpora—although considerably smaller in
size—have been developed for the medical domain. ese
include, for instance, the corpora used in the I2B2medication
extraction challenge [24, 54] and the I2B2 Obesity NLP
Challenge [55], or a recently developed corpus aimed at
the automated discovery of anaphoric relations in clinical
narrative [56].

Finally, hybrid approaches combine two or more of the
previously described techniques to achieve better perfor-
mance, since each of the described approaches have its own
advantages and disadvantages. Examples of hybrid systems
approach include [45], which combines two machine learn-
ing algorithms (conditional random�elds and support vector
machines) with several rule-based engines, the approaches
described in [16, 33], that rely on rule-based systems and
lookup lists, or the hybrid method reported in [20] that
describes a system combining a preprocessing dictionary and
a rule-based �lter with several independently trained support
vector machines.

Aer reviewing the results of recent NER-related chal-
lenges [24, 55], we decided to adopt a machine learning
approach based on conditional random �elds (CRFs) to
build our nanotoxicology-related named entity recognizer.
We made this decision since CRF-based biomedical NER
systems are fast, effective, accurate, and perform relatively
well even if trained with small training sets [21, 24, 55]. e
latter issue is critical for the purpose reported in this paper,
since to our knowledge there are no any available corpora for
the nanotoxicological domain.erefore, we had to build our
own nanotoxicology corpus from scratch, which is a difficult
and time-consuming task.

In the next section, we describe (1) the methods we used
to build the corpus for training and evaluating the recognizer,
(2) the CRF training process, and (3) the metrics we used
to evaluate the performance of the nanotoxicology-related
named entity recognizer.

3. Methods

e proposed NER system is designed to recognize instances
of entities belonging to four different categories: NANO,
EXPO, TOXIC, and TARGET. Entities belonging to the
NANO category represent nanoparticles, nanodevices, or

e purpose of  this study was to review

published dose-response data on acute lung

inflammation in rats aer instillation of

titanium dioxide particles or six types of

carbon nanoparticles.

e purpose of  this study was to review

published dose-response data on acute

<TARGET> lung </TARGET>

<TOXIC> inflammation </TOXIC> in

<NANO> titanium dioxide particles </NANO>

or six types of  <NANO> carbon

nanoparticles </NANO>

<TARGET> rats </TARGET> aer

<EXPO> instillation </EXPO> of

F 1: Sample annotated sentence belonging to the current “gold
standard”, containing 6 different mentions of entities belonging to
different categories.

nanomaterials, such as for instance, “polyamidoamine den-
drimers” or “buckminsterfullerene”. Similarly, EXPO-labeled
instances describe different routes of human, animal, or
environmental exposure to nanoparticles, such as “inhala-
tion”, “dermal contact” or “pulverization”. On the other
hand, TOXIC-labeled terms represent toxicological hazards
of nanoparticles such as “detachment” or “death”, while
TARGET-labeled terms refer to the actual targets of the
hazards such as “cell” or “kidney”.

We trained a CRF model using an annotated corpus con-
taining 300 sentences selected from the available literature.
Further details on the creation of the annotated corpus, the
training of the CRFmodel and the evaluation protocol follow.

3.1. Building the Annotated Corpus. To build the corpus,
we submitted the query “nanoparticles/toxicity(MeSH major
topic)” to PubMed, obtaining 654 results at the time of
writing.Wemanually analyzed the resulting set of abstracts to
choose 300 sentences containing relevant entities. Members
of our research group manually annotated the selected
sentences. Both the selection of the 300 sentences and
the annotation process were validated by two experts in
nanomedicine and nanotoxicology.

e outcome of the labeling process was an annotated set
of 300 sentences. Figure 1 shows a sample annotated sentence
containing instances for all the target categories. As depicted
in the �gure, each entity is enclosed between an opening
and ending tag that denotes the category to which it belongs.
For this sample sentence, we have two different instances
belonging to the NANO category: “titanium dioxide particles”
and “carbon nanoparticles”, one to EXPO: “instillation”, two
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T 1: Number of entities and tokens manually identi�ed by the
annotators in the 300 selected phrases and annotated as belonging
to one of the target categories.

Nano Expo Toxic Target Total
Entities 426 144 485 385 1440
Tokens 717 186 637 705 2245

to TARGET: “lung” and “rats”, and one to TOXIC: “in�am-
mation”.

Table 1 summarizes the number of entities belonging
to each category that were identi�ed in the 300 selected
phrases and labeled as such by the annotators. As entities
may be composed of 2 or more words (tokens), such as for
instance “titanium dioxide particles”, the table also reports
the total number of tokens belonging to each category.
us, the mention “titanium dioxide particles”, belonging to
the NANO category at entity-level would be counted as 3
different mentions of the NANO category at the token-level.
We made this distinction to evaluate the performance of the
systemboth at entity-level (exactmatching) and at token level
(partial or inexact matching). Further detail is given in the
section Evaluation Metrics.

3.2. Training the CRFModel. We trained a CRF model on the
300 annotated sentences to automatically identify instances
of entities belonging to the four target categories. To train the
CRF, we used the Java Application Programming Interface
(API) provided by ABNER [21]. e latter is an open-
source named entity recognizer designed to identify protein
names and gene products. e model was trained using the
default set of features provided by ABNER that includes

orthographic, morphological, and contextual features. e
latter are mostly based on regular expressions and n-gram
features. We also performed minor modi�cations on the
default tokenizer supplied with ABNER to properly identify
chemical formulas.

3.3. Evaluation Metrics. We assessed the performance of the
CRF-based NER system by calculating the precision, recall,
and F-measure values for each type of entity—that is, NANO,
EXPO, TOXIC, and TARGET. ese metrics were computed
both at entity and token levels [54]. Entity-level metrics
measure the ability of the system to successfully recognize
the full text of multiword entities labeled as such in the gold
standard—i.e., the training set of manual annotations in the
corpus. Conversely, token-level metrics are targeted at evalu-
ating the performance of the systemwhen labeling individual
words. For instance, let us suppose that the annotation pro-
vided by our system for the sentence “In this study, metallic
nickel nanoparticles caused higher…” is “In this study, metal-
lic <NANO>nickel nanoparticles</NANO> caused higher…”,
and that the provided annotation for this sample sentence in
the gold standard is “In this study, <NANO>metallic nickel
nanoparticles</NANO> caused higher…”. erefore, for this
example, the system would fail to provide a correct entity-
level annotation for the NANO-labeled entity “metallic nickel
nanoparticles”, since the systemonly achieved a partialmatch.
However, this annotation would lead to an increase in recall
for the NANO category at the token level, since the system
successfully recognized 2 tokens (out of 3) in the phrase
“metallic nickel nanoparticles” as belonging to the NANO
category. We used formulas (1) to compute entity-level and
token-level precision, recall, and F-measure:

Entity-level Precision (EP) =
#correctly returned entities by system

#entities returned by system
,

Entity-level Recall (ER) =
#correctly returned entities by system

#entities in gold standard
,

Entity-level𝐹𝐹-measure (EF) = 2 ⋅ EP ⋅ER
EP+ER

,

Token-level Precision (TP) =
#correctly returned tokens from each entity in systemoutput

# tokens in system output
,

Token-level Recall (TR) =
#correctly returnedtokens from each entity in systemoutput

# tokens in gold standard
,

Token-level𝐹𝐹-measure (EF) = 2 ⋅ TP ⋅ TR
TP + TR

.

(1)

Although the size of the set of annotated sentences—in
terms of number of sentences, entities, and tokens—is rea-
sonable and could be divided into a training and test set
to evaluate the system’s performance, we instead chose to
use 10-fold cross-validation to avoid over�tting. In the next
section, we report the results of the evaluation activity.

4. Results and Discussion

Table 2 summarizes the results of the evaluation of the CRF-
based entity identi�er against the manually annotated gold
standard using 10-fold cross-validation. e table shows the
precision, recall, and F-measure for each target category
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T 2: Summary of results of the evaluation of the CRF-based recognizer using 10-fold cross-validation.

Entity-level Token-level
Precision (EP) Recall (ER) F-measure (FR) Precision (TP) Recall (TR) F-measure (TF)

Nano 0.892 0.873 0.883 0.945 0.943 0.944
Expo 0.930 0.826 0.875 0.981 0.855 0.914
Toxic 0.926 0.874 0.899 0.967 0.909 0.937
Target 0.876 0.860 0.868 0.906 0.916 0.911

(NANO, EXPO, TOXIC, and TARGET) both at entity and
token level.

As shown in Table 2, our CRF-based entity recognizer
yields entity-level precision values that range from 87.60%
(TARGET) to 93.00% (EXPO). Similarly, entity-level recall
values range from 82.60% (EXPO) to 87.40% (TOXIC).
Performance of the recognizer at the token level, include
precision values ranging from 90.06% (TARGET) to 98.10%
(EXPO), while recall values range from 85.50% (EXPO) to
94.30% (NANO). ese results show that the CRF-based
approach performs particularly well at recognizing nanotox-
icology entities—with entity-level F-measure values close
to 90% for all categories—even when trained with such a
reduced set of sentences. Moreover, the CRF-based approach
seems to perform better at recognizing nanotoxicology enti-
ties than at identifying entities belonging to the biomedical
domain, as reported for protein and gene names (precision
= 65.90%, recall = 74.50%) [21], or medication information
(precision = 90.37%, recall = 66.12%) [44]. e targeted
entities are, of course, quite different, so direct comparisons
should be treated with caution.

To ensure a fair evaluation, we compared the adopted
CRF-based approach to a hybrid approach used as baseline.
is hybrid method combines a dictionary-based approach
with a term selection scheme based on TF/IDF (term fre-
quency/inverse document frequency) weights [57]. e latter
are widely accepted statistics that measure the importance
of a term in the context of a textual collection or corpus.
To evaluate the hybrid method used as baseline, we pro-
ceeded as follows. First, we built a dictionary containing all
terms occurring in the corpus we created, composed of 300
sentences. is dictionary contained all tokens—excluding
stop words—and n-grams of sizes ranging between 2 and 6
occurring in the corpus. N-grams are groups of tokens that
appear consecutively in the text. For instance, for the sentence
“Gold nanoparticles have the potential to …” we would
have the following n-grams of size 2: “Gold nanoparticles”,
“nanoparticles have”, “have the”, “the potential”, “potential to”.
Examples of n-grams of size 3 include “Gold nanoparticles
have” or “nanoparticles have the”. We chose using n-grams
in addition to single-word tokens since many concepts
belonging to different ontologies are multiword concepts.
Next, for each term T in the vocabulary, we calculated its
TF/IDF score for the document containing the maximum
number of occurrences of the term T. Aer that, all terms
in the vocabulary were sorted in descending order of the
TF/IDF score. We discarded all terms having a TF/IDF
score smaller than 0.1. Finally, we compared the remaining

T 3: Summary of results of the evaluation of the hybrid
approach used as baseline.

Entity-level
Precision Recall F-measure

Nano 1.00 0.33 0.496
Target 0.75 0.48 0.585

terms in the vocabulary to terms belonging to two different
ontologies: the Foundational Model of Anatomy [58]—to
detect anatomical locations that might be potential targets
of nanoparticles—and the Nanoparticle Ontology [59]—to
identify names of nanoparticles. If a term from the vocab-
ulary matched a term from any of the ontologies, then it
was marked as belonging to the NANO category—if the
matched term belonged to the Nanoparticle Ontology—or
to the TARGET category—if the matched term belonged to
the Foundational Model of Anatomy. Note that, we did not
focus on identifying toxic effects of nanoparticles and modes
of exposition since there are no currently available ontologies
or controlled vocabularies addressing such topics, and thus
it is not possible using a vocabulary-based approach. Table
3 shows the results of the evaluation for the method used as
baseline.

As shown in Table 3, the baseline approach yields preci-
sions of 100% and 75% for the NANO and TARGET
categories respectively. ese �gures are reasonable, since
most termsmatching concepts belonging to the Nanoparticle
Ontology refer to names of nanoparticles with high probabil-
ity.is is not the case, however, for termsmatching concepts
from the Foundational Model of Anatomy, since anatomical
locations may be mentioned together with nanoparticle
names and there not might exist any toxicity relationships
between them. Regarding the recall values yielded by the
baseline method, it must be noted that these values are much
smaller than those yielded by the CRF-based approach.ese
values are also reasonable, since the Nanoparticle Ontology
was initially designed to provide a conceptualization of
the domain of cancer nanotechnology research, while the
documents in the corpus are targeted at different diseases.
Similarly, the Foundational Model of Anatomy alone is
not suitable for detecting potential targets of nanoparticles,
since in addition to anatomical locations, potential targets of
nanoparticlesmay also include animals and the environment.

ese results suggest that the CRF-based approach is
suitable for performing NER-dependent tasks, especially
when other approaches such as the vocabulary-based one
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F 2: Screenshot of the prototype of the “nanotoxicity searcher”.

cannot be performed due to the lack of a well-established
controlled vocabularies or ontologies.

Examples of NER-dependant tasks that can be carried out
using our nanotoxicology recognizer include, for instance,
�nding relationships between the detected entities, or index-
ing scienti�c papers with the different entities appearing
in them. In fact, the latter task is a signi�cant research
topic in biomedical informatics research, since many dif-
ferent systems for automatically indexing and searching the
biomedical literature have been developed over the last few
years. Examples include Pharmspresso [60], an information
retrieval and extraction system for pharmacogenomic-related
literature that follows a dictionary-based approach to identify
instances of genes, drugs, polymorphisms and diseases, or
PubDNA Finder [17], an online repository that we developed
to link PubMed Central manuscripts to the sequences of
nucleic acids appearing in them, following a hybrid approach
that combines a rule-based system and lookup lists. We have
already begunworking in this directionwith the development
of a prototype of the “nanotoxicity searcher”. e latter is
an intelligent search engine that provides users with a web
interface to search for PubMed-indexed papers that were
automatically annotated with speci�c mentions of relevant
nanotoxicology entities using the methods described in this
paper. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the current prototype
of the “toxicity searcher”. We believe that our search engine
can be a valuable tool for nanomedical researchers to easily
discover toxic and secondary effects of nanoparticles reported
in the literature.

�o our knowledge, the results we report are the �rst
application of textminingmethods to extract nanotoxicology
information from the literature—in fact, the �rst text mining
application in the whole �eld of nanomedicine. Considerable
interaction between nanoinformatics professionals should

enable building extended corpora in this and other �elds,
where challenges and competitive testing can be carried out
to evaluate these methods from text mining, information
retrieval, and how they perform with different information
types. Similar competitions have been earlier carried out in
BMI, with signi�cant results and success [52, 54, 55]. In this
way, we can consider our research as a �rst “proof of concept”,
which needs to be followed up soon by efforts by others, and
may provide opportunities in an entirely new area of research
for nanoinformaticians.

Extending the research presented in this work to include
more general entities—that is, nanomedicine and nanotech-
nology-related entities—can open new and signi�cant chal-
lenges for nanoinformaticians, given the novelty of this topic
and approach. ese potential challen-ges include, for
instance: (a) populating electronic health records and/or
clinical trials with nanolevel information extracted from
the literature, (b) automatically annotating and indexing
nanomedical documents mentioning concepts and entities
belonging to well-known ontologies and controlled vocabu-
laries, (c) aligning and bringing together existing biomedical
and nanomedicine/nanotechnology ontologies—such as for
example the Nanoparticle Ontology [59], the Foundational
Model of Anatomy [58], or the Gene Ontology [61]—or (d)
automatically creating inventories of nanoparticles contain-
ing details about their characterization and design, potential
uses, and applications—for example tissue regeneration, drug
delivery, medical imaging, identi�cation of cancerous cells,
for example—toxicity, links to relevant literature, links to
modeling, and simulation tools, and so forth.

is research is an example of the potential chal-
lenges and synergies that lie ahead for future interactions
between experts in nanotechnology, nanomedicine, and
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nanoinformatics. Such interactionsmay lead to a broad range
ofmedical applications involving different nanomedical chal-
lenges. In this regard, the authors are currently working
together on the development of new methods and tools for
addressing these issues.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a nanoinformatics approach
based on NER techniques for automatically identifying rele-
vant nanotoxicology entities in scienti�c articles. e results
of the evaluation suggest that the entity recognizer, we
have developed could be used by other nanoinformaticians
to reliably perform different NER-dependant tasks. ese
include extracting nanotoxicity information from textual
sources to populate structured databases, or to automati-
cally index and search nanotoxicology articles. In addition,
this work can be extended to recognizing more general
nanomedicine and nanotechnology entities, thus providing
new research opportunities for nanoinformaticians. is is,
to our knowledge, the �rst report that explores the use of text
mining techniques in the area of nanotechnology. Further
research in this emerging nanoinformatics �eld may lead to
the development of novel methods and tools that could assist
researchers inmanaging data, information, and knowledge at
the nanolevel, thus accelerating research in nanoscience.
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e importance of pairwise protein structural comparison in biomedical research is fueling the search for algorithms capable of
�nding more accurate structural match of two input proteins in a timely manner. In recent years, we have witnessed rapid advances
in the development ofmethods for approximate and optimal solutions to the protein structurematching problem. Albeit slow, these
methods can be extremely useful in assessing the accuracy of more efficient, heuristic algorithms. We utilize a recently developed
approximation algorithm for protein structure matching to demonstrate that a deep search of the protein superposition space leads
to increased alignment accuracy with respect to many well-established measures of alignment quality. e results of our study
suggest that a large and important part of the protein superposition space remains unexplored by current techniques for protein
structure alignment.

1. Introduction

Pairwise protein structure alignment is one of the most
important problems in computational molecular biology.
At the same time, protein structure alignment is a very
difficult problem, due to an in�nite number of possible
ways to position a pair of proteins in the three-dimensional
space. Because of the enormous size of the search space,
the research into protein structure alignment has been
traditionally focused on the development of methods with
better objective functions, that explore a relatively small but
representative set of proteins’ spatial superpositions.

In this paper, we take a different approach and study
the bene�ts of searching proteins’ superpositions in a more
detailed manner. We demonstrate signi�cant increase in the
alignment accuracy of several well-known distance-based
alignment methods, obtained by utilizing the superpositions
that rigorously optimize a very simple and intuitive alignment
metric, de�ned as the largest number of residues from the
input proteins that can be �t under a prede�ned distance
cutoff.

e size of gap between the accuracy of current heuristic
solutions and optimal solutions, observed in this study,
suggests that the protein structure alignment problem will
likely remain a hot topic in years to come.

2. Materials andMethods

Our study is carried out using two protein structure align-
ment benchmarks: Sisyphus and FSSP. In both benchmarks,
an in-house algorithm, MaxPairs [1], is applied to compute
the superpositions that closely approximate the measure
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶 𝐶𝐶, which is de�ned as the largest number of pairs
of residues from the input proteins that can be �t under 𝐶𝐶
Ångströms. MaxPairs algorithm is based on the approxima-
tion algorithm EPSILON-OPTIMAL [1], which is capable
of �nding a superposition of the input proteins that �ts at
least as many pairs of residues under the distance 𝐶𝐶 𝑑 𝑑𝑑 as
an optimal superposition �ts under the distance 𝐶𝐶, for any
accuracy threshold 𝑑𝑑 𝜀 𝜀. As an approximation algorithm,
EPSILON-OPTIMAL suffers from high computational com-
plexity. e algorithm’s run time is a high degree polynomial
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in the lengths of the structures being compared. To cir-
cumvent high computational cost, the present study utilizes
MaxPairs—a heuristic version of EPSILON-OPTIMAL that
searches through a relatively small subset of the space of all
superpositions of the input proteins inspected by EPSILON-
OPTIMAL. While still not practical, as demonstrated in [1],
MaxPairs enjoys accuracy superior to that of some widely
utilized alignment programs and, as such, this algorithm is an
indispensable tool for assessing the precision ofmore efficient
and more popular algorithms. In present study, we set the
distance cutoff to𝑑𝑑 𝑑 𝑑Åand the accuracy threshold to 𝜀𝜀 𝑑 𝜀.
Going below 𝜀𝜀 𝑑 𝜀 proves to be computationally prohibitive
with our computing infrastructure.

We evaluated the performance of threewell-knownmeth-
ods for protein structure comparison, STRUCTAL [2–4],
TM-align [5], and LOCK2 [6, 7], before and aer replacing
their original superpositions with superpositions that opti-
mize 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶 𝑑𝑑.

It is important to emphasize that our experiment is not
designed to compare these three methods head-to-head, but
rather to assess the extent of improvements in the accuracy of
each method that can be made by exploring the search space
in a more thorough manner.

In choosing the methods for our study, we only consid-
ered the availability of soware and the simplicity of imple-
menting the alignment scoring functions (see the Results
section). An overview of the three algorithms is given below.

STRUCTAL. e STRUCTAL algorithm [2–4] employs itera-
tive dynamic programming to balance the cRMS score with
the lengths of aligned regions. In each iteration, the algo-
rithm computes an optimal residue-residue correspondence
(alignment) of the input proteins 𝑎𝑎 𝑑 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝜀,… , 𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚) and 𝑏𝑏 𝑑
𝑎𝑏𝑏𝜀,… , 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛) and then �nds a superposition that minimizes
cRMS of the aligned subchains 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝜀 ,… , 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 ) and 𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝜀 ,… , 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 ).
e cRMS score is given by

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑑 
𝜀
𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘

𝑟𝑟𝑑𝜀
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 − 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟

2
. (1)

e alignment step in STRUCTAL is carried out using
a dynamic programming routine, which implements the
following recurrence formula:

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖, 𝑖𝑖 𝑑 max




𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 − 𝜀, 𝑖𝑖 − 𝜀 + 𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖, 𝑖𝑖
𝐷𝐷 𝑖𝑖 − 𝜀, 𝑖𝑖 − 𝜀0
𝐷𝐷 𝑖𝑖, 𝑖𝑖 − 𝜀 − 𝜀0

𝐷𝐷 𝑎𝑖𝑖, 0) 𝑑 𝐷𝐷 0, 𝑖𝑖 𝑑 0,

(2)

where

𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖, 𝑖𝑖 𝑑
20

𝜀 + 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖
2/5
, 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖 𝑑 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 − 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 . (3)

e outputs of STRUCTAL are the subchains 𝑝𝑝 of 𝑎𝑎 and 𝑞𝑞 of
𝑏𝑏, along with the rigidly transformed protein 𝑏𝑏, denoted by

�̂�𝑏, and a residue-residue correspondence that maximizes the
STRUCTAL score

𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖𝑑𝜀

20

𝜀 + 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 −
𝑏𝑏𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖
2
/5
− 𝜀0𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝,𝑞𝑞, (4)

where𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝,𝑞𝑞 denotes the total number of gaps in the alignment.
e STRUCTAL program used in our analysis was down-
loaded from http://csb.stanford.edu/levitt/Structal/.

TM-align. TM-align is another popular protein structure
alignment program,widely used inmany applications, in par-
ticular for assessing the quality of protein models generated
by comparative modeling or abinitio techniques. e score
matrix in TM-align is protein-length speci�c and is de�ned
as

𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖, 𝑖𝑖 𝑑
𝜀

𝜀 + 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖/𝑑𝑑0
2 , (5)

where 𝑑𝑑0 𝑑 𝜀.24
𝑑√𝐿𝐿 − 𝜀5 − 𝜀.𝐿, and 𝐿𝐿 is the length of

the shorter structure [5]. In contrast to linear gap penal-
ties employed by STRUCTAL, the gap penalties in TM-
align are affine and are set to 0.6 for gap-opening and 0.0
for gap-extension [5]. An improved version of the algo-
rithm, called Fr-TM-align, has been published [8]. e TM-
align soware, used in this study, was downloaded from
http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/TM-align/.

LOCK2. LOCK2 [6] is an improved version of the original
LOCK program [7]. It incorporates secondary structure
information into the alignment process. An initial super-
position is obtained by comparing the vectors of secondary
structure elements. An iterative procedure is then applied
to minimize RMSD between aligned subchains of the input
proteins, using the threshold distance of 3Å for atomic
superposition. Rigid body motions for RMSD minimization
are realized using quaternion transformations [9, 10].

e alignment returned by LOCK2 is a sequence of pairs
of points

𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝜀 , 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝜀 ,… , 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 , 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 , 𝑖𝑖𝜀 < ⋯ < 𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘, (6)

where 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 are 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 each other’s nearest neighbors. More specif-
ically, for every 𝑟𝑟 𝑟 𝑟𝜀,… , 𝑘𝑘𝑟, the point 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 is the closest point
in protein 𝑏𝑏 to the point 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 and vice versa.e �nal alignment
is generated through a two-step process. First, for every atom
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 from protein 𝑎𝑎, the algorithm �nds the nearest atom from
protein 𝑏𝑏 that is at distance 𝐶3Å from 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖. In the second step,
the algorithm selects the maximum number of aligned pairs
in sequential order, by removing pairs that violate colinearity.

e LOCK2 soware can be downloaded from
http://lock2.stanford.edu.

3. Results

3.1. Sisyphus Benchmark. e Sisyphus test [11] is frequently
used to assess the accuracy of automated methods for
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protein structure comparison [1, 12]. is sophisticated
benchmark utilizes 125 alignments of structurally related
proteins, created by experts in the �eld of protein structure
analysis. e reference alignments can be downloaded from
http://sisyphus.mrc-cpe.cam.ac.uk.

In present study, we (like Rocha et al. [12]) utilize only
a subset of the Sisyphus test set, containing 106 alignments
between single-chain proteins. e two-step process is illus-
trated in Figure 1. In the �rst step, STRUCTAL, TM-align,
and LOCK2 are run with default parameters to generate
the methods’ speci�c alignments between proteins from
the Sisyphus set. ese alignments are then compared to
the reference (“gold-standard”) alignments to compute the
percentage of correctly aligned residue pairs [1, 12].

In the second step, the MaxPairs algorithm is run to
compute the set of (near-)optimal superpositions, namely,
the superpositions that rigorously maximize the number of
pairs of atoms that can be �t under 3�. �e used our own
implementations of the STRUCTAL, TM-align, and LOCK2
alignment procedures to compute optimal residue-residue
correspondence (alignment) between the newly superim-
posed proteins. e percentage agreement with reference
alignments is recorded again and compared to the agreement
obtained in the �rst step.

e agreement with reference alignments in the Sisyphus
test is de�ned as a function of themagnitude of the alignment
error. More speci�cally, for the alignment tolerance shi 𝑠𝑠,
the agreement is de�ned as 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠/𝐿𝐿ref, where 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 is the number of
aligned residues that are shied by no more than 𝑠𝑠 positions
in the reference alignment and 𝐿𝐿ref is the length of the
reference alignment [12]. e perfect agreement is the one
that corresponds to zero-shi (𝑠𝑠 𝑠 𝑠𝑠.

e dashed lines in Figures 2, 3, and 4 track the per-
formance of original STRUCTAL, TM-align, and LOCK2
methods. e solid lines show the performance of the same
methods when run on the superpositions that maximize
the number of residues under 3�. As seen in these �gures,
there is a signi�cant boost in the methods’ accuracy resulting
from the “�ne-tooth comb” search of superposition space.
More precisely, the new superpositions improve absolute
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agreement with the reference alignments for STRUCTAL,
TM-align, and LOCK2 by 11%, 5%, and 5%, respectively, with
a similar trend continuing for nonzero shi.

e increase in number of correctly aligned residues,
obtained by switching to MaxPairs superpositions, varies
from one pair of structures to another (Figures 5, 6, and
7). For some pairs, the difference is striking. However, it
should be emphasized that, in some of these cases, such a
high difference might be due to unavailability of information
in P�B �les used by the methods in our study. For instance,
the LOCK method is built to take advantage of the residues’
secondary structure assignment. Hence, it is reasonable to
assume that the lack of secondary structure information in
the P�B �le for one or both structures will oen decrease the
accuracy of the LOCK alignment of those structures.
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A more detailed analysis shows that, when MaxPairs
superpositions are used, the number of residue pairs correctly
aligned by STRUCTAL increases by more than 10 for 31 out
of 106 test pairs. e corresponding number of test pairs for
which the same magnitude of increase is observed for TM-
align and LOCK is 14 and 13, respectively. For comparison,
original STRUCTAL superpositions have such an advantage
only in 3 out of 106 test pairs. For TM-align and LOCK, the
corresponding numbers are 5 and 4.

evalue added by the deep search of superposition space
makes some of the methods analyzed here comparable to
the best to date methods evaluated in the Sisyphus test. A
slight accuracy advantage of algorithms such as Matt [13],
PPM [14], and ProtDeform [12] is due to the fact that
these methods consider proteins as �exible, rather than rigid
objects. In other words, unlike STRUCTAL, TM-align, and
LOCK2, which all utilize single transformations of input
proteins to compute �nal alignments, the new generation of
protein structure alignment methods consider sequences of
different rigid transformations at different sites. It should be
emphasized that the methods based on sequences of local
transformations can themselves bene�t from incorporating
the ��ne-tooth comb� search to detect fragments of local
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similarity. is would lead to further improvements in their
overall accuracy, but the true extent of these improvements
can only be accessed through a carefully designed study.

3.2. FSSP Benchmark. Our second benchmarking set utilizes
183 representative pairs of proteins, related at various levels
according to FSSP structural classi�cation [15]. is test set
consists of 55 family pairs, 68 superfamily pairs, and 60-
fold pairs (see Supplementary Material available online at
doi:10.1155/2012/459248).

In contrast to Sisyphus benchmark, which compares
alignments returned by automated methods to those gener-
ated by human experts, the alignment precision in the FSSP
benchmark is assessed using a set of well-known alignment
quality measures:

(i) NumPairs(d) represents the number of aligned pairs
of residues in two proteins that are at distance ≤ 𝑑𝑑
Ångströms from each other. We note that, unlike
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ≤ 𝑑𝑑, which is a globally optimal metric, repre-
senting the maximum number of pairs of residues in
the superimposed structures that can be placed under
𝑑𝑑 Ångströms, NumPairs(d) represents the method
speci�c count of pairs of aligned residues at distance
≤ 𝑑𝑑.

(ii) Similarity Index, denoted by SI, is de�ned as 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐
min{𝐿𝐿(𝐿𝐿)𝐿 𝐿𝐿(𝐿𝐿)𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿, where𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 is the number of
aligned residues in proteins 𝐿𝐿 and 𝐿𝐿 and 𝐿𝐿(𝐿𝐿) and 𝐿𝐿(𝐿𝐿)
are the lengths of 𝐿𝐿 and 𝐿𝐿, respectively [16].e cRMS
score, used in the formula for SI, is computed based
upon the method speci�c alignments.
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T 1: Average (per-pair) accuracy of STRUCTAL, TM-align, and
LOCK2 in the FSSP benchmark, for all structural levels combined.
e best results are indicated in bold.

NumPairs(3) PSI(3) SI
STRUCTAL

Original 50.47 0.59 7.85
Near-optimal 53.81 0.63 7.37

TM-align
Original 53.35 0.62 5.86
Near-optimal 55.85 0.65 5.95

LOCK2
Original 51.75 0.60 8.35
Near-optimal 58.46 0.68 5.69

(iii) e Percentage of Structural Similarity, PSI(d), is
de�ned as NumPairs(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (see, for
example, [8]).

As seen in Table 1, a more detailed search of the super-
position space increases both NumPairs and PSI scores for
all three methods in our study. e increase in SI scores is
also seen for both STRUCTAL and LOCK2. It is interesting to
note, though, that the original TM-align superpositions yeald
better SI scores than the optimal superpositions.

T 2: Average accuracy of the three methods in our study,
computed on 60 pairs of proteins that share the same FSSP fold.

NumPairs(3) PSI(3) SI
STRUCTAL

Original 31.48 0.47 10.07
Near-optimal 36.68 0.54 9.63

TM-align
Original 35.98 0.52 7.60
Near-optimal 39.58 0.57 7.76

LOCK2
Original 34.82 0.50 12.56
Near-optimal 42.47 0.61 7.25

e FSSP level-speci�c results of our benchmarking
analysis are summarized in Tables 2, 3, and 4.

Figure 8 shows the alignment independent PSI scores
computed from superpositions generated by STRUCTAL,
TM-align, and LOCK2. For reference, a near-optimal PSI
score, averaged across the FSSP test set and computed by the
MaxPairs algorithm, is also provided in this �gure.

e data used in Figure 8 shows that (on average)
STRUCTAL, TM-align, and LOCK fail to place 8%, 7%,
and 11% pairs of residues at distance ≤ 3Å, respectively.
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T 3: Average accuracy computed on the set of 68 pairs of
proteins that belong to the same FSSP superfamily.

NumPairs(3) PSI(3) SI
STRUCTAL

Original 47.71 0.58 8.41
Near-optimal 50.09 0.61 7.61

TM-align
Original 51.40 0.62 6.11
Near-optimal 52.71 0.64 6.10

LOCK2
Original 48.63 0.59 8.17
Near-optimal 55.37 0.67 5.85

T 4: Average accuracy computed on the set of 55 pairs of
structures from the same FSSP family.

NumPairs(3) PSI(3) SI
STRUCTAL

Original 74.6 0.74 4.76
Near-optimal 77.11 0.76 4.62

TM-align
Original 74.71 0.73 3.65
Near-optimal 77.49 0.76 3.79

LOCK2
Original 74.09 0.73 3.98
Near-optimal 79.73 0.78 3.80

As expected, the best performance of these methods is
observed at the FSSP family level (STRUCTAL fails to place
5%, TM-align: 5%, LOCK: 6%) and worst at FSSP fold level
(STRUCTAL: 15%, TM-align: 12%, LOCK: 17%).

3.3. Illustrative Examples. Several examples illustrating the
advantage of the deep search of superposition space are given
in Figures 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13.

While examples in Figures 9–13 are striking, it should
be noted that they represent rather isolated cases. In fact
(as the reader can conclude from Figures 5, 6, and 7),
there are several examples where the output of heuristic
methods compares favorably to that of MaxPairs (although
the difference in quality is not as obvious as that shown in
Figures 9–13). As emphasized before, in many instances, the
inaccuracy of the alignment generated by heuristic methods
is due to insufficient structural information stored in the PDB
�le, relied upon these methods.

4. Discussion

Resent years have witnessed advances in the development
of methods for approximate and exact solution to protein
structure alignment problem.One of the �rst suchmethods is
the Umeyama�s algorithm for �nding the transformation that
gives the leastmean squared error between two point patterns
[17]. Since then, several algorithms have been published

(a) (b)

F 9: Structural alignment of two cystatin-like folds: delta-5-
3-ketosteroid isomerase from pseudomonas putida, PDB ID: 1opy
(black) and chicken egg white cystatin, PDB ID: 1cewI (gray),
obtained by (a) a heuristic method and (b) MaxPairs. For simplicity
of presentation, we hide the parts of two structures that are not
well superimposed by either program. In this particular test case,
switching to MaxPairs superpositions yields a twofold increase in
the number of pairs of residues that can be �t under 3Å (59 versus
29). e corresponding percentage increase for the distance cutoff
of 5Å is 76% (65 versus 37 pairs).

(a) (b)

F 10: Structural superposition of the urease from Bacillus
pasteurii, PDB ID: 1ubpA (black) and the dynein light chain 1 from
human, PDB ID: 1cmiA (gray), obtained by (a) a heuristic method
and (b) MaxPairs (we hide misaligned C-terminal regions from
both structures). In this test case, a subtle change in structural
superposition, made by MaxPairs, increases the number of pairs of
residues that can be �t under 3Å from 9 to 36 (and from 16 to 42
when the cutoff distance of 5Å is used).

for �nding a near-optimal solution to the structure align-
ment problem under distance constraints. e procedure by
Akutsu, for example, returns a superposition of the input
proteins that �ts at least as many pairs of residues under the
distance 𝑐𝑐 𝑐 𝑐𝑐 as an optimal alignment �ts under the distance
𝑐𝑐, for every �xed 𝑐𝑐 𝑐 𝑐 [18]. is algorithm runs on the order
of 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂8), where 𝑂𝑂 denotes the protein length. An improved
running time procedure for the same problem has also been
published [19]. e EPSILON-OPTIMAL algorithm, used in
present study, is able to place at least as many pairs of residues
under the distance 𝑐𝑐 𝑑 𝑑𝑑 as an optimal superposition places
under the distance 𝑐𝑐. e asymptotic cost of EPSILON-
OPTIMAL is 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂4) for globular and 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂8) for nonglobular
proteins [1].
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(a) (b)

F 11: Structural superposition of HiPIP (high-potential iron
protein) from Chromatium vinosum, PDB ID: 1ckuA (black) and
HiPIP isolated from the phototrophic bacterium Rhodocyclus
tenuis, PDB ID: 1isuA (gray), obtained by (a) a heuristic method
and (b) MaxPairs. is is another example illustrating an obvious
difference in quality of two structural matches.

(a) (b)

F 12: Structural superposition of two helical regions in the
elongation factor TS, PDB ID: 1tfeA (black) and the ribosomal
protein S7, PDB ID: 1rssA (gray), obtained by (a) a heuristic method
and (b) MaxPairs. Regions not aligned well by the two programs are
hidden for simplicity of presentation. When run on superpositions
generated by MaxPairs, the same heuristic method aligns 22 more
residues under the distance 3Å (29 versus 7).

e polynomial time approximation schemes (PTASs)
have been designed for selected nonsequential protein struc-
ture alignment measures [20] as well as for the class of
measures satisfying the so-called Lipschitz condition [21].
Moreover, methods exist that rigorously minimize proteins’
intra-atomic distances, including the algorithm by Caprara
et al., which is capable of approximating the “Contact Map
Overlap” (CMO) measure with great accuracy [22]. Finally,
the algorithms for absolute optimum, with respect to selected
alignment metrics, have also been published [1, 23], but they
are computationally too expensive for everyday use.

Although inefficient for large scale analysis, the algo-
rithms for exact solution are indispensable tools for assessing
the accuracy of more commonly used heuristic methods. e
present study utilizes a set of precomputed superpositions
to evaluate the improvements in accuracy of three well-
known protein structure alignment algorithms, obtained by
the deep search of the superposition space. In the Sisyphus
benchmark, these superpositions increase the accuracy of
alignments generated by STRUCTAL, TM-align, and LOCK2

(a) (b)

F 13: Structural superposition of the DNA-binding domain of
PHO4, PDB ID: 1a0aA (black) and the basic/helix-loop-helix/leucine
zipper domain of the upstream stimulatory factor, PDB ID: 1an4A
(gray), obtained by (a) a heuristic method and (b) MaxPairs. Unlike
the heuristic method, MaxPair is capable of aligning both helical
regions from these two proteins.

by 11%, 7%, and 6%, respectively. An improvement of similar
magnitude is seen aer allowing for alignment errors (residue
shis). In the FSSP benchmark, the new superpositions
increase NumPairs and PSI scores for STRUCTAL, TM-
align, and LOCK2 by ∼7%, ∼5%, and ∼13%, respectively. A
particularly noticeable improvement is seen in the Similarity
Index scores of alignments generated by LOCK2 (from 8.35
to 5.69).

We emphasize that our analysis provides an estimate
of the lower bound on the difference between optimal and
heuristic solution, since alignments generated by MaxPairs
are not always optimal (in the strict sense).

Finally, it is reasonable to expect that a more thorough
exploration of the superposition space, coupled with the
fragment-based alignment techniques, can be used to further
improve the precision of methods based on sequences of
local transformations, such as Matt [13], PPM [14], and
ProtDeform [12].

5. Conclusions

A typical distance-based protein structure alignmentmethod
explores the space of proteins’ spatial superpositions, com-
puting an optimal residue-residue correspondence (align-
ment) each time a new superposition is generated. Because of
the large search space, current methods for protein structure
alignment must trade precision for speed and explore only a
small but representative set of superpositions.

Weutilize an algorithmcapable of �nding an alignment of
any speci�ed accuracy to demonstrate signi�cant increase in
the alignment quality of solutions generated by three popular
protein structure alignment methods, obtained through the
deep search of the superposition space.e large lower bound
on the size of gap between optimal and heuristic solutions,
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observed in this study, suggests that the protein structure
alignment problem will likely remain an attractive research
area throughout the next decade.
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Cancer vaccines are a real application of the extensive knowledge of immunology to the �eld of oncology. Tumors are dynamic
complex systems inwhich several entities, events, and conditions interact among them resulting in growth, invasion, andmetastases.
e immune system includes many cells and molecules that cooperatively act to protect the host organism from foreign agents.
Interactions between the immune system and the tumor mass include a huge number of biological factors. Testing of some cancer
vaccine features, such as the best conditions for vaccine administration or the identi�cation of candidate antigenic stimuli, can
be very difficult or even impossible only through experiments with biological models simply because a high number of variables
need to be considered at the same time. is is where computational models, and, to this extent, immunoinformatics, can prove
handy as they have shown to be able to reproduce enough biological complexity to be of use in suggesting new experiments. Indeed,
computational models can be used in addition to biological models. We now experience that biologists and medical doctors are
progressively convinced that modeling can be of great help in understanding experimental results and planning new experiments.
is will boost this research in the future.

1. Introduction

Vaccines for cancer represent an alternative approach to
the use of standard drugs. Differently from the traditional
vaccines that prevent disease instructing the immune system
on how to recognize and destroy a particular pathogen,
cancer vaccines enlist the patient’s immune system to destroy
existing cancer cells. While simple in concept, the develop-
ment of products has proven difficult. Problems speci�cally
lie in eliciting sufficient, tumor-selective stimulation of an
immune system that is already tolerant of cancer cells [1, 2].

Revolutions in biotechnology and information technol-
ogy have produced enormous amounts of data and are
accelerating the extension of our knowledge of biological
systems. ese advances are changing the way biomedical
research, development, and applications are done. Clinical
data complement biological data, enabling detailed descrip-
tions of various healthy and diseased states, progression, and

responses to therapies. e availability of data representing
various biological states, processes, and their time depen-
dencies enable the study of biological systems at various
levels of organization, from molecule to organism, and even
population levels.

�peci�c systems biology models, that is, applications of
computer and mathematical models that enable the sim-
ulation of biological processes, can be used to investigate
the physiology and pathology of the immune responses
involved in vaccination and immunotherapy. is involves
applications of computational simulations to the discovery,
design, and optimization of vaccines and other immunother-
apies.

e term immunotherapies usually refers to the treat-
ment of established disease while the term vaccine is
restricted to prophylactic immune interventions. We will use
“vaccines” to refer to generic immune intervention and will
use terms “therapeutic vaccines” and “prophylactic vaccines”
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F 1: Tumor immunology and the main difference between cancer immunotherapy and cancer immunoprevention.

to distinguish between the two modalities. Vaccine design is
amenable to the application of modeling techniques, for both
the discovery and development of new and existing vaccines.
In what follows, we �rst deal with a brief overview of different
types of existing cancer vaccines; we then focus on modeling
cancer vaccines and �nally we draw our �nal remarks.

2. A Brief Overview of Cancer Vaccines

e ultimate aim of a vaccine is to activate a component of
the immune system such as B lymphocytes, which produce
antibodies or T lymphocytes, which directly kill tumor cells.
Antibodiesmust recognize antigens in the native protein state
on the cell’s surface. Once bound, antibodies are capable
of destroying tumor cells by means of antibody-dependent
cellular cytotoxicity or complement-mediated cytotoxicity. T
lymphocytes recognize proteins as major histocompatibility
complex complexed with peptides that can vary in size,
presented on the surface of the cells recognized.

Recent research [3] demonstrated that the vaccine
approach may also be useful in the prevention and treatment
of cancer (tumor immunology, see Figure 1). It is known
that the immune system eliminates most of the cancer cells
(cancer immunoediting [4]). ose that are not recognized
escape immune surveillance, leading to tumors. Tumor vac-
cines can thus be used to stimulate an immune response
against poorly immunogenic tumor variants. In few words,
the ultimate goal of tumor immunology is to understand the
interactions between tumor and immune system cells and to
devise immune based approaches to �ght cancer.

e use of cytotoxic T cells (CTLs), dendritic cells (DC),
and antibodies, actually represent well-known approaches in
cancer immunotherapy [5].

e use of anti-idiotype (Id) antibodies as vaccines to
stimulate immune system response against tumors, have
been demonstrated effective in preventing tumor growth and
curing mice with established tumors [6]. Several monoclonal
anti-Id antibodies that have the appearance of distinct human
tumor-associated antigens (TAAs) have been developed and

tested in the clinic, demonstrating good results. Indeed the
efficacy of these vaccines will depend on the results of several
Phase III clinical trials. Numerous studies in mouse tumor
models have shown that DCs pulsed with tumor antigens can
induce protective and therapeutic anti-tumor immunity [7].
It is, however, worth to mention that the complexity of the
DC system requires rational manipulation of DCs to achieve
protective or therapeutic immunity.

Recently it has been shown that prophylactic vaccines
administered to transgenic mice prone to cancer develop-
ment can completely prevent tumor onset and restore a
normal life expectancy [8]. Even though prophylactic cancer
vaccines are still far from human application, this opens up
an entirely new perspective in cancer prevention, leading
to a future in which vaccines will equally contribute to the
prevention of infectious diseases and cancer.

3. Modeling Cancer Vaccines

Computational models have been recognized as relevant
for the understanding of biological systems. In particular,
models are suitable for guiding biology from a qualitative
to a quantitative, thus predictive, science. Pharmaceutical
companies are starting to use models to optimize/predict
therapeutic effects at the organism level, suggesting that
computational biology can effectively play a key role in this
�eld [9].

Obviously to model the behavior of a cancer vaccine,
one needs to model the immune system that is one of the
most exciting challenges as it represents one of the most
complex biological systems. It is, in fact, an adaptive learning
system that operates at multiple levels (molecules, cells,
organs, organisms, and groups of organisms). Immunological
research, both basic and applied, needs to deal with this
complexity.

Computational immunologists increasingly use mathe-
matical modeling and computer simulation to study the
immune system and the immune responses to different
pathogens [10]. us, quantitative models that appropriately
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capture the complexity (both in the architecture and the
function) of the immune system are an integral component
of the personalized medicine efforts. In silico models of the
immune system can provide answers to a variety of questions,
including understanding the general behavior of the immune
system, the course of disease, the effects of treatments, the
analysis of cellular andmolecular interactions, and eventually
the simulation of laboratory experiments. Here we will focus
on modeling the immune response against tumors elicited by
a cancer vaccine.

Figure 2 summarizes the modeling cycle that all the
modeling approaches should follow.

4. The SimTriplex Model

�ne of the �rst example in modeling a cancer vaccine is
represented by the SimTriplex model. It is an agent-based
model speci�cally tailored to simulate the effects of �Triplex�
tumor-preventive cell vaccines inHER-2/neu transgenicmice
prone to the development of mammary carcinoma [11, 12].
e Triplex vaccine blocks mammary carcinogenesis when
administered to BALB-neuT mice starting at 6 weeks of age,
allowing very long (>1 y) tumor-free survival [13]. e major
limitation of the very effective Triplex vaccine was that only a
Chronic protocol, withmore than 60 vaccinations distributed
throughout the life of themouse, blockedmammary carcino-
genesis, whereas shorter and/or delayed protocols le mice
exposed to tumor onset.

SimTriplex includes a variety of cellular and molecular
entities, including tumor and vaccine cells, B and plasma
cells, helper and cytotoxic T cells, macrophages, dendritic
cells, antigens, antibodies, and cytokines. e attributes of

each cell entity include position, age, and state (e.g., resting,
activated, memory, antigen-presenting, etc.). Changes of
state (e.g., cell activation, cytotoxicity, cell death, etc.) are
governed by a set of rules based on tumor immunology.

Antigen-speci�c immune interactions (antibody
or immunoglobulin/antigen (IG/Ag) and T cell
receptor/peptide/MHC (TCR-pMHC)) are modeled with
bit-strings (sequences of 0 s and 1 s). Hamming distances
is used as a measure of affinity among receptors and co-
receptors: the probability of an interaction depends on the
number of matches.

e simulation space is a two-dimensional triangular lat-
tice (six neighbor sites) with periodic boundary conditions.
Cells and molecules are free to move across the lattice sites.
At each time step, representing 8 hours of real time, cells and
molecules residing on the same lattice site can interact.

To model the continuous carcinogenic process of HER-
2/neu transgenic mice, new tumor cells appear in the lattice,
and existing tumor cells replicate (and rarely die). e
simulation stops if the total number of tumor cells exceeds a
threshold, signifying the formation of a palpable tumormass,
or aer a de�ned number of time steps, typically more than 1
year of real time.

Probabilistic elements affect various starting variables
(e.g., initial positions in the lattice) and interactions (e.g.,
cytotoxic death of tumor cells). e outcome of each run of
the simulator, entailing the generation of a large number of
pseudo-casual numbers, is taken to simulate the results of one
mouse, thus reproducing experimental variability between
individual mice.

SimTriplex model coupled with optimization techniques
(based on combinatorial optimization algorithms as genetic
algorithms and simulated annealing) allowed to search for
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an optimal vaccination schedule to obtain the same efficacy
of the Chronic protocol with a de�nitively reduced vaccine
administrations. Simtriplex predictions has been veri�ed in a
in-vivo experiment (probably the �rst model results veri�ed
in vivo). Results show that in-silico predicted schedule does
signi�cantly reduce the tumors multiplicity on the ten mice
mammary glands even if the vaccination efficacy for the
�rst appearing of tumor was still overestimated. Further
adjustment of the model is required to include evidence of
immune aging which appeared from in vivo follow up results
[13, 14].

5. TheMetastaSimModel

eTriplex vaccine proved to be effective also as a therapeutic
vaccine, showing its ability to be used against induced
lung metastases [15]. Brie�y, lung metastases were induced
in BALB-neuT mice by intravenous injection of syngeneic
mammary carcinoma cells.

e administration of the vaccine started one day aer the
intravenous injection of the metastatic cells and it is repeated
twice weekly up to the end of the experiment (day 32), with
lower but good prevention rates when the same cycle is
started 7 days aer the induction of themetastases (Triplex+7
protocol). e immunological responses in the immunopre-
vention and therapeutic experiments overlap only partially.
A major goal of biologists is to better understand the
biological behavior to improve the efficacy of the therapeutic
treatment and to try to predict, for example, the outcomes of
longer experiments in order to move faster towards clinical
phase I trials. In a recent work [16], we developed a new
computational model named MetastaSim to be used as an in
silico virtual lab can help answering these questions.

e MetastaSim model has been inspired by the
SimTriplex model. MetastaSim has in common with
SimTriplex the same modeling framework [17, 18] and
some of the biological mechanisms shared by the in vivo
experiments they model. However it has some important
differences, that is, a complete revision of the cancer growth
kinetics. e model is now able to simulate multiple different
metastatic nodules, each one with its own growth rate, more
accurately. To reproduce the growth in time of nodules, the
Gompertz growth law is now used in its differential form.

An exhaustive search for any optimal protocol has been
performed. Results showed that it is possible to obtain in
silico a reduction of approximately 45% in the number of
vaccinations. Most of the protocols presented there share a
similar vaccination strategy that is composed by a boost of
three vaccine injections, a period of rest, and then a series of
vaccine recalls that are somewhat equally spaced. e model
suggests that any optimal protocol for preventing lungmetas-
tases formation should be therefore composed by an initial
massive vaccine dosage followed by few vaccine recalls. Even
if this is a well-known vaccination strategy in immunology,
since it is commonly used for many infectious diseases such
as tetanus and hepatitisB, it can be still considered a relevant
result in the �eld of cancer-vaccines immunotherapy.

6. Model of Immunotherapy and
Cancer Vaccination

Unfortunately, the efficacy of available therapeutic strategies
for cancer still remain poor. Moreover, widely adopted
approaches to cure or, at least, delay cancer development that
is, chemotherapy and radiotherapy, both still carrymajor side
effects for individual patients. In order to better understand
therapies, experimentalists and clinicians are increasingly
appreciatingmathematical and computational modeling, and
in recent years several papers appeared in the literature:
they have begun to investigate the various aspects of the
immune system response to cancer from a computational and
mathematical perspective [19–21].

Particularly, in [22], the authors developed a math-
ematical model to describe the growth dynamics of an
immunogenic tumor in the presence of an active immune
response. ey paid special attention on the interaction of
cancer cells with cytotoxic T lymphocytes and professional
antigen presenting cells in a relatively small, multicellular
tumor, before the angiogenesis process.

During the numerical simulation of themodel, it has been
discovered that adoptive immunotherapy protocols have the
potential to promote tumor growth instead of inhibiting it.
Conversely, active vaccination with tumor-antigen pulsed
APCs was shown to be generally more effective.

7. Epitope Focused Immunoinformatics

DNA vaccination has been widely explored to develop new,
alternative, and efficient vaccines for cancer immunotherapy.
ey offer several paybacks such as speci�c targeting, use
of multiple genes to enhance immunity, and reduced risk
compared to conventional vaccines.

Fast advances in molecular biology and immunoinfor-
matics allow logical design methodologies. ese technolo-
gies allow construction of DNA vaccines encoding selected
tumor antigens together withmolecules to direct and amplify
the desired effector pathways, as well as highly targeted
vaccines aimed at speci�c epitopes. Reliable predictions of
immunogenic T cell epitope peptides are crucial for rational
vaccine design and represent a key problem in immunoinfor-
matics [23, 24].

For example, the authors in [25] explore the selection of T
cell epitopes to develop epitope-based vaccines, the need for
CD4+ T cell help for improved vaccines and the assessment
of vaccine performance against tumor.

Moreover they present two applications, namely predic-
tion of novel T cell epitopes and epitope enhancement by
sequence modi�cation, and combined rationale design with
bioinformatics for creation of new synthetic mini-genes.

8. Repositories inMachineLearningAlgorithms

It is well known that the immune system is characterized
by high combinatorial complexity, especially due to its wide
potential repertoire. Consequently, the analysis of immuno-
logical data needs the use of specialized computational tools.
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A new way to select vaccine targets and reduce the number of
necessary experiments is based on the use of machine learn-
ing (ML) algorithms in combination with classical experi-
mentation. As the development of ML algorithms requires
standardized data sets that are measured in a consistent way
(and share the same uniform scale), there is a gap between
the immunology community and the ML community. To
overcome this problem and �lling the gap, the authors in [26]
present a repository for machine learning in immunology
named Dana-Farber Repository for Machine Learning in
Immunology (DFRMLI). Integrating experimental and in
silico methods allows efficient study of highly combinatorial
problems related with interpreting immune responses. With
the advancement of experimental technologies, the amount
of immunological data produced anddistributed is increasing
dramatically. Bioinformatics tools also based on statistical
and ML algorithms are able to utilize these data. e main
problem with both immunological data and other biological
data is that they are usually represented qualitatively and
as a consequence, these descriptions are oen ambiguous,
presenting a challenge for the mainstream ML developers.
e DFRMLI is designed to overwhelm this hole through
extending immunological data with well-de�ned annotations
that could be conveniently used by the ML community.

9. Models in Flow Cytometry Data for
Cancer Vaccine ImmuneMonitoring

Detection of minimal residual disease, diagnosis, charac-
terization of the pro�le of immunotherapies, and immune
response tracking represent hot topics in cancer research.
Flow cytometry (FCM) is widely used in these areas of inter-
est. Circumventing spurious positive events and recognizing
uncommon cells subsets delineate the challenge in all these
applications. To accomplish this is task, the use of multiple
markers simultaneously in the analysis of FCM data will help
a lot. is because the additional information provided oen
lends a hand to minimize the number of false positive and
false negative events, hence improving both sensitivity and
speci�city.

With the use of the above explained strategy by manual
gating, it is possible to analyze at most twomarkers in a single
dot plot, oen applying a sequential scheme. e sequential
strategy is difficult to assess, as it gets rid of events that fall
outside preceding gates at each stage.

Model-based analysis is a promising computational tech-
nique that works using information from all marker dimen-
sions simultaneously and offers an alternative approach to
�ow analysis that can usefully complement manual gating in
the design of optimal gating strategies. In [27], the authors
presented results from model-based analysis illustrated with
examples from FCM assays commonly used in cancer
immunotherapy laboratories.

e authors’ approach to model-based analysis is based
on the use of statistical mixture models. Statistical mixture
models are very widely used in the presence of problems
where objects depicted in several or many dimensions need
to be clustered or classi�ed.

10. Modeling Personalized Response to
Cancer Immunotherapy

erapeutic interventions that stimulate tumor-speci�c
immunity still remain rare. An improved understanding
of patient-speci�c dynamic interactions of immunity
and tumor progression, combined with personalized
application of immune therapeutics, would increase the
efficacy of immunotherapy. In [28] the authors developed
a method to predict and enhance the individual response
to immunotherapy by using personalized mathematical
models. e approach is set in the early phase of treatment
and includes an iterative real-time in-treatment evaluation of
patient-speci�c parameters from the accruing clinical data,
construction of personalized models and their validation,
model-based simulation of subsequent response to ongoing
therapy, and suggestion of potentially more effective patient-
speci�c modi�ed treatment. e model is then applied to a
prostate cancer immunotherapy. e major �nding of the
simulations conducted in [28] suggested that an increase in
vaccine dose and administration frequency would stabilize
the disease in most patients.

11. Immunotherapies Enhancing Vaccines

Recently, Wilson and Levy [29] have investigated the possible
effect of an immunotherapy based on an immunoregula-
tory protein, the transforming growth factor beta, (TGF-
𝛽𝛽), in combination with vaccine treatments. e proposed
mathematical model follows the dynamics of the tumor size,
TGF-𝛽𝛽 concentration, activated cytotoxic effector cells, and
regulatory T cells. Using numerical simulations and stability
analysis, they have studied several scenarios: a control case
of no treatment, anti-TGF-𝛽𝛽 treatment, vaccine treatment,
and combined anti-TGF-𝛽𝛽 vaccine treatments. e model
was able to capture experimental results, and hence has
the potential to be used in designing future experiments
involving this approach to immunotherapy.

12. Conclusions

e investigation of vaccines and therapeutic approaches
against cancer from the mathematical and computational
point of view is still a new �eld of research. It has been shown
that several papers have begun to propose models that have
been appreciated by both clinicians and experimentalists and
have been proven to be of great use in improving anti-cancer
approaches research.

We expect that an extensive use of mathematical/compu-
tational modeling into clinical practice will stimulate the
clinical research of new and alternative protocols for cancer
treatments with immune interventions.

e possibility of the use of personalized approaches into
the clinical practice is probably still far to come. However,
virtual patient simulations can produce expected responses to
the therapy for different class of patients (by immunological
pro�le, age, pathologies, etc.). is can help the clinicians in
deciding the best clinical approach for the speci�c patient.
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Finally, a thought on the future directions of themodeling
cancer vaccines topic. We believe that models should be inte-
grated during the entire cycle of cancer vaccine development
line. is means that if a model has been used in the �rst
line of the development �for example in the de�nition of
epitopes targets), it should be used later in the optimization
of the schedule and �nally in the human response to the
speci�c vaccine or immunotherapy. Presently, to the best of
our knowledge, there is nomodel that has been applied to the
three critical phases of vaccine development.
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